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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Discovery and Design of Multifunctional Membrane-Active and Immunomodulatory

Peptides and Proteins

by

Ernest Lee

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering

University of California, Los Angeles, 2018

Professor Gerard Chee Lai Wong, Chair

The human innate immune system consists of several components, which include antimi-

crobial peptides, pattern-recognition receptors, cytokines, and immune cells. In this dis-

sertation, we explore unifying themes underlying the antimicrobial, membrane remodeling,

and immunomodulatory behaviors of antimicrobial peptides and related molecules, and their

interactions with microbial and mammalian cells. We utilize machine learning on antimicro-

bial peptides to examine the physicochemical parameters characteristic of membrane curva-

ture generation, and develop a search tool to discover hidden antimicrobial and membrane-

remodeling activity in new and existing taxonomies of multifunctional peptides and proteins,

including mitochondrial fission proteins, histones, and neuropeptides. Using structural char-

acterization and calibrating immune cell stimulation experiments, we outline molecular rules

for antimicrobial peptide-mediated immunomodulation via ligand clustering of nucleic acids.

Antimicrobial peptides condense naked DNA, nucleosomal DNA, and dsRNA into nanocrys-

talline immunocomplexes, which drastically amplify inflammation via multivalent binding to

Toll-like receptors in immune cells. This work has broad implications for the deterministic

control of inflammation in the contexts of infection, chronic inflammation, and autoimmune

disease.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to antimicrobial peptides, membrane

biophysics, membrane curvature, and machine learning

1.1 Antimicrobial Peptides

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are essential components of innate host defense [1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6]. As of today, over 2000 natural and synthetic AMPs have been discovered and character-

ized [7, 8, 9, 10]. While these heterogeneous peptide-based broad spectrum antibiotics span

an enormous diversity of sequences and secondary structures [1, 6], early studies have iden-

tified common characteristics among AMPs. They tend to have short amino acid sequences

(< 50 amino acids), net cationic charge (+2 to +9), and amphiphilicity [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

AMPs are often divided into three classes: α-helical AMPs [11, 12], β-sheet AMPs [13], and

extended linear peptides enriched with specific amino acids [14, 15]. While AMPs in general

are amphiphilic with segregated groups of polar and hydrophobic residues, a large class of

AMPs can form α-helical structures that have polar (charged) and hydrophobic residues ar-

ranged onto opposite faces along the helical axis, thus creating facial amphiphilicity (Figure

1.1A). This unique presentation of residues is often described as being “amphipathic”.

In vitro experiments suggest that AMPs generally function by selectively disrupting mi-

crobial membranes. In theory, this leads to cell death due to the loss of electrochemical

gradients, reduction in resistance to osmotic stress, leakage of cellular contents, and dis-

ruption of metabolic processes [6, 2]. This bactericidal activity typically is dependent on

interactions between AMPs and bacterial membranes [16], which has been demonstrated

using a variety of experimental techniques, including X-ray scattering, nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR), dye leakage assays, electron microscopy, and circular dichroism [6]. Different
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models describing membrane permeation have been proposed, including the “barrel-stave”

model, the “carpet” model, and the “toroidal-pore” model among others (Figure 1.1B-D). In

the “barrel-stave” model, amphipathic α-helical AMPs self-assemble into cylindrical bundles

that are embedded perpendicularly into the cell membrane to form pores [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

Within the membrane, the hydrophobic faces of the individual AMPs are oriented outward

toward the hydrophobic interior of the bilayer, and the hydrophilic faces are oriented inward

toward one another to form the lumen of the aqueous pore (Figure 1.1B) [3, 12]. In the “car-

pet” model, AMPs adsorb to the cell membrane in a parallel orientation. Once a critical local

concentration is reached, the peptides disintegrate the membrane via micellization (Figure

1.1C) [22, 23, 3, 24, 25, 26]. Here, pore formation does not occur, unlike the “barrel-stave”

model. In the “toroidal-pore” model, AMPs insert perpendicularly into the membrane to

form a pore [27, 28] but differs from the “barrel-stave” model in that the membrane is inte-

grated into the pore lining, forming a continuous interface with the peptides (Figure 1.1D)

[3, 29, 30].

The selectivity of AMPs for bacterial membranes over eukyarotic membranes is generally

believed to result from the compositional differences between their membranes [1, 6, 2]. More

specifically, bacteria membranes contain large amounts of anionic lipids (e.g. phosphatidyl-

glycerol (PG), phosphatidylserine (PS), and cardiolipin (CL)), while eukyarotic membranes

contain mostly zwitterionic lipids (e.g. phosphatidylcholine (PC) and sphingomyelin (SM))

[34, 35, 36]. In human cells, cholesterol is particularly important [37]. Indeed, in vitro

experiments have shown that the presence of anionic lipids results in increased membrane

disruption and permeabilization by cationic membrane-active antimicrobials [1]. However,

while the existence of anionic lipids is a necessary condition for permeation by AMPs, it is

not a sufficient one. Bacterial membranes also contain high amounts of negative intrinsic

curvature lipids, such as phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and cardiolipin (CL), which pre-

dispose their membranes to poration [38, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. In the simplest models,

AMPs first interact with bacterial cells by binding electrostatically to their membrane sur-

faces, during which the cationic residues of the peptide bind to the anionic lipid head groups

and other anionic surface components. After adsorbing onto the membrane with its helical
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B

C

D

Figure 1.1: Antimicrobial peptides and their mechanisms of action.
(A) Examples of cationic antimicrobial peptides: LL-37 [31] (left, PDB ID: 2K6O), magainin
[32] (middle, PDB ID: 2MAG), and melittin [33] (right, PDB ID: 1MLT, 2MLT). Cationic
residues are colored blue and hydrophobic residues are colored white. Structures were taken
from the Protein Data Bank and visualized in VMD. Proposed mechanisms of AMP an-
timicrobial activity include the “barrel-stave” model (B), the “carpet” model (C), and the
“toroidal pore” model (D). Reproduced with permission from [3], [12], and [28].
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axis parallel to the surface, the AMP partitions into the lipid bilayer, driven primarily by

hydrophobic interactions between its hydrophobic residues and the membrane core. The am-

phipathic nature of AMPs allows for this direct interaction with the cell membrane, which

can then lead to membrane permeation and cell death [22]. In fact, the majority of early

experimental studies conclude that membrane permeation underlies the primary mechanism

of action of AMPs.

1.2 Phospholipid Membranes and Membrane Curvature

To understand how peptides can permeate membranes, we provide a brief overview of the

physics of membrane curvature and deformation processes. Cell membranes are fluid bilayers

containing two leaflets that can stretch and deform. Although cell membranes exist in three

dimensions, they are better visualized as a curved two-dimensional surface. At any given

point on the surface, the curvature can be defined by a plane tangent to that point. Any plane

orthogonal to this tangent plane can intersect the surface with some curvature value c = 1
R

defined by the radius of curvature R. Given all possible orthogonal planes, the two that give

the maximal and minimal curvatures are defined as c1 = 1
Rmin

and c2 = 1
Rmax

, respectively.

These are called the two principal curvatures, and in combination, can be used to describe the

shape of the surface at that point. Mathematically, the arithmetic mean of these two principal

curvatures is the mean curvature H = 1
2
(c1 + c2), and the product of the two principal

curvatures is the Gaussian curvature K = c1c2 [44]. Curvature can be positive or negative,

however, when describing a membrane monolayer, the sign of curvature is conventionally

defined by the direction of bending. Positive curvature is defined by bending of the monolayer

to form a convex hydrophilic surface (such as the outside of a spherical cell), while negative

curvature is defined as the bending of the monolayer to form a concave hydrophilic surface

(such as on the neck of a budding vesicle) [45, 46, 47] (Figure 1.2). Furthermore, positive

Gaussian (”dome-like”) curvature, K > 0, results from principal curvatures of the same sign,

while negative Gaussian (”saddle-like”) curvature (NGC), K < 0, results from principal

curvatures of the opposite sign (Figure 1.2). Membrane curvature can also be influenced by
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Figure 1.2: Common types of membrane curvature.
(A) A planar bilayer has both zero mean curvature and zero Gaussian curvature (H = 0, K =
0). (B) A cylindrical membrane is commonly found in inverted hexagonal phase. This has
negative mean curvature and zero Gaussian curvature (H < 0, K = 0). (C) Spherical shapes
like micelles or vesicles have positive Gaussian curvature (K > 0). (D) Saddle shapes are
classic examples of negative Gaussian curvature (K < 0). These are commonly seen in cubic
phases such as Pn3m, Im3m, and Ia3d. Adapted with permission from [47].

the geometry and packing behavior of the various phospholipids present in the bilayer, which

together define the equilibrium shape of the membrane. Thus, deformation of the membrane

from equilibrium exacts an energetic penalty that can be calculated from curvature changes

and mechanical properties of the membrane.

1.3 Induction of Membrane Curvature and Negative Gaussian

Curvature by Diverse Peptides and Proteins

Peptides and proteins can generate membrane curvature through several mechanisms, in-

cluding membrane partitioning and insertion [48], membrane scaffolding [49, 37], curvature

sensing [50], molecular crowding [51, 52], and membrane wrapping [53, 54]. Often, the mech-

anism of membrane deforming peptides and proteins involve one or more of the above. The

specific structure of amphipathic α-helical AMPs, with separate polar and hydrophobic faces,
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facilitates the interactions associated with these mechanisms. The hydrophobic domains con-

tacting the hydrocarbon chains in the lipid core, driving positive curvature generation due

to steric impingement in the membrane. Simultaneously, electrostatic interactions between

the cationic groups of the peptide and anionic lipid head groups drive negative curvature by

inducing wrapping of the membrane.

The variation in membrane disruption and curvature effects among amphipathic cationic

α-helical AMPs has been attributed to differences in the charge distribution and sizes of

the polar and hydrophobic faces of their helices [55, 56]. A large number of studies have

explored correlations between the relative sizes of the polar and hydrophobic faces with

biological effects, such as cell lysis [57, 55, 58, 56, 59, 60]. Specifically, lytic antibacterial

helical peptides that are known to destabilize membranes can often be described as having

an inverted wedge-shaped cross-section, with a narrow polar face to form the apex, and a

wide hydrophobic face to form the base [2, 55, 57, 58]. A large hydrophobic face allows

the peptide to deeply penetrate into the membrane, perturbing the packing of the bilayer

core. This can lead to membrane thinning and cause the membrane to become more sus-

ceptible to curvature deformations as a result of reduced bending moduli [61, 62, 63, 28].

Moreover, previous work has found that increasing the bulkiness or angle subtended by the

hydrophobic face further increases the ability of the peptide to destabilize membranes and

cause lysis [55, 64, 57]. For peptides with narrow polar faces and wide hydrophobic faces, we

expect the hydrophobic insertion effects to dominate, resulting in strong positive curvature.

Conversely, for peptides with wide polar faces and narrow hydrophobic faces, electrostatic

interactions between the cationic residues and anionic lipid head groups cause membrane

wrapping (negative curvature) to dominate over the positive curvature from hydrophobic

insertion.

This ability of a cationic amphipathic AMP to induce both positive and negative cur-

vature in mutually orthogonal directions at a single location results in NGC, which is the

type of curvature that is topologically necessary for membrane destabilization processes. In

fact, AMPs have been shown to destabilize membranes through a variety of modes, including

pore-formation [65, 17, 66], blebbing [67, 68], budding [69], and vesicularization [70, 71], all
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of which require NGC. Since AMPs vary in relative amounts and distributions of cationic

charge and hydrophobicity, and thus, can yield different levels of negative and positive cur-

vature, an optimal balance among these properties would enable efficient generation of NGC.

For instance, for many AMPs, the angle subtended by the polar face tends to be ≤ 100◦ and

the ratio of cationic/anionic residues is approximately 4-5 [57].

While the actual form of membrane destabilization is dependent on the physical chem-

istry of the specific AMP and the target membrane, AMP-induced disruption of bacterial

membranes has been found to correlate with the ability of the peptides to generate NGC

[72]. Synchrotron SAXS is an efficient way for measuring NGC in lipid membranes. Recent

work has used SAXS to map out the phase behavior of lipids complexed with membrane

deforming peptides and proteins. For example, three families of defensins, a class of AMPs,

were assayed for their induction of membrane curvature deformations by incubating the pep-

tides with SUVs composed of binary and ternary mixtures of phospholipids. By tuning the

phospholipid compositions of the SUVs (e.g. modifying molar ratios between PS, PE, PC,

and PG), one can model the lipid compositions of prokaryotic and eukaryotic membranes.

For compositions mimicking bacterial membranes, defensins were found to restructure SUVs

to liquid-crystalline cubic phases (e.g. Im3m, Pn3m, Ia3d, see Figure 1.3), which are char-

acterized by a minimal surface with NGC at every point. [73, 72]. The ability to generate

NGC has also been observed for cell-penetrating peptides [74], natural and synthetic AMPs

[75, 76], and viral fusion proteins [77, 78]. Taken together, these results suggest that the gen-

eration of NGC is not only a feature of AMPs, but a common root mechanism for membrane

destabilizing processes in general.

1.4 Introduction to Machine Learning

Machine learning leverages expertise from mathematics, statistics, and computer science

to learn from data. Machine learning models can be divided into supervised and unsuper-

vised methods. Supervised learning builds a prediction model based on existing “ground

truth” data, which consists of actual measured outcomes for each object of interest. In turn,
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Figure 1.3: Structures of lipid phases.
I. Lamellar phases (A-C). II. Micellar aggregates (G-L). Liposomes (L) are used as mimics of
eukaryotic and prokaryotic membranes in SAXS experiments. III. Liquid-crystalline phases
with hexagonal (M, N)) or cubic symmetry (O, P, Q, R). The commonly observed lipid
cubic phases rich in negative Gaussian curvature are the Im3m (P), Pn3m (Q), and Ia3d (R)
phases. Adapted with permission from [79].
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each object can be characterized by any number of input variables or “features”. The pres-

ence of the outcome variable guides the learning process. Supervised models will take the

“features” as input and output a prediction, which can be a binary, categorical, or continu-

ous variable. In contrast, unsupervised learning approaches do not rely on measurements of

outcome and rely purely on the input “features” of the objects. Unsupervised approaches

must infer a function to discover hidden trends in the data. The majority of established

learning methods revolve around supervised learning but literature on unsupervised meth-

ods is growing quickly. Most of the learning methods discussed in this review center upon

supervised learning on validated datasets of AMPs.

The mathematical and statistical framework for machine learning has existed for cen-

turies, far before computers were invented. Ideas and elements most recognizable today in

machine learning, including Bayes’ Theorem, principal component analysis (PCA), multi-

ple linear regression (MLR), least squares fitting, and Markov chains, were established by

mathematicians before 1950 [80]. Alan Turing’s pioneering work on the Turing machine in

1950 [81] led to the development of the first artificial neural network (ANN) [33]. After the

invention of the modern computer, research in machine learning exploded with the develop-

ment of many of the modern methods used today, including partial least squares regression

(PLSR), recurrent neural networks (RNN), hidden Markov models (HMM), support vector

machines (SVM), and random forests (RF) [80]. Most recently, advances in scalable train-

ing algorithms and the availability of large data sets has spurred a resurgence of interest in

ANNs with deep network architectures capable of tasks including handwriting recognition

[82], cancer diagnosis [83], HIV classification [84], facial recognition [85], spam filtering [86],

and quantum chemistry [87]. In 2016 the ”AlphaGo” ANN rose to prominence by beating a

9-dan human grand master at the ancient board game Go [88].

1.5 Machine Learning on AMPs

As machine learning methods matured in the latter half of the century, the same was

occurring to the field of antimicrobial peptides. As described in the first section, decades of
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biophysical studies centered upon understanding AMP mechanisms of action and sequence

rules gradually filled the literature. The advent of high-throughput screening coupled with

decades of experimental data allowed for curation of large annotated datasets [9]. In the last

10-15 years, the focus of machine learning has shifted to an intensely data-driven approach.

Significant advancements in computational power and easy-to-use statistical learning tools

has made supervised machine learning a viable strategy for leveraging large datasets for the

high-throughput and high-accuracy classification of AMPs. Typical readouts from biophys-

ical assays on AMPs include calculations of minimum inhibitory concentrations, minimum

bactericidal concentrations, and binding affinities. These quantities, coupled with sequence

information about AMPs, allow for the training of various supervised learning models us-

ing peptide sequence information as an input. Before this era, methods for de novo AMP

discovery relied on long-standing bioinformatics methods, including sequence alignment and

homology modeling for prediction of biological activity. Now, the convergence of innovations

in machine learning models, the presence of modern computational tools, and the availability

of high quality datasets has enabled the machine learning-aided design of AMP candidates.

The diversity of AMP sequences and structures coupled with the time and expense asso-

ciated with experimental design, production, and testing of antimicrobial peptide candidates

precludes comprehensive experimental screening of peptide sequence space. Thus, the earli-

est machine learning models were quantitative structure-active relationship (QSAR) models

that proved useful in efficient screening and optimization of a small number of promising se-

quences for experimental evaluation. QSAR models seek to use physicochemical descriptors

to predict biological activity of a molecule that is typically expensive and/or time consuming

to measure or calculate. In contrast, many physicochemical properties of a peptide can be in-

expensively computed directly from its amino acid sequence [89, 90]. Models are trained and

validated over experimentally characterized databases, then employed in high-throughput in

silico screening to identify novel candidates with the desired biological activity. This ap-

proach relies on statistical learning to infer empirical relationships between physicochemical

properties and biological activity, and is therefore contingent on an underlying relationship

between (some subset) of the descriptors, the capacity of the machine learning model to
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discover and encode this relationship in a mathematical expression, and sufficiently large

and diverse training databases to produce robust predictive models [91, 89, 80].

QSAR models for computational AMP design have been developed using a variety of

statistical learning approaches. The majority of prior AMP machine learning studies have

tended to focus on either optimizing classification accuracy of AMPs or identifying potent

AMP candidates with low minimum inhibitory concentrations. In one of the first applications

of machine learning to AMPs, Lata et al. developed a QSAR AMP classification tool based

on ANN, SVM, and quantitative matrix (QM) models based on unique motifs found in

the C- and N-terminal residues of known AMPs [92]. In 2008, Chersakov et al. utilized

high-throughput screening methods to train an ANN model on the measured antimicrobial

efficacies of thousands of 9-residue peptides to discover potent antimicrobial that were potent

against multi-drug resistant bacteria [93]. Fjell et al. published a 2008 study using hidden

Markov models to screen for AMPs in the bovine genome, which led to the discovery of a

previously unknown AMP and confirmed the absence of α-defensins [94]. In a similar vein,

this group later developed an ANN model in 2009 to screen a larger number of synthetic AMP

candidates, characterizing 18 sequences with high antimicrobial efficacy against multi-drug

resistant bacteria [89]. In 2011, Wang et al. utilized a combination of sequence alignment

and feature selection methods to design a computational model to more accurately classify

AMPs [95]. Similarly, Torrent et al. trained an 8-descriptor SVM to classify AMPs with

75 − 90% accuracy while taking into account new factors like peptide aggregation [96]. In

2013, Maccari et al. utilized RF models to design and validate the antimicrobial activity

of two natural peptides and one peptide with non-natural amino acids [97], and Xiao et al.

designed a two-level classifier to first classify peptide sequences as an AMP, and then sub-

classify them into 10 functional AMP categories [98]. In 2015, Giguere et al. used a kernel

method based on graph theory to train a 100 peptide dataset based on multiple measures of

bioactivity to predict novel candidates [99]. Most recently in 2017, Schneider et al. reported

the first application of unsupervised-supervised two-step models to classify AMPs. They

used self-organizing maps to apply nonlinear dimensionality reduction to the training data,

which was then used as an input for a supervised neural network model [100]. Together,
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these studies highlight a diversity of methods and approaches that have been used to classify

and design AMPs with great success.

1.6 Summary

From the discussion, it is evident that membrane curvature induction and membrane

destabilization by antimicrobial peptides (and many other classes of peptides and proteins)

all share a common molecular basis of activity. Specifically, the topological changes induced

in membranes is a byproduct of their physical chemistry. In Chapters 2-3, we examine this

interplay between chemistry and geometry using a machine-learning based QSAR approach.

We develop a machine-learning algorithm to detect physicochemical features that underpin

membrane activity, rather than antimicrobial potency. We use this search tool to discover

hidden membrane activity in existing classes of multifunctional peptides and proteins.
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CHAPTER 2

Mapping membrane activity in undiscovered peptide

sequence space using machine learning

2.1 Abstract

There are some ∼1,100 known antimicrobial peptides (AMP), which permeabilize mi-

crobial membranes but have diverse sequences. Here, we develop a support vector machine

(SVM)-based classifier to investigate α-helical AMPs and the interrelated nature of their

functional commonality and sequence homology. The SVM is used to search the undis-

covered peptide sequence space and identify Pareto-optimal candidates that simultaneously

maximize the distance σ from the SVM hyperplane (thus maximize its “antimicrobial-ness”)

and its α-helicity, but minimize mutational distance to known AMPs. By calibrating SVM

machine learning results with killing assays and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), we

find that the SVM metric σ correlates not with a peptide’s minimum inhibitory concen-

tration (MIC), but rather its ability to generate negative Gaussian membrane curvature.

This surprising result provides a topological basis for membrane activity common to AMPs.

Moreover, we highlight an important distinction between the maximal recognizability of a

sequence to a trained AMP classifier (its ability to generate membrane curvature) and its

maximal antimicrobial efficacy. As mutational distances are increased from known AMPs,

we find AMP-like sequences that are increasingly difficult for nature to discover via simple

mutation. Using the sequence map as a discovery tool, we find a unexpectedly diverse tax-

onomy of sequences that are just as membrane-active as known AMPs, but with a broad

range of primary functions distinct from AMP functions, including endogenous neuropep-

tides, viral fusion proteins, topogenic peptides, and amyloids. The SVM classifier is useful
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as a general detector of membrane activity in peptide sequences.

2.2 Introduction

The ∼1,100 known antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] are known collectively

to have broad spectrum antimicrobial activity [1, 3, 5] via nonspecific interactions to target

generic features in the many pathogen membranes [41, 1]. Machine learning can in principle

be used to help discover the “blueprint” for natural AMP sequences; however such an enter-

prise presents significant structural difficulties. AMPs do not share a common core structure,

but tend to be short (< 50 amino acids), cationic (+2 to +9), and amphiphilic [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

One of the principal components of AMP activity involves the selective permeabilization of

microbial membranes [1, 2, 3, 5, 101, 102, 103, 47]. However, there is increasing evidence

that membrane activity is but one of several modes of antimicrobial activity: Translocated

AMPs can interact with intracellular targets to inhibit cell wall synthesis, nucleic acid syn-

thesis, protein synthesis, and enzymatic activity [104, 105, 106, 107, 108]. Recent studies

have shown that AMPs can be immunomodulatory [109, 110]: In fact, LL-37 plays a role in

autoimmune disorders such as lupus and psoriasis [110]. These confounding factors make it

difficult to implement adaptive learning for AMPs.

Prior AMP machine learning studies have focused primarily on empirical quantitative

structure activity relationship (QSAR) models to evaluate large pools of candidate se-

quences and identify AMP candidates with improved minimum inhibitory concentrations

(MIC) [111, 89, 91]. QSAR models for AMP discovery use a variety of statistical learn-

ing approaches, including multiple linear regression (MLR), linear discriminant analysis

(LDA), principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares regression (PLSR), ar-

tificial neural networks (ANN), support vector classifiers (SVC)/support vector machines

(SVM), quantitative matrices (QM), hidden Markov models (HMM), and random forests

(RF) [91, 112, 90, 113]. Lata et al. developed ANN, SVC, and QM models based on an anal-

ysis of the C and N-terminal residues in 486 antibacterial peptides [92]. Porto et al. reported

the development of the CS-AMPPred predictor of cysteine-stabilized AMPs based on a SVC
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trained over 5 physicochemical descriptors [111]. Fjell et al. developed a 44-descriptor ANN

model to screen ∼100,000 candidates and produce 18 peptides that showed high activity

against drug resistant bacteria [89]. Torrent et al. trained an 8-descriptor AMP and SVC to

predict AMP sequences [96]. Maccari et al. employed RFs to design and validate the antimi-

crobial activity of two natural peptides, and one peptide incorporating non-natural amino

acids [97]. Fjell et al. used an HMM to screen the bovine genome for AMPs, one of which was

discovered in bovine intestinal tissue [94]. Chersakov et al. iteratively synthesized thousands

of 9-residue peptides and trained ANN models to discover peptides with activities against

drug-resistant superbugs [93]. The present work is similar in scope to these works—most

notably those of Fjell et al. [89] and Cherkasov et al. [93]—in that we train QSAR models

using limited experimental data to perform high-throughput virtual screening and identifi-

cation of promising peptides for experimental synthesis and testing. Specifically, we train

the SVM to recognize α-helical AMPs (Figure 2.1A) [114, 115, 116, 117, 118], so our work is

cognate with computer-assisted antimicrobial peptide discovery and design [112, 119, 120],

which have resulted in clinical trials of synthetic AMPs [112]. The goals of this work are

quite different from the above. While a QSAR model with good predictive performance is

expected to be able to identify physical determinants of AMP activity [112, 119, 120], our

primary aim is not to use QSAR classifiers to find AMPs with improved activity, but rather

use computational modeling in conjunction with calibrating experiments to examine the

interrelated nature of AMP functional commonality, AMP sequence homologies, and gen-

eral physicochemical mediators of AMP function at multiple length scales. We believe this

approach will help uncover new unifying relationships between the discouragingly diverse

peptide taxonomies that currently exist.

Here, we focus our study on α-helical AMPs, which have a structure common to many

peptides and protein motifs. Specifically, we use our SVM to guide traversal and mapping

of the undiscovered peptide sequence space. To help navigate this enormous space, we use

known AMP sequences as “landmarks” and construct a “Pareto frontier” using the concept

of Pareto optimality from microeconomics [121, 122] as the subset of sequences that simul-

taneously maximize the probability that the sequence is antimicrobial (the distance from
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the SVM hyperplane σ) and the degree of α-helical secondary structure, and minimize the

mutational distance to known AMPs (Figure 2.1B). Using a combination of killing assays

and SAXS experiments on synthesized test peptide sequences that are not previously-known

AMPs, we find a strong correlation between the SVM distance-to-hyperplane σ and the

ability for peptides to generate negative Gaussian curvature (NGC) in model membranes.

Since NGC is the type of membrane curvature topologically required for common membrane

permeation mechanisms such as pore formation, blebbing, and budding (Figure 2.1C), it

provides a structural basis for this common component of AMP activity. Using the SVM

sequence map as a discovery tool for membrane activity, we increase mutational distances

from known AMP sequences, probing the sequence space that is increasingly difficult for

nature to discover via simple mutation from existing AMP sequences. What emerges is a

diverse taxonomy of sequences that are expected to be not only just as membrane-active as

known AMPs, but also have a broad range of putative primary functions beyond antimicro-

bial activity. We highlight several families, including endogenous neuropeptides, viral fusion

proteins, topogenic peptides, and amyloids. Had their primary functions been undiscovered,

these peptides could have been classified as AMPs. Not only is membrane activity not co-

extensive with antimicrobial activity, it is surprisingly common for many classes of natural

peptides as one component of multiplexed intracellular functions. Moreover, the calibrated

SVM we construct is an efficient discovery tool to identify and discover membrane-active

sequences.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 SVM Model Development, Monte-Carlo Sampling, and Pareto Analysis

We constructed a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier to predict whether a

candidate peptide is likely to be antimicrobial. The SVM was trained by cross-validation

over a balanced training set comprising 243 α-helical AMPs and 243 α-helical decoy peptides

derived from natural and synthetic sources and a variety of microbial and multicellular

species, and a balanced blind test set of 43 AMP and 43 decoy α-helical peptides (Figures
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Figure 2.1: Support vector machine learning and Pareto-optimization select for
antimicrobial and membrane curvature-generating peptides.
(A) Schematic depicting the use of a support vector machine binary classifier to partition hy-
pothetical antimicrobial peptide sequences (blue circles) described by the n = 2 descriptors
(φi, φj) from non-antimicrobial sequences (red circles) using a (n−1)-dimensional maximum-
margin linear hyperplane. The support vectors are the sequences lying on the margins. The
separating hyperplane lies midway between the margins. The metric σ (green arrows) in-
dicates the distance-to-hyperplane for each peptide. Positive distances denote antimicro-
bial sequences while negative distances denote non-antimicrobial sequences. (B) Schematic
demonstrating separation of Pareto-optimal sequences (green circles) from dominated se-
quences (gray circles) in an arbitrary three-dimensional subspace of descriptors. The Pareto
frontier is the hypersurface containing the Pareto-optimal sequences. (C) Common biologi-
cally relevant manifestations of negative Gaussian curvature generation in cell membranes,
including 1) blebbing, 2) pore formation, and 3) scission and budding.
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2.2, 2.3). Variable selection was used to identify from a library of 1588 physicochemical

descriptors (Table 2.3) a subset of 12 descriptors used to make classifications (Table 2.1).

The classifier demonstrated excellent performance against the blind test set, with a prediction

accuracy of 91.9%, specificity of 93.0%, and sensitivity of 90.7%.

Table 2.1: Subset of 12 bagged descriptors identified by L1-SVC variable selection
procedure.

For each descriptor we provide a description of its physical interpretation (cf. Table 2.3
and Ref. [123]), and its weight in the linear SVC trained over the training data employing
only these 12 descriptors. Positive (negative) weights correspond to a positive (negative)
association of the descriptor with antimicrobial activity, and the magnitude of the weight

indicates the relative importance of the Z-scored descriptor in the classification.

Rank Descriptor SVC Weight

1 netCharge 0.80
2 τG2 0.48
3 pG29 0.36
4 SolventAccessD1025 -0.24
5 pc(M,K) -0.21
6 pG50 0.20
7 AE 0.18
8 τG4 -0.17
9 LW 0.17
10 NK 0.13
11 DP -0.12
12 FC -0.04

The trained SVM enables rapid computational screening of peptides for antimicrobial ac-

tivity. Generation of the 12 descriptors and classification of all 572 AMP and decoy peptides

in our training and test sets required only 80 s on a 2.13 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo proces-

sor, equal to 0.14 s per peptide. Nevertheless, comprehensive screening of all 1078 peptides

of length 8-60 residues—the size range of training peptides—is intractable, so we instead

traversed sequence space via a directed search according to the following four criteria: (i)

Defined peptide length. The general mechanism of α-helical antimicrobial peptides involves

a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with negatively-charged bac-

terial cell membranes. Typical AMPs have a length of 20-25 amino acids, and generally

generate membrane deformation by spanning the lipid bilayer and inducing opposite mem-
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Figure 2.2: Accuracy of the SVM.
The accuracy of the L1-SVM over the 80% training partition (blue) and 20% validation
partition (red) of the 486-peptide training set is plotted as a function of the hyperparameter
C. The accuracy is defined as accuracy = TP+TN

TP+FP+TN+FN
, where TP is the number of true

positives, TN the number of true negatives, FP the number of false positives, and FN the
number of false negatives. The accuracy at each value of C was measured over k = 15 rounds
of stratified shuffled cross-validation, and the mean (solid lines) and standard deviation
(dashed lines) are reported. Our grid search followed by numerical maximization procedures
identified an optimal value of Copt = 9.95×10−2 with an associated cross-validation accuracy
of 92.2%.
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Figure 2.3: Predictive performance of SVM.
The performance of the SVM on the blind 86-peptide test dataset of six L2-SVCs employing
three different kernels and trained on either the 1329 filtered descriptors or the 12-descriptor
bagged subset listed in Table 2.1 as a function of the distance from the SVC hyperplane
at which classification is performed. (A) The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
shows the trade-off between the true positive rate and false positive rate. (B) The precision-
recall curve shows the trade-off between sensitivity (recall) and positive predictive value
(precision).

brane curvature in orthogonal directions [2, 6, 124]. Accordingly, we restrict our screen to

20-25 residue peptides. (ii) Homology with a known AMP. Classifier accuracy is expected

to diminish in regions of sequence space far from the AMP sequences upon which it was

trained. Accordingly, we control within our screen peptide homology to known AMPs. (iii)

Large positive distance from the SVM hyperplane. This criterion favors sequences for which

the classifier possesses high positive predictive value (PPV, the expected proportion of pos-

itive results that are true positives) and specificity at the expense of sensitivity (left side of

the receiver operating characteristic curve, right side of the precision-recall curve in Figure

2.3). In driving the false positive rate towards zero—at the expense of a high false negative

rate—we focus our screen towards the most promising candidates. (iv) High helical content.

Trained on α-helical peptides, classifier accuracy is expected to diminish for peptides with

non-helical structure. Accordingly, we seek candidates that are predominantly helical. (We

note that certain α-helical AMPs only adopt a helical structure upon interacting with the

cell membrane [2, 6], and this criterion will necessarily disfavor such candidates.)

Using these criteria, we performed a guided search of sequence space to generate a subsam-

pling of 242,110 candidates using two complementary approaches. To traverse the sequence
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space with close homology to existing AMPs, we generated 33,079 sequences corresponding

to all one-point mutants of the 76 AMPs in the database within the size range 20-25 residues.

To probe the sequence space of AMPs that are less likely for nature to discover via simple

mutation, we generated 208,955 additional sequences from Monte Carlo sampling by initial-

izing 10 independent Monte Carlo chains with a randomly selected AMP in the size range

of interest, and ran 25,000 rounds of random point mutation, insertion, and deletion. The

12 bagged descriptors were generated for each new trial sequence and the distance from the

classifier hyperplane σ computed using the SVM classifier. Treating (−σ) as an effective en-

ergy to bias the search towards promising candidates, trial sequences are accepted or rejected

according to the Metropolis criterion pacc = min(1, e
∆σ
T ), where ∆σ = σtrial − σcurrent and T

is an effective temperature [125, 126, 127]. In this work, we found that T = 0.8 provides a

good compromise between focusing the search towards large σ candidates while also providing

good sampling. All unique candidates were saved for the computational screen. Finally, the

helical content of all 242,110 candidates were evaluated using the ab initio secondary struc-

ture prediction algorithm PSIPRED (http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/) [128, 129]

implemented in PROTEUS2 (http://www.proteus2.ca/proteus2/) [130]. We do not ac-

tively direct sampling towards high helical candidates, but identify them post hoc. We

note that more comprehensive sampling of design space could be achieved using umbrella

sampling in our Monte Carlo procedure [131].

After conducting this directed search, we wished to identify optimal sequences within our

candidates. To do this, we borrowed the concept of Pareto optimality from microeconomics

[121, 122] and employed multi-objective optimization to determine the Pareto optimal se-

quences that dominate all other candidates in simultaneously maximizing the distance from

the SVM hyperplane and the degree of α-helical secondary structure, and minimizing the

mutational distance to a known AMP. These sequences are optimal in the sense that no other

candidates exist for which any one criterion can be improved without degrading at least one

other. We term this Pareto frontier “physicochemically unrestricted” since we place no re-

striction on the value of the 12 bagged descriptors. It is possible that this Pareto set may

contain candidates with descriptor values far outside the range of the training data. Accord-
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ingly, we constructed a “physicochemically restricted” Pareto frontier constrained such that

none of the 12 descriptors could lie more than 10% outside the range observed in the training

set [89]. Together, these two frontiers serve as guides for our exploration of the sequence

space, and our subsequent interpretation of discovered sequences.

We present a 3D scatterplot of all 242,110 candidate sequences (gray crosses) plotting

the distance to the SVM hyperplane σ, minimum Jukes-Cantor distance to a known AMP

minHomologyAMP , and predicted fractional helicity (Figure 2.4). Two-dimensional pro-

jections of the point cloud are presented in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. The candidate sequences

partition into two point clouds. The cloud at low minHomologyAMP corresponds to candi-

dates most homologous to known AMPs comprising the 76 AMPs in the database within the

size range of interest plus all of their point mutants. The cloud at high minHomologyAMP

corresponds to sequences generated by the directed Monte-Carlo search biased towards can-

didates with a large distance from the SVM hyperplane σ. Importantly, the latter may

contain sequences with divergent physicochemical properties from known AMPs that are

nonetheless predicted by our classifier to possess antimicrobial activity. We highlight the 13

sequences residing on the Pareto frontier of physicochemically restricted sequences (green

diamonds), and the 85 sequences residing on the Pareto frontier of physicochemically unre-

stricted sequences (orange diamonds). We also indicate 16 peptides (red stars, Table 2.2)

close to both Pareto frontiers that we selected to synthesize and test with SAXS and killing

assays.

2.3.2 Distance to hyperplane of known AMPs does not correlate with antimi-

crobial efficacy

To engage the question of whether our SVM model can predict the efficacy of known

AMPs, we analyzed a standardized database of MIC values of 478 known AMPs against

Staphylococcus aureus collated from the literature (https://www.antistaphybase.com/

index.php), and calculated their distance to the SVM hyperplane σ (Figure 2.5). We plotted

their reported MIC values against σ and found poor and statistically insignificant correla-
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Figure 2.4: Sequence atlas and Pareto frontier constructed by directed sampling
of sequence space.
Embedding of the 242,110 peptides generated by our directed sequence space search into the
3D space spanned by 1) predicted helical content, 2) Jukes-Cantor distance to known AMPs,
and 3) distance-to-hyperplane (σ). Sequences with σ > 0 are predicted by the classifier to
be antimicrobial or membrane active, whereas those with σ < 0 are not. The more positive
σ becomes, the higher probability of being antimicrobial P (+1). The orange diamonds
highlight the 85 peptides lying on the physicochemically unrestricted Pareto frontier in which
we place no restriction on the value of the descriptors generated for these candidates. Green
diamonds highlight the 13 peptides on the physicochemically restricted Pareto frontier in
which the descriptors are restricted to lie no more than 10% outside the range observed in
the training data. Red stars are the 16 peptides proximate to the frontiers that were selected
for experimental testing.
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Figure 2.5: Distance-to-hyperplane of known AMPs does not correlate with an-
timicrobial efficacy.
We screened an online database of known AMPs with measured antimicrobial efficacy against
S. aureus (N = 478). We plot the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of each peptide
against the SVM predicted distance to hyperplane σ. We find that there is no significant
correlation between antimicrobial efficacy and predicted distance to hyperplane, indicating
that antimicrobial efficacy of an AMP is uncorrelated with the recognizability of an AMP
by our classifier (RSpearman = −0.060 [-0.154, 0.034], p = 0.187).

tion (RSpearman = −0.060 [-0.154, 0.034], p = 0.187). Analysis of the literature suggests that

the majority of the known AMPs that we tested are compounds with multiplexed activities

in addition to membrane penetration. This observation highlights a generic problem with

machine learning approaches: High classification accuracy does not necessarily imply under-

standing or even amenability to traditional forms of understanding. Although it is known

that AMPs can have immunologically relevant activity outside of membrane activity, there

is currently no general way to identify AMPs with additional functions. We propose a way

to identify candidate sequences with multiplexed functions in the next section.
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Figure 2.6: Synthesized test peptides from directed Monte-Carlo search and SVM
screening generate negative Gaussian curvature in model membranes.
(A) Representative SAXS data of four test peptides indicate ability to generate negative
Gaussian curvature in model bacterial membranes. Peaks with cubic symmetry are labeled
according to their x-coordinates

√
h2 + k2 + l2 in (B). Unlabeled peaks correspond to coex-

isting lamellar and/or hexagonal phases induced by peptides. Inset depicts local topology
of saddle-splay curvature. (B) Linear fits indicating the q positions of the Bragg peaks with
cubic symmetry, their respective Miller indices (hkl), their respective space groups, and re-
sulting lattice parameter a. (C) Contour surface representation of the Pn3m space group.
(D) Contour surface representation of the Im3m space group.
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Table 2.2: Measured physicochemical parameters and SVM classification of 16
synthesized positively-classified test peptides near the Pareto frontier.
| 〈k〉 | is the experimentally measured average magnitude of negative Gaussian curvature in

a unit cell induced by the peptide in model membranes. σ is the distance to hyperplane
calculated from the SVM. P (+1) is the probability of being antimicrobial, and

P (−1) = 1− P (+1) is the probability of being non-antimicrobial. minHomologyAMP
denotes the minimum mutational distance of the given sequence to any known AMP.

fracHel is the helical content of the peptide.

Peptide | 〈k〉 | (10−4 Å
−2

) σ P (−1) P (+1) minHomologyAMP fracHel
1 2.5 1.25 0.016 0.984 0.2 0.864
2 1.113 1.27 0.015 0.986 0.71 0.864
3 2.224 1.22 0.017 0.983 0.81 0.864
4 2.131 1.2 0.018 0.982 0.81 0.864
5 1.994 1.24 0.016 0.984 0.81 0.864
6 1.458 1.29 0.014 0.986 0.81 0.864
7 1.543 1.15 0.022 0.978 0.81 0.909
8 0 0.93 0.043 0.957 0.04 0.87
9 0 0.36 0.227 0.773 0.25 0.87
10 4.03 1.63 0.005 0.996 0.98 0.778
11 1.655 2.17 0 1 0.08 0.853
12 3.289 1.95 0 1 0.03 0.867
13 2.242 2.35 0 1 1.27 0.55
14 1.615 1.01 0.034 0.966 1.15 0.667
15 1.22 0.72 0.084 0.916 1.15 0.7
16 2.382 1.44 0.009 0.992 0.95 0.75

2.3.3 Predicted distance-to-hyperplane of synthesized test peptides correlates

with strength of negative Gaussian curvature generation

The distance-from-hyperplane σ possesses a clear mathematical interpretation as the dis-

tance of a candidate peptide from a hyperplane in the 12-dimensional space of the bagged

descriptors (Table 2.1). Nevertheless, the high dimensionality of the space, opaque nature

of some descriptors, and absence of a mechanistic model linking peptide sequence to func-

tion makes it challenging to assign physical interpretability to this discriminatory metric.

To glean physical understanding, we synthesized peptide sequences with defined values of

σ and assayed the peptide-membrane interactions. Specifically, we selected for synthesis 16

candidate sequences identified by the directed search procedure according to the following

criteria: they did not feature in the AMP database, were classified by the SVM as antimicro-

bial, were predicted to have > 50% α-helical content by the secondary structure prediction

algorithm PSIPRED [128, 129, 130] and were confirmed to possess antimicrobial activity

in vitro (Table 2.2). Since a common contribution to antimicrobial activity is membrane
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permeation, we investigated this aspect using SAXS. In our prior work, we have shown that

the ability of a peptide to generate NGC in model membranes is an excellent proxy for an-

timicrobial activity through membrane-permeating properties [124, 47, 41]. We incubated

these test sequences with small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) mimicking bacterial membranes

(compositions PS/PE = 20/80 and PG/PE = 20/80) under physiological salt and pH (100

mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) at specific peptide-to-lipid charge ratios, and measured

the resulting peptide-induced membrane curvature quantitatively using SAXS. We find that

14 of the synthesized peptides reorganize membranes into cubic phases rich in NGC (Figure

2.6A (inset), C, D). We show representative SAXS patterns for four of the test peptides, with

labeled Bragg peaks corresponding to their cubic phases (Figure 2.6A). The best fit lines to

determine the lattice parameter a of the cubic phases are shown, along with the Miller in-

dices (hkl) of each cubic reflection (Figure 2.6B). We find these peptides typically reorganize

model membranes into either Pn3m or Im3m cubic phases (Figure 2.6C, D). The amount

of induced membrane curvature in these phases can be directly compared via calculation of

the NGC from the lattice parameter and the Euler characteristic (see SAXS methods). The

same procedure was carried out for the other ten sequences that generated cubic phases in

these membranes. They also generated either Pn3m or Im3m phases (Figure 2.6C, D). The

NGC values calculated from SAXS data (Table 2.2) indicate that these peptides generate

similar quantities of NGC as natural AMPs, which already strongly suggest that these pre-

dicted peptides permeabilize membranes. To confirm that our classifier can also recognize

decoy peptides that do not generate NGC, we selected 3 negatively classified peptides to

synthesize and test with SAXS. We find that none of them generate NGC-rich cubic phases

in the same membranes tested with the 16 test peptides (Figure 2.7). To test the ability of

our classifier to detect peptide sequences lacking antimicrobial activity, we also screened 5

non-active granulysin fragment peptides from literature. We find that these peptides have

low or negative values of σ and are far from the Pareto frontier, which is consistent with their

inability to generate NGC. Our algorithm also correctly classifies the two active granulysin

fragments [132], which are known to be membrane permeating.

To test the hypothesis that the SVM classifier has learned to discriminate peptides based
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Figure 2.7: Negative control peptides do not generate cubic phases in model
membranes.
We show a SAXS scattering curve of a negative control peptide #17 incubated with PS/PE
20/80 small unilamellar vesicles at 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES pH 7.4 at various P/L
molar ratios. We find that the peptide generates non-NGC phases such as lamellar (L) and
hexagonal structures (H), both of which have Gaussian curvatures of zero. This demonstrates
that these control peptides do not generate NGC. The SAXS curves for all of the negative
control peptides exhibit similar phase behavior. Values of | 〈k〉 | = 0 indicate inability to
generate NGC.
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on their capacity to generate NGC, we computed the Spearman rank correlations of the

magnitude of NGC calculated from the SAXS data for the 16 selected peptides with metrics

utilized in the SVM classification algorithm (Table 2.2). We asked whether the magnitude

of NGC correlates with the homology to known AMPs and/or the distance to hyperplane

σ (Figure 2.8). We find that there is no significant correlation (RSpearman = 0.155 [-0.425,

0.736], p = 0.565) between the magnitude of NGC generated by a peptide and its homology

to a known AMP (Figure 2.9A). This finding implies that sequence homology to a known

AMP is not a necessary requirement to generate NGC. In other words, sequences that are

far from known AMPs via simple mutation have potential to generate membrane curvature.

Given this result, we ask whether there is a correlation between σ and NGC (| 〈k〉 |). In

Figure 2.5, we showed that σ correlates poorly with antimicrobial efficacy. Here we observe

a strong, statistically significant positive correlation between the distance to hyperplane of

a peptide, and its ability to generate NGC (RSpearman = 0.653 [0.234, 0.891], p = 0.006)

(Figure 2.9B). This provides strong support for the hypothesis that our SVM classifier has

learned to discriminate peptides based on their capacity to generate NGC. Since the distance

to hyperplane σ also provides a measure of the confidence of the algorithm P (+1) in whether

a sequence is antimicrobial or not, we conjecture that a higher confidence in classification

may correlate with an enhanced ability to generate NGC. Looking at the 16 sequences

that were identified by the SVM as high-probability hits (P (+1) > 0.95), we find a strong

positive and statistically significant correlation between the confidence in the prediction of

the SVM P (+1), and the magnitude of NGC (RSpearman = 0.653 [0.231, 0.896], p = 0.006)

(Figure 2.9C). This result makes sense since P (+1) and σ are monotonically but nonlinearly

related. This result has strong implications for the utility of our SVM classifier—we can now

stratify the predicted quality of sequences by using the σ metric as a surrogate for expected

NGC generating ability to efficiently explore sequence space and predict peptides with high

membrane activity. Importantly, sequences less homologous to known AMPs with large

values of σ that fall near, but not necessarily on, the Pareto frontier can generate the same

level of membrane curvature expected of prototypical α-helical AMPs (such as Magainin,

| 〈k〉 | = 2.536 × 10−4Å
−2

), and candidate AMPs spanning a large range of helicities and
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Figure 2.8: Visualization of NGC generation by test peptides relative to distance
to margin and homology to known AMPs.
Tested sequences demonstrate positive correlation with σ, but no correlation with
minHomologyAMP . The colors of the dots are chosen based on the magnitude of NGC
(| 〈k〉 |) generation, and stems to the x—y plane demonstrate where they fall along the se-

lection rule. The units of | 〈k〉 | are 10−4Å
−2

. The sequences with larger NGC tend to fall
at higher σ. The 2D projection into the σ—minHomologyAMP plane is shown in Figure
2.9A while the 2D projection into the σ—| 〈k〉 | plane is shown in Figure 2.9B.

homologies to known AMPs can also generate magnitudes of NGC similar to those of known

AMPs (Figure 2.10, Table 2.2). Accordingly, we expect to be able to use σ to predict

the membrane activity of peptide families that may be very dissimilar to AMPs. We also

investigated the relationship between amphiphilicity and ability to generate curvature in

membranes. Interestingly, we find that 4 out of the 12 descriptors in our final SVM model

enforce amphiphilicity in positively-classified peptides (#2, 3, 6, 8 in Table 2.1, Figure

2.11A), suggesting that the SVM encodes amphiphilicity implicitly in its selection criteria.

To quantitatively compare amphiphilicity with | 〈k〉 |, we calculate the mean hydrophobic

moment of the test peptides and find that they compare favorably to known helical AMPs

(Figure 2.11B) despite having large mutational distances from known AMPs. We find that

amphiphilicity is highly correlated with the ability to generate NGC (RSpearman = 0.680,

P = 0.0038).

These findings strongly support the hypothesis that our SVM classifier has learned to
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Figure 2.9: Distance-to-hyperplane of test peptides does correlate with strength
of negative Gaussian curvature.
There is no significant correlation between the magnitude of NGC generation and homology
of test peptides (N = 16) to known membrane-active peptides (A, RSpearman = 0.155 [-0.425,
0.736], p = 0.155), but there is a statistically significant (B, RSpearman = 0.653 [0.234, 0.891],
p = 0.006) positive correlation between the magnitude of NGC generation and distance-to-
hyperplane σ, as well as the probability of being antimicrobial (C, RSpearman = 0.653 [0.231,
0.896], p = 0.006). This validates the use of σ as a proxy for optimization of curvature-
generation as opposed to antimicrobial efficacy (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.10: Test peptides spanning a large range of helicities and homologies to
known AMPs can generate magnitudes of NGC similar to those of known AMPs.
We plot the helicities and homology to known AMPs of the peptides tested with SAXS (n
= 16). There is a tradeoff between helical nature of peptide and its homology to known
AMPs (A, RSpearman = −0.750, p = 0.001) but there is consistent generation of NGC no
matter where the peptides fall along the curve (B). This demonstrates that peptides far
in mutational distance and a large range of helicities can generate NGC just as well as
known AMPs. We observe that helicity is not a strong determinant of NGC generation
| 〈k〉 | (RSpearman = −0.331, p = 0.210) compared to σ (RSpearman = 0.653, p = 0.006, Figure
2.9B).
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Figure 2.11: Amphiphilicity is implicitly encoded within the SVM model and is
a feature of positively-classified test peptides near Pareto frontier and α-helical
AMPs in general.
(A) Helical wheel plot demonstrating the amphiphilicity encoded in physicochemical descrip-
tors #2, 3, 6, and 8 in Table 2.1. Any two residues spaced apart by 2, 9 and 30 positions along
the helical wheel likely have opposite amino acid character (e.g. polar and hydrophobic),
while residues spaced apart by 4 positions along the helical wheel likely have similar char-
acteristics (e.g. polar and polar, or hydrophobic and hydrophobic). Blue residues are polar
and yellow residues are hydrophobic. Red lines indicate pairs with opposite character while
the green line indicates pairs with similar character. (B) Histogram of the mean hydropho-
bic moments of α-helical AMPs used in the training dataset of this paper (using Eisenberg
consensus hydrophobicity scale [133]). Typical α-helical AMPs have a mean hydrophobic
moment between 0.2-0.5, and the black stars indicate the mean hydrophobic moments of the
16 peptides we tested with SAXS (Table 2.2). Thus, our test peptides have amphiphilicity
similar to that of α-helical AMPs. Hydrophobic moments were calculated using vector ad-
dition of residues around a helical wheel, and the magnitude of the hydrophobic moment
vector is the mean hydrophobic moment.
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distinguish membrane-permeating from non-membrane-permeating α-helical peptides. This

result illustrates a simultaneous potentiality and deficiency of our SVM, and of QSAR ap-

proaches in general. Our classifier has discovered membrane permeation activity as a highly

recognizable feature of AMPs within the training set, and used it to identify such AMPs

with high accuracy and efficiency. A limitation of the classifier is that it is therefore capable

of identifying and indexing membrane activity, but not necessarily antimicrobial activity.

Although this result may at first blush appear to be a shortcoming of our QSAR approach,

it emphasizes the transformative potential of the SVM classifier: It yields combinations of

physicochemical properties that describe any peptide that can mediate membrane activity

through induction of NGC. By using α-helical AMPs as a bootstrap dataset to learn about

membrane curvature generating sequences in general, regardless of their primary known func-

tion, we now have a general tool for screening peptides for membrane crossing or permeating

activity.

2.3.4 Directed search of the sequence space of physicochemically restricted and

unrestricted peptides discovers diverse families of membrane curvature-

generating peptides

To test the capacity of our SVM classifier to identify peptide sequences with membrane

activity, we compiled from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 31 peptides belonging to diverse

families of known and unknown function including viral peptides that attack membranes,

intrinsically disordered peptides, and exocytosis/endocytosis related sequences, and used

our SVM classifier to project them into our sequence map (Figures 2.12, 2.13). Interest-

ingly, a number of sequences were found to reside near the Pareto frontiers, suggesting the

existence of membrane activity within these candidates. Specifically, we found several neu-

ropeptides (purple stars), calcitonin peptide hormones (black stars), viral fusion proteins

(yellow stars), membrane anchor proteins (green stars), membrane-permeating protein frag-

ments (blue stars), and topogenic peptides (pink stars) proximate to the Pareto frontiers

(Figure 2.12). This is exciting for several reasons. Several neuropeptides have been shown

to be antimicrobial in vitro [134, 135, 136], but this is an indication that many members
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of the family can generate the kind of membrane curvature required for permeabilization.

This alludes to possible intracellular targets of these neuropeptides and receptor-independent

mechanisms of signal transduction in addition to their regular mode of activity. This ob-

servation reinforces a previously known structural tendency of AMPs, since several of them

are known to have endocrine and homeostatic functions. For example, hepcidin permeates

membranes but is also involved in regulation of iron [137] while α-melanocyte stimulating

hormone has antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory effects in addition to its signaling prop-

erties [138]. Calcitonin is a peptide hormone involved in calcium homeostasis, but is also

a known amyloid that deposits in medullary thyroid carcinoma. Other studies of amy-

loid proteins have demonstrated the ability to increase membrane permeability [139], and

this may provide a physicochemical basis for this observation [140]. We have also previ-

ously described the role of the M2 proton channel in budding and scission of the influenza

virus [77]. Using this algorithm, we find that a variety of other viral fusion proteins likely

share similar characteristics, including peptide domains from medically relevant viruses like

ebolavirus, HIV, coronavirus, and Hepatitis C. Other diverse discovered proteins include

membrane-permeating protein fragments from enzymes, DNA-binding proteins, and prion

precursors. Our analysis also identified helical membrane-active sequences from topogenic

peptides, which are known membrane curvature generating proteins. These special signal

sequences present at the N-terminal portions of newly translated proteins help target and

translocate large proteins across intracellular membranes [141]. In general, it can be shown

that the sequence content of the Pareto-optimal and peptide sequences from the newly iden-

tified taxonomies follow the same sequence trends as existing AMPs (Figure 2.14). This

demonstrates that our algorithm can efficiently and effectively identify candidates that can

reorganize bacterial membranes from a large sequence space.

2.3.5 Pareto-optimal sequences and newly discovered curvature-generating se-

quences follow the saddle-splay selection rule.

We have established that σ correlates with the induction of NGC (Figures 2.6, 2.9), and

showed that the SVM classifier can be used to predict NGC ability for arbitrary peptides and
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Figure 2.12: Directed search of the sequence space discovers diverse families of
membrane curvature-generating peptides.
We visualize the 2D projection of the 242,110 candidate peptides generated by directed
sampling of sequence space (Figure 2.4) into distance-to-hyperplane σ and Jukes-Cantor dis-
tance to known AMPs and supplemented by the 31 sequences belonging to diverse peptide
families listed. To guide the interpretation of the discovered membrane-active sequences, we
highlight the physicochemically restricted (13 peptides, green diamonds) and unrestricted
Pareto frontiers (85 peptides, orange diamonds) For reference, the peptides experimentally
tested are also shown (16 peptides, red stars). Screening of a variety of protein families
yields sequences with predicted σ > 0 near the physicochemically unrestricted Pareto fron-
tier. These sequences span a variety of protein families, including neuropeptides (purple
stars), calcitonin peptides (black stars), viral fusion proteins (yellow stars), membrane an-
chor proteins (light green stars), membrane-permeating protein fragments (blue stars), and
topogenic peptides (pink stars). Some of the proteins have unexpected predicted membrane
activity, while others have confirmed experimental evidence for membrane permeation. In
fact, these other classes of peptides are expected to be just as membrane active as AMPs.
This demonstrates the power of the SVM directed search framework as a tool for discovery
of new membrane reorganizing protein sequences.
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Figure 2.13: 2D projections of 3D sequence atlas and Pareto frontier.
Projection of the 3D Pareto plot of the 242,110 sequences generated by our directed sampling
of sequence space (Figure 2.4, 2.12) under the 2D projections into (A) the fracHelical—
minHomologyAMP plane and (B) the σ—fracHelical plane. The σ—minHomologyAMP
projection is provided in Figure 2.12. We observe that the majority of the newly discovered
membrane-active sequences have predicted fractional helicities larger than 0.2 positive values
of σ, and large mutational distances from known AMPs such that they are unlikely to be
explored by natural mutations within existing AMPs. The legend can be found in Figure
2.12.

also perform a directed search of sequence space to discover NGC-inducing peptides (Figure

2.12). We now investigate how the sequence content of the Pareto-optimal and newly dis-

covered classes of membrane-active peptides compare to existing AMPs. Remarkably, the

physicochemically restricted Pareto sequences (i.e., those with physicochemical descriptors

no more than 10% outside the range observed in the training data) very closely follow the

rule governing amino acid content previously discovered for AMPs [72] (Figure 2.14A, green

diamonds). This “saddle-splay selection rule” delineates the tradeoffs between arginine, ly-

sine, and hydrophobic content in order to retain membrane activity. We previously found

that α-helical AMPs tend to be rich in lysine and hydrophobicity. This result also demon-

strates the surprising result that our QSAR approach and SVM classifier trained solely on

physicochemical descriptors “learned” a rule based on geometry and topology without human

intervention.

For the physicochemically unrestricted Pareto optimal sequences (Figure 2.14B), we find

that these sequences tend to segregate into two clusters, ones that follow the saddle-splay

selection rule (orange diamonds, no border), and ones that fall below the curve (orange dia-
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monds, black borders). These off-trend sequences suggest a greater plasticity in the peptide

sequence and imply that these candidates may contain additional multiplexed functions in

addition to membrane activity. In fact, comparing these Pareto sequences to the sequences

of the newly discovered families shows a very similar distribution (Figure 2.14C). The ma-

jority fall along the trend (stars without borders), but have a subset that deviate with less

lysine and more arginine content relative to their hydrophobic content (stars with black

borders). This behavior makes sense since the purported functions of these proteins are

more complicated than simply pore formation. For example, the topogenic peptides must

penetrate through bilayers and deliver cargo rather than linger within membranes. Thus,

the increased arginine content makes sense, since cell-penetrating peptides tend to have less

hydrophobicity, and thereby deviate below the saddle-splay curve for AMPs. Conversely, the

members of the membrane anchor proteins family should likely persist in the lipid bilayer,

which is reflected by closer correlation to the selection rule.

Finally, we observe that the magnitude of NGC production does not appear to depend on

where the sequences fall on the saddle-splay selection rule (Figure 2.14D). In other words,

there is no correlation between position on this saddle-splay curve and degree of induced

NGC in membranes, consistent with the idea that this curve represents a kind of tradeoff

between using different combinations of amino acids to generate the same curvature. Using

the directed search of the sequence space enabled by the SVM classifier, we can now efficiently

identify and discover curvature-generating sequences.

2.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have trained a SVM classifier to recognize membrane activity and ex-

perimentally calibrated the recognition metric by peptide synthesis and characterization.

The results, which highlight the difference between the efficacy of an antimicrobial and its

recognizability as such, are surprising. A SVM classifier trained only on physicochemical

information can effectively recapitulate geometric and topological principles required for

membrane permeation. We use machine learning to not only predict unknown membrane
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Figure 2.14: Pareto-optimal sequences and newly discovered curvature-generating
sequences follow the saddle-splay selection rule.
(A) Pareto-optimal sequences that are physicochemically restricted to be close to known
antimicrobials follow the saddle-splay selection rule denoted by the AMP database (black),
as expected. (B) Pareto-optimal sequences that are physicochemically unrestricted (orange
diamonds, no border) are partitioned into two clusters, ones that follow the saddle-splay
selection rule, and ones that lie below and to the right of the curve (orange diamonds, black
border), indicating a subset of membrane-active sequences that have multiplexed functions in
addition to membrane activity. (C) Test peptides and newly discovered membrane-curvature
generating sequences exhibit a similar distribution to physicochemically unrestricted Pareto-
optimal sequences, which reflects the diverse identities of the newly discovered membrane-
active peptide families. (D) Tested peptides (stems) demonstrate NGC generating ability
regardless of their placement along the saddle-splay selection rule (black circles). The colors
of the dots are chosen based on the magnitude of NGC (| 〈k〉 |) generation, and stems to the

plane demonstrate where they fall along the selection rule. The units of | 〈k〉 | are 10−4Å
−2

.
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active peptides from known ones, but to also reflexively to identify peptides with multiple

functions and discover previously unknown interrelations between existing peptide classifi-

cations. Using the SVM classifier as a discovery tool to map the sequence space of AMPs,

we find a diverse taxonomy of sequences that are expected to be just as membrane-active as

known AMPs, but with a broad range of primary functions outside of immunity. Finally, we

show how our SVM classifier can be generalized to other fields and used as a search engine for

membrane activity in peptide sequences and a detector of AMPs with multiplexed functions

beyond membrane activity.

2.5 Methods

2.5.1 Computational Methods

2.5.1.1 QSAR Modeling

The development of a QSAR model comprises four principal steps: 1) the collation and

curation of training and test data on which to construct and evaluate the model, 2) the

choice and calculation of descriptors that will be used by the model to predict the property

of interest, 3) filtering and selection of the descriptors upon which the model will be trained,

and 4) the choice, construction, training, and testing of a predictive QSAR model [91, 142].

In this work, we train a support vector machine (SVM) to predict whether or not a candidate

peptide possesses antimicrobial activity based on computationally generated physicochemical

descriptors efficiently computed from knowledge of its sequence alone. We describe each step

of this process in the following sections.

2.5.1.2 Datasets

A total of 286 α-helical AMPs were collated from The Antimicrobial Peptide Database

(http://aps.unmc.edu/AP/main.php [8]). These data were curated to contain only pep-

tides of length 8-60 residues with complete sequences, and for which antimicrobial activ-

ity had been experimentally verified by plate killing assays or broth microdilution assays.
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These data constitute the positive dataset. A total of 2971 α-helical membrane active pro-

teins of length 8-60 residues, which have been reported to have no antimicrobial activ-

ity, were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank of Transmembrane Proteins (PDBTM)

(http://pdbtm.enzim.hu [143, 144, 145]). Using a Python script, we analyzed PDB files to

extract α-helical portions of transmembrane proteins that were 8-60 residues long based on

crystal structure data and the DSSP secondary-structure prediction algorithm. We included

both types of peptides/proteins in the decoy dataset to sample a range of physicochemical

diversity. To provide for balanced training of the QSAR model, this ensemble was randomly

subsampled down to 286 peptides, which constituted the negative dataset [111]. This means

of constructing a negative dataset of decoy sequences for the purposes of training a QSAR

model has previously been employed in several prior works [111, 96, 146, 147].

From the aggregated ensemble of 572 peptides derived from natural (∼ 98%) and syn-

thetic (∼ 2%) sources and a variety of microbial and multicellular species constituting the

positive and negative datasets, we randomly extracted 85% to form a balanced training

dataset comprising 243 antimicrobial and 243 decoy sequences. The remaining 15% of se-

quences were reserved for an 86-peptide balanced test dataset comprising 43 antimicrobial

and 43 decoy sequences. The training data was used to perform feature selection and train

our QSAR model employing cross-validation to guard against overfitting. The test data was

used only to evaluate the final model performance against a blind dataset, and was not used

at any stage of feature selection or model training [148].

2.5.1.3 Physicochemical Descriptors

The antimicrobial activity of a particular peptide can, in principal, be predicted by its

sequence similarity to known AMPs. This approach typically fails, however, when the query

protein has little sequence homology with any peptide in the AMP database [92, 149]. The

variable length of AMPs together with the exponential explosion of sequence diversity with

peptide size means that only a tiny fraction of sequence space will share sufficient homology

with the 286 known AMPs in the training dataset, making this approach unsuitable for
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high-throughput in silico screening of diverse candidate sequences.

Rather than attempting to predict antimicrobial activity directly from peptide sequence,

one may avoid appealing to homology altogether, and instead formulate a model to predict

activity based on physicochemical properties. This approach assumes that the antimicrobial

activity of a peptide—a property that is expensive and time consuming to measure—may

be predicted from physicochemical properties of the peptide—quantities that can be easily

computed from a knowledge of only the peptide sequence [150, 111]. This hypothesis is well

founded for AMPs, since despite the enormous diversity of cationic antimicrobial peptides

sequences and provenance, they tend to be small, cationic, and hydrophobic [91, 151, 142].

Prior experimental work has also shown an ensemble of 1080 cationic AMP defensins to

possess a conserved relationship between peptide hydrophobicity and the lysine to arginine

ratio [72].

Under this paradigm, we generate for each peptide in the training set a vector of physic-

ochemical descriptors from which to build a predictive model of antimicrobial activity

[111, 152, 92]. For high-throughput computational screening, it is desirable that these prop-

erties be fast to compute, require no experimental input, and certainly be no more difficult or

time consuming to calculate than the property we wish to predict [89]. The precise choice of

descriptors is typically problem specific, but it has been shown that amino acid composition

alone is typically insufficient for accurate prediction, and sequence order information must

typically also be incorporated [149]. In this work we adopt a shotgun approach by generating

a very large number of descriptors for each peptide, and then—as we describe in the next

section—applying feature selection to systematically extract an optimal subset of descriptors

[153, 114]. This procedure possesses the attractive quality that requires minimal knowledge

or intuition about the underlying physicochemical mechanisms of antimicrobial, but instead

allows the descriptors to “speak for themselves”. Furthermore, we will show that reducing

the number of descriptors to just a handful enhances both the predictive performance of the

model and its intuitive interpretability [97, 153, 114, 154].

For each peptide in the training set, we generate an ensemble of 1588 physicochemical

descriptors falling into the five categories listed in Table 2.3 [111, 91, 152, 123, 155]. The
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particulars of each descriptor are described in detail below. All descriptors are efficiently

generated using the freely available propy Python package [123, 155], requiring less than 2 s

of CPU time per peptide on a single core of a 2.13 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor.

Table 2.3: Physicochemical descriptors.
Feature Group Features No. descriptors No. descriptor values
Basic character Length 1 1

Charge 1 1
Mean hydrophobicity 1 1
Mean vdW volume 1 1

Residue composition Amino acid composition 1 20
Dipeptide composition 1 400

Pairwise relative
amino acid composition

1 380

Autocorrelation
Normalized Moreau-
Broto autocorrelation

15 15× δmax

Physicochemical
composition

Composition 7 21

Transition 7 21
Distribution 7 105

Sequence order
features

Sequence order
coupling number

2 2× δmax

Pseudo-amino
acid composition I

1 20 + λmax

Pseudo-amino
acid composition II

2 2× (20 + δmax)

Basic Character. The length is number of residues in the peptide, N . The charge is the

net charge of the peptide assigning charges to each residue by specifying (H,K,R) to carry

+1 charge, (D,E) to carry -1 charge, and the remaining 15 to be uncharged [156]. The mean

hydrophobicity is defined as the per residue Eisenberg consensus hydrophobicity averaged

over all residues in the peptide [133]. The mean vdW volume is defined as the average per

residue normalized van der Waals volume [156].

Residue composition. The amino acid composition measures the fraction of

each of the 20 natural amino acid types in the sequence, f(X) = NX
N

, where

NX is the number of residues of type X in the sequence of length N and X ∈

(A,C,D,E, F,G,H, I,K, L,M,N, P,Q,R, S, T, V,W, Y ) for a total of 20 descriptor values.
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The dipeptide composition measures the relative fractions of the 400 possible contiguous

dipeptides observed in the sequence, f(X, Y ) = NXY
N−1 , where the indices X and Y run over

the 20 natural amino acids. The pairwise relative amino acid composition is defined as

pc(X, Y ) = NX
NX+NY

, which measures the relative fraction of each amino acid in the sequence

relative to every other.

Autocorrelation. The autocorrelation measures the similarity in the properties of any

pair of amino acid residues along the peptide chain, revealing any correlated distribution

of amino acid properties as a function of the separation between residues along the pep-

tide backbone. We elect to use the normalized Moreau-Broto autocorrelation, defined as a

function of the separation between any pair of amino acid positions, δ, as

ACnMB(δ) =
N−δ∑
i=1

PiPi+δ
N − δ

where δ = 1, ..., δmax, Pi is the physicochemical property of amino acid at position i, and

we make the standard choice of δmax = 30 [123, 155]. We consider 15 different amino acid

physicochemical properties: (1) the Kyte-Doolittle hydropathy index [157], (2) the average

flexibility index [158], (3) the polarizability parameter [159], (4) the free energy of solution

in water [159], (5) the solvent accessible surface area [160], (6) the residue volume[161], (7)

the steric parameter related to the van der Waals volume of the side chain [162], (8) the

relative mutability [163], (9, 10, 11) the three principal property values (z1, z2, z3) related

to hydrophilicity, bulk, and electronic properties [164], (12) the isoelectric point [165], (13,

14) the positive and negative charge [156], and (15) the transfer free energy to the lipophilic

phase [166].

Physicochemical composition. These descriptors seek to provide a coarse-grained

representation of the distribution of particular physicochemical properties along the peptide

backbone. Seven physicochemical features are considered—hydrophobicity, van der Waals

volume, polarity, polarizability, charge, secondary structure, and solvent accessibility [123,

167, 168, 169]—each of which is coarse grained into the three categories listed in Table 2

in Ref. [123]. The composition descriptor, C, measures the fraction of amino acids in the
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peptide that fall into each of the three categories for each of the seven descriptors, making

a total of 21 descriptor values. The transition descriptor, T , measures the fraction of pairs

of contiguous residues that belong to each of the three possible combinations of different

categories (i.e., category 1 and 2, 1 and 3, or 2 and 3, where the order is immaterial).

Applied to each of the seven descriptors, this also yields 21 descriptor values. The distribution

descriptor, D, furnishes for each of the three categories five values: the fractional distance

along the peptide sequence that must be traveled to encounter (i) the first residue belonging

to the category, (ii) 25%, (iii) 50%, (iv) 75%, and (v) 100% of the residues belonging to the

category. Applied to each of the three categories for each of the seven descriptors, this yields

a total of 105 descriptor values.

Sequence order features. Similar to the autocorrelation descriptors, this class of

features seeks to characterize patterns in physicochemical properties along the peptide back-

bone. The sequence order coupling number as a function of the separation between any pair

of amino acid positions, δ, normalized by sequence length is defined as

τδ =
1

N − δ

N−δ∑
i=1

(di,i+δ)
2

where δ = 1, ..., δmax, di,i+δ is the physicochemical “distance” between the amino acid at

position i and that at position i + δ, and we make the standard choice of δmax = 30 [149,

123, 155]. We consider 3 different definitions of the physicochemical distance between a pair

of amino acids defined by (1) the Schneider-Wrede context matrix [170] and (2) Grantham

chemical distance matrix [171].

The pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) introduced by Chou is a descriptor that

characterizes the amino acid composition of a peptide while simultaneously maintaining

information on sequence and length [149, 172]. The original PseAAC defined by Chou

associates to a peptide PseAAC = (p1, p2, ..., p20, p20+1, ..., p20+λmax), which is an ensemble of
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20 + λmax numbers defined as:

pi =


fi∑20

i=1 fk+w
∑λmax
k=1 (N−k)τk

1 ≤ i ≤ 20

wτi−20∑20
i=1 fk+w

∑λmax
k=1 (N−k)τk

20 + 1 ≤ i ≤ 20 + λmax

where fi = Ni/N is the fraction of residues of type i in the sequence of length N , and i

indexes over the i = 1, ..., 20 natural amino acids, τδ is defined as before, and w is a weight

factor. Following Chou, we choose w = 0.05 [149]. The first 20 features are associated

with the amino acid composition of the sequence, whereas the next λmax contain sequence

order information describing the prevalence of pairwise physicochemical correlations between

amino acids separated by k = 1, ..., λmax positions that Chou refers to as “tiers” [149].

In Chou’s original formulation of the PseAAC, λmax ≤ (N − 1) reflecting the fact that

tiers corresponding to residue separations exceeding the length of the peptide are undefined,

limiting λmax according to the shortest peptide in the ensemble. In this work λmax = 7.

Chou defines the physicochemical distances appearing in the factors of τδ as the weighted

average of the Z-scored residue hydrophobicities H, hydrophilicities L, and side chain masses

M assigned by Refs. [173, 174].

(di,i+δ)
2 =

1

3

(
(Hi −Hi+δ)

2 + (Li − Li+δ)2 + (Mi −Mi+δ)
2
)

We term the pseudo amino acid compositions computed in this manner PseAAC I, providing

20 + λmax) descriptor values.

We also consider a generalization of the PseAAC in which we (i) replace λmax with

δmax = 30, and (ii) compute physicochemical distances according to (1) the Schneider-Wrede

context matrix [170] and (2) Grantham chemical distance matrix [171]. Values of pk+20 in

short peptides for which k > (N−1) are assigned a value of zero. We term the pseudo amino

acid compositions computed according to this generalization as PseAAC II, which furnish

an additional 2× (20 + δmax) descriptor values.
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2.5.1.4 Physicochemical Descriptor Selection

Variable selection techniques seek to identify from an ensemble of input variables a subset

that is most predictive of the property of interest, and eliminating irrelevant or redundant de-

scriptors that can diminish model generalization and predictive performance [153, 114, 154].

In addition to exhibiting improved performance, predictive models based on small number

of variables are also more intuitively interpretable, providing insight and understanding of

the underlying physicochemical mechanisms of activity.

Although there is the risk of rejecting descriptors that themselves are uninformative

predictors but can be highly informative in combination with others, we stabilize the variable

selection procedure by performing limited univariate and bivariate filtering out of irrelevant

or redundant descriptors [153]. We remove two zero-variance descriptors that were invariant

over all training examples, and 257 redundant descriptors possessing a Spearman correlation

coefficient of ρ ≥ 0.95 with another descriptor in the ensemble [89, 153]. For each pair of

highly correlated descriptors, a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was conducted for

each member of the pair to assess the probability that the value of the descriptor differed

significantly between the AMP and decoy peptides [111]. The descriptor with the larger p-

value—indicating lower confidence that the null hypothesis that the descriptor values do not

differ between the AMP and decoy peptides can be rejected—was selected for elimination.

The remaining 1329 filtered descriptors were Z-scored to center the descriptors, standardize

their ranges, and render them dimensionless [153].

The large number of remaining descriptors makes exhaustive enumeration of all possible

subsets computationally intractable. Instead, we appeal to the elegant approach of Bi et

al. who propose training a linear support vector machine employing the L1-norm, rather

than the conventional L2-norm, of the hyperplane normal to enforce sparsity in this weight

vector and mediate selection of subsets of the input descriptors [114]. This approach may be

considered an embedded variable selection method in which variable selection is performed

on-the-fly during the process of training the predictor [153]. We then take the optimal subset

of descriptors identified by this approach, and use them to train standard L2-norm linear
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and nonlinear SVCs described in the next section. Full details of feature selection can be

found in [175, 176, 177].

We perform feature selection at Copt = 9.95 × 10−2 by performing k = 15 rounds of

stratified shuffled cross-validation and identifying the descriptors selected in each round as

those corresponding to non-zero elements of the w vector. Each round selects on average

(115 ± 7) descriptors as non-zero elements within the sparse w vectors. Characteristic of

the inherent sensitivity of the SVC to the training and validation partitions, the descriptors

selected in each round are highly variable [178, 114]. We stabilize this inherent instability by

bootstrap aggregation (bagging) [179], in which we selected those m = 12 descriptors that

were selected in all k = 15 rounds of cross validation to define the bagged descriptor subset.

The 12 bagged descriptors are listed in Table 2.1.

2.5.1.5 Model Training and Testing

The bagged subset of 12 descriptors in Table 2.1 were used to train a standard soft

margin, hinge loss, L2-norm support vector classifier (L2-SVC) by minimizing the primal

objective function [114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 80],

argmin(w, b)

[
1

2
||w||2 + C

1

n

n∑
i=1

L1(yi, φ(xi))

]

where

L1(yi, φ(xi)) = [1− yi(w · φ(xi) + b)]+ = max [0, 1− yi(w · φ(xi) + b)]

where i = 1, ..., n indexes over the n = 486 training peptides, yi is a binary indicator

function indicating the class membership of peptide i as antimicrobial (yi = +1) or decoy

(yi = −1), xi is a d-dimensional vector containing the ordered set of m = 12 bagged descrip-

tors associated with peptide i, φ is a (possibly nonlinear) function mapping the descriptor

vectors to a transformed feature space. w is the weight vector defining a hyperplane sepa-

rating the two classes of points in the transformed feature space descriptor space, b governs

the perpendicular offset of the hyperplane from the origin, and ||w||2 denotes the L2-norm
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of the w vector. Using the kernel trick, the function φ is defined through the kernel function

k(xi,xj) = φ(xi) · φ(xj) expressing a dot product in the transformed feature space, leaving

φ(xi) and w unknown but their L2-norms accessible and rendering the optimization prob-

lem soluble in the dual space [116, 117, 118]. L1(yi, φ(xi)) is the hinge loss function defining

the penalty for incorrect predictions, and C is a hyperparameter controlling the trade-off

between maximizing the margin separating the two classes and prediction errors over the

data.

We solved the L2-SVC optimization problem using scikit-learn [116] employing three

standard kernels: (i) linear, k(xi,xj) = xi · xj, (ii) polynomial, k(xi,xj) = (xi · xj)d, d ∈ N

, and (iii) radial basis function (RBF), k(xi,xj) = exp (−γ||xi − xj||22). For each kernel,

the hyperparameters C, d, and γ were optimized by grid search followed by—for the non-

integer variables C and γ—numerical optimization using scipy [180, 181, 182] to maximize

the accuracy of the classifier on a 20% validation partition averaged over k = 15 rounds of

stratified shuffled cross-validation.

We assessed the predictive performance of each of the three L2-SVC classifiers on the

blind test set of 43 AMP and 43 decoy peptides that were not used at any stage of model

development. We report in Table 2.4 the performance of each classifier measured by the area

under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) and the accuracy, specificity,

sensitivity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and the Matthews correlation

coefficient [111],

The positive predictive value (PPV) measures the expected proportion of positive results

that are true positives, and the negative predictive value (NPV) measures the expected

proportion of negative results that are true negatives. The Matthews correlation coefficient

(MCC) can be interpreted as the correlation coefficient between the observed and predicted

binary classifications, and is bounded over the range [-1,+1] [183]. Additionally, we present in

Figure 2.3a the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each classifier showing the

sensitivity-specificity trade-off, and in Figure 2.3b the precision-recall curves illustrating the

PPV-sensitivity relationship. For comparative purposes, we present in Table 2.4 and Figure

2.3 the performance of the three classifiers trained on the filtered set of 1329 descriptors (i.e.,
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the subset of all 1588 descriptors after removing zero variance and redundant descriptors)

from which the 12 bagged descriptors were selected.

Table 2.4: Performance of trained SVMs.
Predictive performance on the blind 86-peptide test dataset of six L2-SVCs employing

three different kernels and trained on either the 1329 filtered descriptors or the
12-descriptor bagged subset listed in Table 2.1. For each kernel we list the optimal

hyperparameter values determined by grid search and numerical optimization. The largest
values in each column are highlighted in bold.

# descriptors Kernel Acc. Spec. Sens. PPV NPV MCC AUROC

12
Linear

C = 1.27× 10−2
0.919 0.930 0.907 0.929 0.909 0.837 0.981

12

Polynomial
d = 3

C = 1.29× 10−1
0.884 0.860 0.907 0.867 0.902 0.768 0.970

12

RBF
γ = 4.92× 10−5

C = 1.07× 102

0.930 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.930 0.860 0.979

1329
Linear

C = 9.63× 10−4
0.930 0.906 0.953 0.911 0.951 0.861 0.990

1329

Polynomial
d = 3

C = 3.87× 10−2
0.907 0.814 1.000 0.843 1.000 0.828 0.994

1329

RBF
γ = 5.34× 10−4

C = 1.12× 101

0.942 0.907 0.977 0.913 0.975 0.886 0.991

The 12-descriptor linear SVC shows excellent performance along all metrics, with ac-

curacy, specificity, sensitivity, PPV, and NPV all in excess of 90%. Most importantly for

high throughput computational screening for novel AMP candidates, the expected fraction

of positive predictions that are true positives is 92.9%, and the false positive rate (FPR = 1

- specificity) is only 7%. Relative to the linear kernel, the RBF kernel has comparable speci-

ficity and positive predictive value—the two most important metrics for our purposes—with

slightly elevated accuracy, sensitivity, negative predictive value, and Matthews correlation,

and slightly diminished AUROC. The polynomial kernel is poorer on all counts relative to

the linear model.

Compared to the 12-descriptor linear SVC, the performance of the 1329-descriptor SVCs
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implementing linear, polynomial, and RBF kernels possess poorer specificity and PPV. In

the case of the linear and RBF kernels, this degradation is mitigated by slightly elevated

performance along the other metrics. The 1329-descriptor polynomial classifier shows poorer

performance along all metrics, with the exception of a comparable AUROC and perfect

sensitivity and NPV values due to the absence of any false negatives (FN = 0). It is the

objective of this work to train a classifier for high throughput computational screening of

peptide sequence space to identify a small number of candidate peptides for experimental

testing, so high specificity is a more important characteristic than high sensitivity for our

application.

In sum, by paring down the large ensemble of descriptors to a 12-variable subset highly

predictive of antimicrobial activity, the variable selection procedure permitted us to gener-

ate much simpler classifiers with good generalization and high predictive performance. We

observed very little performance gains from the use of nonlinear kernels, and elect to use

the linear classifier for its high performance and intuitive interpretability. The elements of

the w vector corresponding to the weights accorded to each of the 12 descriptors by the

linear L2-SVC are listed in Table 2.1, quantitatively relating each of these physicochemical

descriptors to antimicrobial activity.

2.5.2 SAXS Experiments

Peptides were purchased (Lifetein, C3-Jian) and synthesized in high purity (> 95%

HPLC) using solid-phase synthesis. Liposomes were prepared as previously described

elsewhere Schmidt:2013gs. Lyophilized DOPS (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine

(sodium salt)), DOPG (1,2-dioleoyl-sn- glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)]), and DOPE

(1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) from Avanti Polar Lipids were used. Stock

solutions were dissolved in chloroform at 20 mg/mL. Mixtures of these lipids were used as

a first-order model for bacterial membranes. DOPS and DOPE were mixed at a 1:4 molar

ratio (DOPS/DOPE = 20/80), and DOPG and DOPE were mixed at a 1:4 molar ratio

(DOPG/DOPE = 20/80). Chloroform was evaporated under N2, and the lipids were fur-
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ther dried overnight under vacuum. Dried lipids were resuspended in 100 mM NaCl + 10

mM HEPES at pH 7.4 to a final concentration of 20 mg/mL. Aqueous lipid solutions were

incubated overnight at 37◦C. SUVs were prepared by sonication of resuspended lipids until

clear. Monodispersity in size was obtained via extrusion through a 0.2 µm filter.

Before use, peptides are solubilized in 100 mM NaCl + 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4. Lipo-

somes (DOPS/DOPE = 20/80, DOPG/PE 20/80) and peptides were mixed at a peptide-to-

lipid charge ratio (P/L) of 1/2 and equilibrated at room temperature overnight. Precipitated

peptide-lipid complexes were loaded into 1.5 mm glass quartz capillaries (Mark-tubes, Hilgen-

berg GmbH) and hermetically sealed. SAXS experiments were conducted at the Stanford

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (BL 4-2) with monochromatic X-rays of energy 9 keV.

Scattered radiation was collected using a Rayonix-MX225-HE detector (pixel size 73.2 µm).

The 2D diffraction patterns were integrated using the Nika 1.68 package [184] for Igor Pro

6.37 (Wavemetrics) and FIT2D [185]. For all samples, multiple measurements were taken

for consistency. Samples were incubated at 37◦C before measurement. No changes were

observed over multiple experiments and exposures.

SAXS data were analyzed by plotting the integrated scattering intensity I(q) vs. q using

Mathematica. To determine the phases present in each sample, the measured peak positions

were obtained and their ratios were compared to the permitted reflections for different liquid-

crystalline phases (e.g. lamellar, hexagonal, cubic). Curvature-generating ability of the

peptides were determined by calculating the lattice parameter a for the measured cubic

phases. Cubic phases observed in our experiments belonged to the Im3m and Pn3m space

groups. Measured q positions for the Bragg peak reflections were fitted to the equation

qmeasured = 2π
a

√
h2 + k2 + l2 where (hkl) are the Miller indices. The quantity of induced

NGC was calculated as the average NGC per unit cell volume using the equation 〈k〉 = 2πχ
A0a2 ,

where χ is the Euler characteristic and A0 is the surface area per cubic unit cell for each

phase. Parameter values are χ = −4 and A0 = 2.345 for Im3m, and χ = −2 and A0 = 1.919

for Pn3m. This allows us to quantitatively compare curvature generating ability between

peptides.
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2.5.3 Antimicrobial Assays

Antimicrobial activity of the synthesized peptides was confirmed using growth inhibition

assays with broth microdilution. Bacterial strains used in testing include Streptococcus

mutans (UA140), Escherichia coli (D31), or Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA01). Strains were

cultured overnight at 37◦C in LB, and then subcultured in fresh LB for 2-3 hours at 37◦C

until bacteria reach mid-log phase at OD600∼0.5. Bacteria is diluted to 105 CFU/mL in

LB for the antimicrobial assay. In a 96-well assay plate, 90 µL of diluted peptides at varying

concentrations are added to 10 µL of diluted bacteria, and incubated for 24 hours at 37◦C in

physiological buffer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). The sequences are considered

antimicrobial if the peptide inhibits bacterial growth in any strain by at least 90% compared

to broth alone at a concentration of < 50 µM, as measured by OD600. We find that all of

the synthesized test peptides exhibit antimicrobial activity which is in line with their binary

SVM classification.

2.5.4 Statistical Analysis

Spearman correlations and p-values were calculated in R and plotted in Mathematica.

95% confidence intervals and p-values for the correlations were calculated using Monte Carlo

bootstrapping methods in R with random sampling of the 16 peptide NGC dataset or the

478 peptide MIC dataset (n = 10,000 iterations). A significance threshold of α = 0.05 was

imposed for all p-value calculations.
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CHAPTER 3

Machine learning-enabled discovery of

membrane-active domains in naturally occurring

peptides and proteins

3.1 Introduction

In this section, we highlight several key examples of how the machine-learning based

membrane-activity prediction tool described in the previous chapter is broadly enabling

in a variety of fields. Here, we leverage the machine-learning classifier to discover hidden

membrane activity in existing peptides and proteins, including the mitochondrial fission

protein Dnm1 and nucleosomal histone H4, and validate their ability to generate negative

Gaussian curvature using SAXS experiments.

3.2 Molecular Motor Dnm1 Synergistically Induces Membrane

Curvature To Facilitate Mitochondrial Fission

3.2.1 Abstract

Dnm1 and Fis1 are prototypical proteins that regulate yeast mitochondrial morphology

by controlling fission, the dysregulation of which can result in developmental disorders and

neurodegenerative diseases in humans. Loss of Dnm1 blocks formation of fission complexes

and leads to elongated mitochondria in the form of interconnected networks, while overpro-

duction of Dnm1 results in excessive mitochondrial fragmentation. In the current model,

Dnm1 is essentially a GTP hydrolysis-driven molecular motor that self-assembles into ring-
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like oligomeric structures that encircle and pinch the outer mitochondrial membrane at sites

of fission. In this work, we use machine learning and synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS) to investigate whether the motor Dnm1 can synergistically facilitate mitochondrial

fission by membrane remodeling. A support vector machine (SVM)-based classifier trained

to detect sequences with membrane restructuring activity identifies a helical Dnm1 domain

capable of generating negative Gaussian curvature (NGC), the type of saddle-shaped local

surface curvature found on scission necks during fission events. Furthermore, this domain is

highly conserved in Dnm1 homologs with fission activity. Synchrotron SAXS measurements

reveal that Dnm1 restructures membranes into phases rich in NGC, and is capable of induc-

ing a fission neck with a diameter of 12.6 nm. Through in silico mutational analysis, we find

that the helical Dnm1 domain is locally optimized for membrane curvature generation, and

phylogenetic analysis suggests that dynamin superfamily proteins that are close relatives of

human dynamin Dyn1 have evolved the capacity to restructure membranes via the induction

of curvature. Taken together, these results suggest that Dnm1-induced membrane curvature

and mechanochemical forces function cooperatively to catalyze efficient mitochondrial fis-

sion. In addition, we observe that Fis1, an adaptor protein, is able to inhibit the pro-fission

membrane activity of Dnm1, which points to the antagonistic roles of the two proteins in the

regulation of mitochondrial fission. In addition, we observe that Fis1, an adaptor protein, is

able to inhibit the pro-fission membrane activity of Dnm1, which points to the antagonistic

roles of the two proteins in the regulation of mitochondrial fission.

3.2.2 Introduction

The morphology and distribution of mitochondria, which vary among different cell types

[186] and respond to different cellular conditions [187, 188, 189, 190], are crucial for main-

taining normal cell function [191]. Mitochondrial morphology and intracellular distribution

are primarily governed by a balance between the antagonistic processes of fusion and fission

[192, 193, 194]. Excessive fusion results in elongated mitochondria that form highly intercon-

nected net-like structures, whereas, uninhibited fission leads to mitochondrial fragmentation

[192, 195, 196, 197]. Recent studies have associated perturbations in these dynamic pro-
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cesses with developmental defects and neurodegenerative diseases [197, 198, 199]. Proteins

that regulate and maintain mitochondrial morphology, therefore, play important roles in

health and disease.

The machinery involved in mitochondrial fission was first identified in yeast to include

Dnm1 and Fis1 [194, 200, 191, 196], with Drp1 and hFis1 as their respective conserved

human homologs [201, 202, 203, 195, 204]. A highly conserved cytosolic dynamin-related

GTPase, Dnm1 (∼ 85 kDa) in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Drp1 (∼ 82 kDa) in

mammals, is the major essential protein involved in eukaryotic mitochondrial fission [194].

Loss of Dnm1/Drp1 blocks the formation of fission complexes [205, 200] and results in the

formation of net-like structures [191, 194, 193]. Likewise, mutations in Dnm1 homologs

were also shown to block fission [202, 206], while overproduction of Dnm1 leads to increased

mitochondrial fragmentation [207]. Dnm1/Drp1 is characterized by an N-terminal GTPase,

a middle domain, and a C-terminal GTPase effector domain involved in self-assembly [192,

208]. In the current model, Dnm1/Drp1 is essentially a molecular motor recruited from

the cytosol and self-assembles into spiral-like or ring-like oligomeric structures that encircle

the outer mitochondrial membrane at sites of fission. GTP hydrolysis leads to Dnm1/Drp1

conformational changes that constrict the membranes to drive membrane scission [209, 210,

211, 212, 213].

The process of budding and scission, however, requires the generation of significant local

negative Gaussian curvature (NGC) in membranes [77]. NGC is the saddle-shaped surface

membrane curvature found in the pinched regions of mitochondria undergoing fission. Inter-

estingly, recent work has indicated that specific membrane lipids can facilitate mitochondrial

fission [214, 215, 216, 217, 218], and that lipids can play a role in binding, recruiting, and

activating proteins that mediate fission, including Drp1 [219, 220, 221, 214]. For example, a

cryo-EM study has shown that the active helical conformation of Drp1 is stabilized through

direct interactions with cardiolipin [222]. Furthermore, studies have shown that induced

membrane curvature via protein crowding can also facilitate membrane fission [52, 51, 223].

In this work, we use machine learning and synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

to investigate whether Dnm1-lipid interactions can play a role in facilitating mitochondrial
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membrane remodeling and fission. To assess whether Dnm1 contains subdomains that can

potentially induce membrane curvature necessary for scission, we screen the protein using a

recently developed machine learning-based classifier [177] that predicts whether a given α-

helical peptide sequence can generate NGC (the machine learning was performed on α-helical

sequences.) Using this classifier, we find a high-scoring α-helical domain (LEDLIPTVN-

KLQDVMYD) in the protein sequence of Dnm1, which suggests that this domain may be

able to remodel membranes by generating NGC. Interestingly, this sequence is conserved in

the subset of Dnm1 homologs with fission activity. To test experimentally whether Dnm1 has

the capacity to facilitate fission by restructuring membranes in a manner synergistic with

its molecular motor-based mitochondrial “pinching” activity, SAXS is used to investigate

the full spectrum of Dnm1-induced membrane deformations in vesicles with mitochondrial-

like lipid compositions. SAXS results show that Dnm1 indeed restructures membranes into

phases rich in NGC, in agreement with the machine learning results. The capacity to in-

duce NGC suggests that Dnm1 function is more complex than just simply mechanochemical

constriction activity mediated by its oligomerization. In fact, the membrane deformations

generated by Dnm1 promote fission by rendering membranes more amenable to the restruc-

turing necessary for scission. The observed degree of induced NGC is consistent with a fission

neck having a diameter of 12.6 nm. An in silico mutational analysis of the N-terminal he-

lix of Dnm1 suggests that it is locally optimized for the induction of membrane curvature.

In addition, phylogenetic analysis of dynamin superfamily members reveals that proteins

close in mutational distance to human dynamin Dyn1 have evolved the ability to remodel

membranes through curvature generation. These results suggest that Dnm1-induced mem-

brane curvature and mechanochemical forces function cooperatively to efficiently catalyze

mitochondrial fission, supporting the notion that the fission reaction depends on a combi-

nation of both protein and membrane mechanics. Remarkably, we find that the adaptor

protein Fis1 inhibits the pro-fission membrane activity of Dnm1 by quantitatively suppress-

ing Dnm1-induced NGC. Based on these antagonistic qualities of Dnm1 and Fis1, we suggest

the possibility that the two proteins work in concert to modulate mitochondrial fission.
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3.2.3 Results and Discussion

3.2.3.1 Machine learning predicts Dnm1 to contain membrane-destabilizing se-

quences

NGC can be described as saddle-splay curvature due to its shape—the surface curves

upwards in one direction and downwards in the orthogonal direction. This specific type of

curvature is topologically required for membrane-destabilizing processes, such as budding,

pore formation. Moreover, it is the type of local surface curvature found on scission necks

during fission events [72, 74, 224] (The pinched fission neck is a classic example of NGC).

A large body of work has identified short peptides that can sense [225] or induce membrane

curvature and remodeling [226, 227, 225, 228, 229]. Membrane active subsequences derived

from viral fusion and fission proteins have been shown to disrupt and bend lipid bilayers

[226, 230, 231]. In fact, for peptides that function through membrane destabilization, a strong

correlation has been found between their ability to generate NGC and their activity [72]. For

example, NGC generation has been experimentally observed using SAXS for antimicrobial

peptides (AMPs) [47, 72, 73, 232, 75, 41], cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) [124, 233, 74,

234], and viral fusion and fission proteins [78, 77]. These findings collectively suggest that

generation of NGC is important in membrane-destabilizing processes.

To assess whether Dnm1 contains subdomains that may induce membrane curvature

important for fission, we employed a recently developed machine learning classifier trained

to predict the likelihood of membrane restructuring activity for a given α-helical peptide

sequence [177]. This classifier, which was originally trained with AMP sequences, has

been shown to be a good detector of NGC-generating α-helical domains in diverse fami-

lies of proteins, including membrane-active segments of viral fusion proteins and endocyto-

sis/exocytosis proteins. More notably, its effectiveness in detecting membrane-destabilizing

activity in peptide sequences allows for the recognition of previously undetected membrane

activity in existing proteins or peptides, such as the neuropeptide hormones [177].

The classifier is based on a linear support vector machine (SVM) that takes as input

n = 12 physicochemical descriptors generated from the peptide sequence and outputs a
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Figure 3.1: Machine learning screen of Dnm1 yields a putative membrane-desta-
bilizing sequence in the conserved N-terminal domain.
(A) Normalized σ scores of a moving-window scan of Dnm1 for membrane activity as a func-
tion of amino acid position. Scores are shown for the first 300 amino acids of Dnm1. The
green bar highlights the location of the top-scoring helical subsequence of Dnm1. (B) Table
showing the top-scoring helical subsequences from Dnm1 with σ > 0 and their corresponding
σ and P (+1) assignments from the machine learning classifier. The top hit LEDLIPTVN-
KLQDVMYD corresponds to a segment of Dnm1 that contains the first N-terminal helix
(highlighted in (A)). This sequence has a P (+1) score > 95%, which indicates a high like-
lihood of NGC generation and membrane restructuring ability. (C) 3D homology structure
model of yeast Dnm1 (UniProtKB: P54861) (right) based on the known crystal structure
of human Drp1 (PDB: 4BEJ) (left). The first N-terminal helices in both protein sequences
are depicted in blue and indicated by the arrows. (D) Sequence alignment of the N-terminal
regions of Drp1 and Dnm1 shows significant sequence homology and conservation. The first
two conserved N-terminal helices in both sequences are boxed in red. The sequence boxed
in green (LEDLIPTVNKLQDVMYD) corresponds to the top hit from the machine learn-
ing screen for membrane-destabilizing segments of Dnm1, while the corresponding aligned
sequence from Drp1 is boxed in orange (MEALIPVINKLQDVFNT).
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score σ specifying the distance of the peptide from a (n − 1) = 11 dimensional hyperplane

trained to optimally separate 243 known α-helical curvature generating peptides from 243

decoy peptides. A large, positive σ score correlates with increased ability to induce NGC

in membranes, whereas a negative σ score indicates a lack of membrane-disruptive activity.

This score can be converted through a monotonic function into a probability 0 < P (+1) < 1

that the peptide induces membrane curvature. Large, positive values of σ (P (+1) > 0.95)

indicate a high likelihood of membrane activity (ability to generate NGC), and negative

values of σ (P (+1) < 0.50) indicate a low probability of membrane activity. Testing of

the classifier on a blind balanced test set of 86 peptides demonstrated 91.9% prediction

accuracy, 93.0% specificity, and 90.7% sensitivity. Experimental validation of computational

predictions was carried out using SAXS. A subset of α-helical test peptides were incubated

with model membranes, and induced NGC was measured. A strong correlation between

the ability to generate NGC in membranes and the distance-to-hyperplane SVM metric σ

was observed. Classification of a single peptide requires ∼ 0.1 s of CPU time permitting

high-throughput computational screening for membrane-active peptide discovery and design.

Full details of dataset curation, physicochemical descriptor selection, and model training and

validation is provided in Refs [177, 175].

We use the classifier to evaluate whether Dnm1 contains amino acid sequences that might

remodel membranes through membrane curvature induction. To locate potential curvature-

generating domains in Dnm1 (UniProtKB: P54861), we enumerated all possible 10-25 amino

acid subsequences of the entire protein sequence and performed a moving window scan with

the membrane activity prediction tool. To visualize the membrane activity landscape along

the length of Dnm1, a normalized net σ score was calculated by aligning all windowed se-

quences and averaging over σ values (Figure 3.1A). Maxima at positive σ values in this

landscape correspond to subsequences that have high likelihood of membrane activity. In

conjunction with this scan, we predicted the secondary structure of Dnm1 using two meth-

ods: the DSSP secondary structure prediction algorithm [235] and sequence alignment with

the known crystal structure of human homolog Drp1 (PDB: 4BEJ) [236]. Surprisingly, when

we compared the results of the moving window scan with the secondary structure prediction
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(Figure 3.2), we found a membrane-destabilizing α-helical sequence (LEDLIPTVNKLQD-

VMYD, σ = 1.36, P (+1) = 0.99) with an exceedingly high score (Figure 3.1B). This se-

quence lies in a highly conserved N-terminal region shared with Dnm1 homologs that also

have membrane activity (Figure 3.1C, D, Table 3.1). Likewise, the corresponding aligned

sequence for Drp1 was also predicted to be membrane-destabilizing (MEALIPVINKLQD-

VFNT, σ = 1.51, P (+1) = 0.99). In addition to this sequence, the algorithm predicted six

other helices of Dnm1 to potentially possess membrane activity, but with lower confidence

(P (+1) < 0.95). These machine learning results predict that Dnm1 contains multiple α-

helical sequences with potential membrane-destabilizing activity, including one particularly

high scoring domain (Figure 3.1B). These findings from machine learning suggest the testable

hypothesis that in addition to promoting mitochondrial fission through mechanochemical

constriction activity, the GTPase-driven molecular motor Dnm1 may have the capacity to

enhance mitochondrial fission through induced NGC membrane deformations.

3.2.3.2 Dnm1 remodels membranes and induces negative Gaussian curvature

to promote mitochondrial membrane fission

To test the predictions from the machine learning classifier, we assessed the ability of

Dnm1 to generate membrane-destabilizing curvature. Using high-resolution synchrotron

SAXS, we quantitatively characterized Dnm1-induced membrane deformations in model mi-

tochondrial membranes. Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were prepared from ternary phos-

pholipid mixtures of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylcholine (PC), and cardi-

olipin (CL) at molar ratios of 75/15/10 and 75/5/20 to mimic the lipid compositions of mito-

chondrial membranes [237, 238, 215, 239, 220]. Dnm1 was incubated with SUVs at a protein-

to-lipid (P/L) molar ratio of 1/1000 and the resulting membrane structures were character-

ized using SAXS. The Dnm1 concentrations used are comparable to those used in a large

number of prior Dnm1-lipid interaction studies (0.2-10 µM) [210, 212, 236, 216, 240, 241, 242].

We found that Dnm1 restructured the lipid vesicles into phases rich in NGC, while the

control samples of SUVs only showed a broad characteristic feature consistent with the form
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Drp1    1 GPHMGGSMEALIPVINKLQDVFNTVGADIIQLPQIVVVGTQSSGKSSVLESLVGRDLLPR
Dnm1    1 ---M-ASLEDLIPTVNKLQDVMYDSGIDTLDLPILAVVGSQSSGKSSILETLVGRDFLPR

Drp1   61 GTGIVTRRPLILQLVHVSQED---------------KRKTTGEENGV-----------EA
Dnm1   57 GTGIVTRRPLVLQLNNISPNSPLIEEDDNSVNPHDEVTKISGFEAGTKPLEYRGKERNHA

Drp1   95 EEWGKFLHTKNKLYTDFDEIRQEIENETERISGNNKGVSPEPIHLKIFSPNVVNLTLVDL
Dnm1  117 DEWGEFLHIPGKRFYDFDDIKREIENETARIAGKDKGISKIPINLKVFSPHVLNLTLVDL

Drp1  155 PGMTKVPVGDQPKDIELQIRELILRFISNPNSIILAVTAANTDMATSEALKISREVDPDG
Dnm1  177 PGITKVPIGEQPPDIEKQIKNLILDYIATPNCLILAVSPANVDLVNSESLKLAREVDPQG

Drp1  215 RRTLAVITKLDLMDAGTDAMDVLMGRVIPVKLGIIGVVNRSQLDINNKKSVTDSIRDEYA
Dnm1  237 KRTIGVITKLDLMDSGTNALDILSGKMYPLKLGFVGVVNRSQQDIQLNKTVEESLDKEED

Drp1  275 FLQK--KYPSLANRNGTKYLARTLNRLLMHHIRDCLPELKTRINVLAAQYQSLLNSYGEP
Dnm1  297 YFRKHPVYRTISTKCGTRYLAKLLNQTLLSHIRDKLPDIKTKLNTLISQTEQELARYGGV

Drp1  333 ----VDDKSATLLQLITKFATEYCNTIEGTAKYIETSELCGGARICYIFHETFGRTLESV
Dnm1  357 GATTNESRASLVLQLMNKFSTNFISSIDGTSSDINTKELCGGARIYYIYNNVFGNSLKSI

Drp1  389 DPLGGLNTIDILTAIRNATAAAAALFVPEVSFELLVKRQIKRLEEPSLRCVELVHEEMQR
Dnm1  417 DPTSNLSVLDVRTAIRNSTGPRPTLFVPELAFDLLVKPQIKLLLEPSQRCVELVYEELMK

Drp1  449 IIQHCSNYSTQELLRFPKLHDAIVEVVTCLLRKRLPVTNEMVHNLVAIELAYINTKHPDF
Dnm1  477 ICHKCG---SAELARYPKLKSMLIEVISELLRERLQPTRSYVESLIDIHRAYINTNHPNF

Drp1  509 ADACGLMNNNIE------------------------------------------------
Dnm1  534 LSATEAMDDIMKTRRKRNQELLKSKLSQQENGQTNGINGTSSISSNIDQDSAKNSDYDDD

Drp1  521 ------------------------------------------------------------
Dnm1  594 GIDAESKQTKDKFLNYFFGKDKKGQPVFDASDKKRSIAGDGNIEDFRNLQISDFSLGDID

Drp1  521 ------------EQRDCEVIERLIKSYFLIVRKNIQDSVPKAVMHFLVNHVKDTLQSELV
Dnm1  654 DLENAEPPLTEREELECELIKRLIVSYFDIIREMIEDQVPKAVMCLLVNYCKDSVQNRLV

Drp1  569 GQLYKSSLLDDLLTESEDMAQRRKEAADMLKALQGASQIIAEIRETHLW
Dnm1  714 TKLYKETLFEELLVEDQTLAQDRELCVKSLGVYKKAATLISNIL-----

Figure 3.2: Full sequence alignment of Drp1 and Dnm1.
Putative helical domains are boxed in red. Identical amino acids are highlighted in black.
Similar amino acids are highlighted in gray. Dissimilar amino acids are unhighlighted. Gaps
in alignment are denoted with (-).
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Figure 3.3: Dnm1 generates NGC necessary for mitochondrial membrane fission.
(A) SAXS spectra from 75/15/10 and 75/5/20 PE/PC/CL model mitochondrial membranes
incubated with Dnm1 at P/L = 1/1000. Correlation peaks corresponding to assigned reflec-
tions are indicated for hexagonal (green) and cubic phases (black lines). (B) 3D reconstruc-
tions depicting Im3m (left) and Pn3m (right) cubic phases, which have continuous surfaces
with NGC at every point. (C) Indexing of Dnm1-induced H||, and Pn3m and Im3m Q|| phases
for 75/15/10 (red) and 75/5/20 (blue) PE/PC/CL membranes. Plots of the measured Q
positions, Qmeasured, versus the assigned reflections in terms of Miller indices,

√
h2 + hk + k2

for hexagonal and
√
h2 + k2 + l2 for cubic phases. The lattice parameters were calculated

from the slopes of the linear regressions through the points and are provided in the legend.
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factor of unilamellar vesicles. For the model membrane 75/15/10 PE/PC/CL, we observed

a coexistence of two phases: (1) one set of correlation peaks with Q-ratios
√

1 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

7 :
√

9, consistent with an inverted hexagonal (H||) phase with a lattice parameter of 7.88

nm; (2) a second set of peaks with Q-ratios
√

2 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

6 :
√

8 :
√

9 :
√

10, which

indexed to a Pn3m “double-diamond” cubic (Q||) phase with a lattice parameter of 34.16 nm

(Figure 3.3). Similarly, the model membrane 75/5/20 PE/PC/CL exhibited H|| and Pn3m

Q|| phases with lattice parameters of 7.70 nm and 16.15 nm, respectively. However, for this

membrane composition, an additional third set of peaks were identified, which indexed to

an Im3m “plumber’s nightmare” Q|| phase with a lattice parameter of 20.65 nm. These

coexisting Pn3m and Im3m Q|| phases for this membrane had lattice parameters with a

ratio close to the Bonnet ratio of 1.279 [243], indicating that they are near equilibrium with

the quantitative amount of membrane curvature balanced between the two cubic phases.

Additional measurements on phosphatidylserine (PS)-containing SUVs incubated with Dnm1

having a maltose-binding protein (MBP) tag also showed the induction of H|| and Im3m Q||

phases, indicating that the NGC generating activity is robust, consistent with earlier findings

that MBP, or other N-terminal fusion tags like GFP, do not interfere with Dnm1 activity

[244, 245, 240]. A bicontinuous cubic phase, such as Pn3m and Im3m, consists of two

nonintersecting aqueous regions that are separated by a lipid bilayer. The center of this

bilayer traces out a periodic minimal surface that has NGC at every point. From our SAXS

measurements, we found that Dnm1 promotes saddle-shaped membrane deformations to

stabilize bulk cubic phases in model membranes with lipid compositions that closely resemble

those of mitochondrial membranes, but not others (data not shown). These observations of

a strong Dnm1-induced propensity to restructure a lamellar bilayer into a NGC-rich cubic

phase mirror the required membrane remodeling events involved in mitochondrial fission.

More specifically, NGC promotes membrane deformations that enable the adoption of the

unique structures and morphologies that characterize mitochondrial fission. For instance,

NGC manifests at the constriction necks of mitochondrial membranes that are formed during

the fission process. Remarkably, this intrinsic membrane activity occurs in the absence of

GTP binding or hydrolysis, and indicates that Dnm1 may help mediate membrane fission
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through the induction of NGC in a manner similar to that previously shown by viral scission

proteins [77].

3.2.3.3 Fis1 is not predicted to contain membrane-destabilizing sequences and

does not restructure mitochondrial-like membranes

The results presented here make contact with a key aspect of mitochondrial fission re-

lated to Fis1, a protein localized to the outer mitochondrial membrane. Previous studies have

suggested that yeast Fis1 recruits Dnm1 from the cytosol to the mitochondrial membrane

[191, 246, 245]. However, other studies have recently provided evidence that Fis1 is instead

dispensable for mitochondrial membrane fission, supporting the notion that Dnm1/Drp1-

mediated mitochondrial fission is not necessarily a conserved function of Fis1 [247]. Further-

more, the human homolog hFis1 does not appear to recruit Drp1 to mitochondria [248, 249].

Therefore, although Fis1 is a conserved factor for fission and believed to function with Dnm1,

its specific role in mitochondrial fission is unclear. Using the same approach used for Dnm1,

we examine Fis1 for possible membrane activity.

Fis1 (∼ 16 kDa) is a highly conserved tail-anchored protein in the mitochondrial outer

membrane that is believed to be involved in mitochondrial fission with Dnm1. Fis1 has a cy-

tosolic N-terminal domain that contains a six-helix array with two tandem tetratricopeptide

repeat motifs (TPR) and a C-terminal transmembrane (TM) domain serving as an anchor

into the mitochondrial outer membrane [250, 203] (Figure 3.4A).

With the machine learning classifier, we evaluated Fis1 for potential membrane-

destabilizing helical sequences. We ran a moving window scan on the protein sequence

(UniProtKB: P40515) for subsequences of 10-25 residues and compared the outputs with

the determined protein crystal structure (PDB: 3O48) [251]. While the algorithm predicted

a few helical sequences to have a positive σ score, none were identified with a high proba-

bility (P (+1) > 0.95) for membrane activity (Figure 3.4B). Overall, these results indicate

that Fis1 is unlikely to be membrane-destabilizing or have a direct role in the membrane

restructuring that occurs during mitochondrial fission.
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Figure 3.4: Helix-rich Fis1 is not predicted to destabilize membranes and does
not restructure model mitochondrial membranes.
(A) 3D structures of yeast Fis1 [251] (PDB: 3O48) (right) and human hFis1 [252] (PDB:
1NZN) (left) show strongly conserved helical content. Both proteins contain a six-helix bun-
dle motif. (B) The six helical subsequences of Fis1 were screened for membrane activity
using the machine learning classifier. A table of the Fis1 helical subsequences with their
corresponding outputs σ and P (+1) from the machine learning screen is reported. Pre-
dictions suggest that helical subsequences of Fis1 have a low probability (P (+1) < 0.95) of
membrane-destabilizing activity and are unlikely to generate NGC. (C) Fis1 at P/L = 1/500
showed minimal membrane activity and did not significantly restructure either 75/15/10 or
75/5/20 PE/PC/CL membranes (no generation of NGC). Their SAXS profiles closely re-
sembled those of control samples containing only lipid vesicles.
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Using SAXS, we examined SUVs incubated with Fis1 at a P/L molar ratio of 1/500 and

indeed found that the protein did not restructure the lipid vesicles. Instead, the SAXS profile

for each model membrane, 75/15/10 and 75/5/20 PE/PC/CL, (Figure 3.4C) exhibited a

broad feature that is consistent with the form factor of unilamellar vesicles and resembled the

spectra observed for the control SUVs. More specifically, Fis1 does not generate NGC, and

therefore, would not be expected to have direct membrane activity that mediates membrane

fission in the manner of Dnm1, which is consistent with our machine learning predictions.

3.2.3.4 Membrane activity fitness landscape of the Dnm1 N-terminal helix and

evolution of membrane activity in the dynamin superfamily

Now that we have experimentally validated the ability of Dnm1 to directly generate NGC

in mitochondrial-like membranes, we apply the machine learning classifier to explore the

membrane activity fitness landscape of the Dnm1 N-terminal helix, and trace the evolution

of the membrane remodeling ability of this helical domain in members of the dynamin protein

superfamily. In our previous work, we combined machine learning with experimental SAXS

measurements to demonstrate that a positive, monotonic relationship exists between σ and

the NGC-generating ability of membrane-active helical peptides [177]. Conveniently, the

observed NGC induced by Dnm1 (−2.5 × 10−2 nm−2) and its σ score (1.36) fall exactly

within the predictive range established by previous SAXS experiments. This relationship

thus allows us to evaluate the local membrane activity fitness landscape of Dnm1 and its

related family members without the cost of experimentally screening hundreds of mutants

(this strategy has been previously used in the context of protein stability and viral fitness

[253, 254]).

First, we conducted an in silico mutational analysis of the N-terminal helical sequence

corresponding to the top hit from the initial machine learning screen (LEDLIPTVNKLQD-

VMYD, Figure 3.1A, B). 323 unique single mutants (17×19) were generated and screened us-

ing the SVM-based membrane activity classifier [177]. The σ values of all single mutants were

quantitatively compared to the wild type (WT) sequence by the metric ∆σ = σmutant−σWT .
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An increase in σ upon mutation (∆σ > 0) corresponded to conservation of NGC-generating

activity, and a decrease in σ upon mutation (∆σ < 0) predicted a loss of NGC-generating

activity. The sign and magnitude of ∆σ for each single mutant is plotted on a heat map

(Figure 3.5A) and the distribution of ∆σ is quantified (Figure 3.5B). Interestingly, residues

N9 and K10 were found to be especially important for membrane activity, with all 19 pos-

sible mutations leading to large reductions in σ. Other important residues include L1, L4,

L11, D13, and D17 (Figure 3.6). This demonstrates that the majority of single mutations

led to reductions in σ and the predicted ability to generate NGC. The average value of ∆σ

for all single mutants was −0.29, and the distribution of ∆σ values is heavily skewed to

negative values (skewness = −1.43) (Figure 3.5B). In fact, a third of the single mutants

(108) led to drastic reductions in σ (∆σ ≤ −0.3). Overall, this mutational analysis of the

Dnm1 N-terminal helix demonstrates that the WT sequence is well-optimized for membrane

activity.

Next, to examine the membrane activity of Dnm1 in the global scope of dynamin super-

family proteins, we conducted machine learning screens on the homologous helical domains

of each member. A sequence alignment (Figure 3.7) and phylogenetic reconstruction of 33

members of the dynamin superfamily from various organisms (Figure 3.5C) revealed that

dynamins fall into two previously unrecognized groups: membrane-bound (containing a TM

domain) and amphitropic, which are freely soluble proteins that reversibly interact with

membranes (lacking a TM domain). We calculated σ for the homologous segments of the

33 dynamin superfamily members (Table 3.1) and found 15 of the sequences were predicted

to have membrane activity (σ > 0) while 18 did not (σ < 0) (Figure 3.5C, D). Based on

sequence alignment and secondary structure prediction, these conserved regions are likely he-

lical. While 14 of the 15 positive hits belonged to amphitropic dynamins, 14 of the 18 proteins

that were predicted to lack NGC-generating domains belonged to the membrane-tethered

dynamins (MGM1 Sc is a member of both families since it has a long membrane-bound form

and a short amphitropic form [255]). All family members with positive σ scores except for

MFN2 Dr are amphitropic (lacking a TM domain), while most family members with nega-

tive σ contain TM domains (except for MXA Hs, MXB Hs, MXA Dr, and MXB Dr). Based
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Figure 3.5: Membrane activity fitness landscape of the Dnm1 N-terminal helix
and evolution of membrane activity in the dynamin superfamily.
(A) 2D heat map of the membrane activity fitness landscape of 323 single mutants of the
Dnm1 N-terminal helix (∆σ = σmutant − σWT ). Mutations predicted to reduce membrane
activity are magenta, while those that conserve membrane activity are shown in green.
(B). Distribution of ∆σ shows that the mutational landscape is skewed towards reduced σ
(negative ∆σ), indicating that the Dnm1 N-terminal helix is well-optimized for membrane
activity. (C) A phylogram is constructed via multiple sequence alignment of 33 dynamin
superfamily members. Machine learning screens for membrane activity were carried out on
an aligned 16-amino acid span corresponding to the conserved N-terminal helix in Dnm1
and Drp1 (Figure 3.7). Those highlighted in green are predicted to be able to generate NGC
(σ > 0), while those in black are not (σ < 0). (D) Phylogenetic distance from the reference
human dynamin DYN1 Hs is inversely related to the predicted ability to generate NGC (σ).
As phylogenetic distance increases, ability to generate NGC is decreased (RPearson = −0.728
[-0.859, -0.587], P < 10−5, RSpearman = −0.750 [-0.863, -0.560], P < 10−5, N = 33).
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Figure 3.6: Mutability analysis of the Dnm1 N-terminal helix.
Plot of the total number of fitness-reducing single mutations (∆σ < 0) at each amino acid
along the length of the N-terminal helix of Dnm1. 19 total mutations are possible at each
of the 17 positions. Residues L1, L4, N9, K10, L11, D13, and D17 exhibit strong aversion
to mutation. A 2D heat map and distribution of all single mutants of this helix are found
in Figure 3.5A and 3.5B.

on this finding, we hypothesized that amphitropic dynamin superfamily members evolved

in the ability to generate NGC to augment their membrane-remodeling functions. To probe

the quantitative relationship between the ability to generate NGC and the evolutionary

history of dynamin-related proteins, we calculated the strength of correlation between σ

and the phylogenetic distance of each family member from the human classical dynamin

DYN1 Hs (Figure 3.5D). We calculated Pearson and Spearman correlations, as well as the

newly developed nonlinear correlation metrics distance correlation (dCor) [256] and maximal

information coefficient (MIC) [257]. Surprisingly, we find a strong, statistically significant

negative correlation between phylogenetic distance and predicted ability to generate NGC

(σ) (RPearson = −0.728 [-0.859, -0.587], P < 10−5; RSpearman = −0.750 [-0.863, -0.560],

P < 10−5). Nonlinear correlations suggest a strong statistical dependence between σ and

phylogenetic distance (RdCor = 0.781 [0.678, 0.883], P < 10−5; RMIC = 0.832 [0.786, 0.999],

P < 10−5). Indeed, these results suggest that the amphitropic members of the family evolved

the ability to generate NGC, and the predicted strength of NGC generation scales inversely

with evolutionary distance. A density analysis of σ vs. phylogenetic distance reveals two

clusters of dynamin superfamily members, which closely recapitulates the classification of

the proteins as amphitropic (Figure 3.5D, upper left) and membrane-tethered (Figure 3.5D,
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lower right).

3.2.4 Conclusion and Prospects

In summary, results from machine learning and synchrotron SAXS indicate that the fis-

sion protein Dnm1 may catalyze mitochondrial fission by both its GTPase hydrolysis-driven

mitochondrial mechanical pinching activity and its synergistic membrane remodeling activ-

ity. The observations here provide a framework to reconcile diverse extant results. The

existence of strong membrane remodeling activity provides a point of contact with recently

observed roles for specific membrane lipids in mitochondrial fission: The ability of Dnm1

to form oligomeric spirals and induce NGC suggests that the protein drives mitochondrial

membrane constriction through a combination of both mechanical pinching effects and mem-

brane remodeling by creating the curvature needed for scission neck formation. We note that

it is possible that the two effects are synergistic, since mechanical constriction can locally

enrich negative spontaneous curvature PE lipids in the neck region [258], which will in turn

lower the absolute value of the Gaussian modulus and thereby make it even easier to form

narrower necks [41]. Finally, that the sequence domain for membrane curvature generation

falls within a highly conserved region between Dnm1 and Drp1 suggests that such membrane

activity may be a general feature of dynamin superfamily GTPases [259].

3.2.5 Methods

3.2.5.1 Machine Learning Methods

Full details of the membrane-activity prediction tool are described in prior work [177].

Here, we employ the classifier to identify putative membrane-active subsequences within

proteins Dnm1/Drp1 and Fis1. Using Python, all subsequences of 10-25 amino acids in

length were generated for these two proteins and cross-referenced with either the known

secondary structure from crystallographic data or from a secondary structure prediction

algorithm. Helical segments from Dnm1/Drp1 and Fis1 were screened using the machine

learning classifier, and σ and P (+1) values were sorted and tabulated. The top helical
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subsequences for each protein were sorted by P (+1). In other analyses, sequences from 33

dynamin superfamily members that aligned with the top helical segments of Dnm1/Drp1

were screened in a similar manner.

To generate a probability map for segments of Dnm1 that contain a high probability for

membrane activity, all subsequences were aligned with the entire Dnm1 sequence. A normal-

ized net σ score was assigned to each residue, equal to the sum of all σ scores corresponding

to subsequences in which that residue appears, divided by the number of times that amino

acid appears in a subsequence (Figure 3.1A). This ensures that residues are weighted by the

magnitude of σ, which is proportional to the likelihood of membrane activity.

3.2.5.2 Sequence Alignment and 3D Modeling

Initial sequence alignment of Dnm1 and Drp1 was carried out using T-Coffee (http:

//tcoffee.crg.cat/apps/tcoffee/index.html), and the outputs were formatted using

BoxShade (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/BOX_form.html). Homology model of

Dnm1 was generated from Drp1 using MODELLER [260]. All 3D images for Dnm1, Drp1,

Fis1, and hFis1 were generated with MODELLER or the Tachyon plugin for VMD.

3.2.5.3 Phylogenetic Analysis

A multiple sequence alignment of 33 dynamin superfamily members was carried out with

default parameters using MUSCLE [261, 262]. Newick tree topologies were extracted from

the multiple sequence alignment using Simple Phylogeny (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/

phylogeny/simple_phylogeny/). A phylogram was reconstructed using TreeVector [263].

3.2.5.4 Statistical Analysis

Bootstrap analysis for linear and nonlinear correlations were done in R. Correlation coef-

ficients, 95% confidence intervals, and P -values were calculated with N = 100,000 sampling

iterations. The ‘minerva’ [264] and ‘energy’ [256] packages were used to calculate MIC and

dCor respectively. Null-hypothesis significance tests were carried out with a significance
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DYN1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----LIPLVN RLQDAFSAIG ---------- ---------- ----------
DYN2_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----LIPLVN KLQDAFSSIG ---------- ---------- ----------
DYN3_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----LIPLVN RLQDAFSALG ---------- ---------- ----------
DYN1_Dr   ---------- ---------- ----LIPLVN RMQDAFSAIG ---------- ---------- ----------
DYN2_Dr   ---------- ---------- ----LIPLIN KLQDAFSSIG ---------- ---------- ----------
DYN_Dm    ---------- ---------- ----LITIVN KLQDAFTSLG ---------- ---------- ----------
DYN_Ce    ---------- ---------- ----LIPVIN RVQDAFSQLG ---------- ---------- ----------
VPS1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ----LISTIN KLQDALAPLG ---------- ---------- ----------
DRP1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----LIPVIN KLQDVFNTVG ---------- ---------- ----------
DRP1_Dr   ---------- ---------- ----LIPVIN KLQDVFNTVG ---------- ---------- ----------
DRP1_Dm   ---------- ---------- ----LIPVIN KLQDVFNTVG ---------- ---------- ----------
DRP1_Ce   ---------- ---------- ----LIPVVN KLQDVFATLG ---------- ---------- ----------
DNM1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ----LIPTVN KLQDVMYDSG ---------- ---------- ----------
MXA_Hs    ---------- ---------- ----KVRPCI DLIDSLRALG ---------- ---------- ----------
MXB_Hs    ---------- ---------- ----KVRPCI DLIDSLRALG ---------- ---------- ----------
MXA_Dr    ---------- ---------- ----KIRPCI DTIDNLRSLG ---------- ---------- ----------
MXB_Dr    ---------- ---------- ----KIRPCI DTIDNLRSLG ---------- ---------- ----------
MFN1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----DLVEMQ GYKDKLSIIG ---------- ---------- ----------
MFN2_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----QVLDVK GYLSKVRGIS ---------- ---------- ----------
MFN1_Dr   ---------- ---------- ----QLDEIE SYTSKLSIIQ ---------- ---------- ----------
MFN2_Dr   ---------- ---------- ----QVAEVR GYLSKVAGIG ---------- ---------- ----------
FZO_Dm    ---------- ---------- ----MLEHLC AFSSRVEAIA ---------- ---------- ----------
FZO1_Ce   ---------- ---------- ----QREEIE AIGDSIKTIM ---------- ---------- ----------
FZO1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ----LLPSLR SSNSKAHLIS ---------- ---------- ----------
ATLA1_Hs  ---------- ---------- ----PVKKAG PVQVLIVKDD ---------- ---------- ----------
ATLA3_Dr  ---------- ---------- ----QIVTVN KEKHSF---- ---------- ---------- ----------
ATLA_Dm   ---------- ---------- ----AVQVIN ASEEHTFVLN ---------- ---------- ----------
OPA1_Hs   WEIDEYIDFE KIRKALPSSE DLVKLAPDFD KIVESLSLLK ---------- ---------- --------DF
OPA1_Dr   WELSENIDLD KLASALPELE EIAKLLPDME KIGENFTFLK ---------- ---------- --------SL
OPA1_Dm   RWSQFSRNLI EVGS------ ----LVKNAI EVDPKLKQLG -------EDK LSEWRNWFDS RLDDAIEAAD
EAT3_Ce   WNE------- ---------- ----FSQKMK GIKDGFGADG QNKWAEWMAK FEQFKQQKED QNGNSGGGGG
MGM1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ----ASSFTK DKLDRIKDLG ESMKEKFNKM FSGDKSQDGG HGNDGTVPTA
GBP1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ----PMCLIE NTNGRLMANP ---------- ---------- ----------

        211
DYN1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---QNADLD-
DYN2_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---QSCHLD-
DYN3_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---QSCLLE-
DYN1_Dr   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---QNANLD-
DYN2_Dr   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---QSCNLD-
DYN_Dm    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---VHMQLD-
DYN_Ce    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---TSVSFE-
VPS1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -GGSQSPID-
DRP1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----ADIIQ-
DRP1_Dr   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----ADIIQ-
DRP1_Dm   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----SDSIQ-
DRP1_Ce   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --RKEDQIQ-
DNM1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IDTLD-
MXA_Hs    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---VEQDLA-
MXB_Hs    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---VEQDLA-
MXA_Dr    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---VEKDLA-
MXB_Dr    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---VEKDLA-
MFN1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---EVLSRR-
MFN2_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---EVLARR-
MFN1_Dr   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---EVLARR-
MFN2_Dr   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---EVLSRR-
FZO_Dm    ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---KVLSRD-
FZO1_Ce   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---DTFQRD-
FZO1_Sc   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SQLSQWNYN NNRVLLKRS-
ATLA1_Hs  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---HSFELD-
ATLA3_Dr  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---DLDTEA-
ATLA_Dm   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---EDALSE-
OPA1_Hs   FTSGSPEETA FRATD----- --RGSESDKH FRKVSDKEKI DQLQEELLHT QLKYQRILER LEKENKELR-
OPA1_Dr   LSSETTGESA LRAPDVPPAS AAMADSGDKQ FKKSSDKEKV DQLQEELLRT QLKYQRMLER LEKENKELR-
OPA1_Dm   YQGVQIVETK DDLKAKTTVA ALGITSDESR KKYEKLQSQV ETLQTEIMNV QIKYQKELEK MEKENRELRQ
EAT3_Ce   GEGNVPVKEP VILASLMSAF SSKKDEPEEK KDNVSAEERI QKLQEEMLKT QSQYQRELER LEKENKVLKQ
MGM1_Sc   TLIAATSLDD DESKRQGDPK DDDDEDDDDE DDENDSVDTT QDEMLNLTKQ MIEIRTILNK VDSSSAHLT-
GBP1_Hs   ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---EALKI--

Figure 3.7: Multiple sequence alignment of dynamin superfamily proteins.
Multiple sequence alignment of the conserved N-terminal helix in Dnm1/Drp1 with other
dynamin superfamily members (top half of the page).
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threshold α = 0.05.

Table 3.1: Machine learning screen and phylogenetic distances of dynamins.
33 dynamin family members were screened for membrane activity using the previously

described machine learning algorithm. Membrane activity prediction (+1 or -1),
distance-to-hyperplane (σ), probability of classification (P (+1)), aligned sequence,

phylogenetic distance, and accession codes are reported for each sequence. This data is
plotted in Figure 3.5D.

ID Prediction σ P (+1) Sequence
Phylogenetic

Distance

DYN1 Hs 1 0.69 0.91 LIPLVNRLQDAFSAIG 0
DYN2 Hs 1 2.6 1 LIPLVNKLQDAFSSIG 0.33
DYN3 Hs 1 0.71 0.91 LIPLVNRLQDAFSALG 0.32
DYN1 Dr 1 0.03 0.53 LIPLVNRMQDAFSAIG 0.15
DYN2 Dr 1 2.68 1 LIPLINKLQDAFSSIG 0.31
DYN Dm 1 2.35 1 LITIVNKLQDAFTSLG 0.61
DYN Ce 1 0.78 0.93 LIPVINRVQDAFSQLG 0.72
VPS1 Sc 1 2.14 1 LISTINKLQDALAPLG 2.18
DRP1 Hs 1 2.41 1 LIPVINKLQDVFNTVG 2.23
DRP1 Dr 1 2.41 1 LIPVINKLQDVFNTVG 2.23
DRP1 Dm 1 2.41 1 LIPVINKLQDVFNTVG 2.27
DRP1 Ce 1 1.96 1 LIPVVNKLQDVFATLG 2.26
DNM1 Sc 1 1.41 0.99 LIPTVNKLQDVMYDSG 2.25
MXA Hs -1 -0.29 0.29 KVRPCIDLIDSLRALG 4.16
MXB Hs -1 -0.29 0.29 KVRPCIDLIDSLRALG 4.38
MXA Dr -1 -0.09 0.43 KIRPCIDTIDNLRSLG 4
MXB Dr -1 -0.09 0.43 KIRPCIDTIDNLRSLG 4.07
MFN1 Hs -1 -1.42 0.01 DLVEMQGYKDKLSIIG 7.93
MFN2 Hs -1 -0.47 0.18 QVLDVKGYLSKVRGIS 8.09
MFN1 Dr -1 -0.58 0.13 QLDEIESYTSKLSIIQ 7.71
MFN2 Dr 1 0.57 0.87 QVAEVRGYLSKVAGIG 8.05
FZO Dm -1 -0.7 0.09 MLEHLCAFSSRVEAIA 7.38
FZO1 Ce -1 -1.59 0.01 QREEIEAIGDSIKTIM 8.28
FZO1 Sc -1 -0.03 0.49 LLPSLRSSNSKAHLIS 10.25

ATLA1 Hs -1 -1.14 0.02 PVKKAGPVQVLIVKDD 8.49
ATLA3 Dr -1 -0.38 0.23 QIVTVNKEKHSFDLDT 8.59
ATLA Dm -1 -1.4 0.01 AVQVINASEEHTFVLN 8.49
OPA1 Hs -1 -0.75 0.08 LAPDFDKIVESLSLLK 5.78
OPA1 Dr -1 -0.74 0.08 LLPDMEKIGENFTFLK 5.73
OPA1 Dm -1 -2.36 0 LVKNAIEVDPKLKQLG 5.3
EAT3 Ce -1 -0.55 0.14 FSQKMKGIKDGFGADG 5.67
MGM1 Sc 1 0.39 0.79 ASSFTKDKLDRIKDLG 4.58
GBP1 Hs -1 -1.17 0.02 PMCLIENTNGRLMANP 8.53
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3.3 Histone H4 permeates membranes by generating negative

Gaussian curvature

3.3.1 Introduction

Chronic inflammation drives a large number of diseases, including lupus, psoriasis, and

atherosclerosis. Neutrophils, while typically regarded as mediators of acute inflammation,

have recently been implicated in several forms of chronic inflammation, including cell death.

Recent work has shown that neutrophils can orchestrate vascular smooth muscle cell death

in atherosclerosis. Neutrophils exert direct cytotoxic effects on target cells by releasing

nuclear histone H4 from neutrophil extracellular traps, leading to permeabilization of plasma

membranes and induction of cell death. However, the mechanism of H4-mediated cell death is

unknown. Here, we combine machine learning and small-angle X-ray scattering to illuminate

the biophysical mechanism of histone H4-mediated membrane disruption, and demonstrate

that membrane activity is localized to the N-terminal helix of H4.

3.3.2 Machine learning predicts that membrane activity of histone H4 is local-

ized to the N-terminus

Negative Gaussian curvature (NGC) is a specific type of membrane curvature that is

topologically required for membrane remodeling processes like budding, scission, and pore

formation. The ability to generate NGC in membranes has been broadly observed for cell-

penetrating peptides [234, 233], antimicrobial peptides [47, 73, 72], and viral fusion/fission

proteins [77, 78]. Interestingly, histone H4 has previous reported antimicrobial activity
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[265, 266]. Notably, the antimicrobial peptide buforin is a histone fragment and has well-

characterized membrane activity [267, 105].

To examine the mechanistic basis for histone H4-mediated membrane damage in smooth

muscle cells, we employed a recently-developed machine learning classifier trained to identify

domains of proteins that can destabilize membranes and generate NGC [177]. The machine

learning classifier was originally trained on α-helical antimicrobial peptides and has been

shown to be a powerful predictor of membrane activity in diverse families of peptides and

proteins, including viral fusion proteins, topogenic peptides, endocytosis/exocytosis proteins,

and mitochondrial remodeling proteins [268]. The classifier’s ability to detect membrane-

active sequences will enable us to pinpoint previously-undetected membrane-destabilizing

portions of histone H4.

Briefly, the classifier is a linear support vector machine (SVM) that takes amino acid

sequences as input and outputs a score σ that scales proportionally with membrane activ-

ity. Large, positive values of σ >∼ 0.8 indicate a high probability of membrane activity,

while negative values of σ indicate a low probability of membrane activity. The classifier

was experimentally validated with calibrating NGC measurements from small-angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) experiments on model membranes, and a strong correlation was found

between σ and the ability to induce NGC. Full computational details describing the design,

training, and validation of the machine learning classifier can be found here [177, 175, 176].

To isolate the membrane-active domains of histone H4, we carried out a moving window

scan of 10-25 amino acids along the entire 103 amino acid length of the protein (Uniprot ID:

P62805) using the membrane activity prediction tool. Out of a total of 1368 enumerated

sequences, 260 were found to have very high σ scores (σ > 1), and the majority were

localized toward the N-terminus of H4. Since histone H4 contains several helical domains,

we correlated the machine learning results with the known secondary structure of H4. We

created a visual heat map to locate the most likely membrane-active domains of H4 based

on sequence alignments of subsequences and aggregate normalized σ scores (Figure 3.8A).

Interestingly, the top consensus sequence contains the first 24 amino acids of H4 and forms

an amphipathic helix (Figure 3.8B) with a charge of +8.03 and a hydrophobic moment of
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Figure 3.8: Histone H4 N-terminus generates negative Gaussian curvature in cell
membranes.
(A) Machine learning screen of the entire histone H4 sequence predicts that potent membrane
activity resides at the N-terminus (Residues 1-24 highlighted in blue). (B) Helical wheel
projection of residues 1-24 of H4. Blue residues are cationic, red residues are anionic, yellow
residues are hydrophobic, and purple residues are hydrophilic and uncharged. (C) SAXS data
demonstrates that H4 N-terminus induces NGC in cell membranes at P/L ratios 1/1 and
3/2. Red and blue vertical lines correspond to the labeled correlation peaks of the induced
Pn3m cubic phases indexed in (D). Miller indices of reflections and lattice parameters of the
cubic phases are labeled in (D). (E) Schematic of the Pn3m cubic phase (left) and membrane
pore (right) induced by H4 N-terminus. (F) Plot of the absolute value of NGC induced by
H4 N-terminus as a function of P/L charge ratio.

0.247 (SGRGKGGKGLGKGGAKRHRKVLRD, σ = 1.266).

3.3.3 Histone H4 N-terminus generates negative Gaussian curvature in cell

membranes

To validate the machine learning predictions, we quantified the ability of H4 N-terminus

to generate NGC in model membranes. The 24-amino acid N-terminus peptide obtained from

machine learning (SGRGKGGKGLGKGGAKRHRKVLRD) was synthesized and incubated

with small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) at increasing peptide-to-lipid (P/L) charge ratios

(1/4, 1/2, 1/1, and 3/2), and the induced membrane deformations were characterized using

SAXS.
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At P/L = 1/4, the H4 N-terminus restructured DOPS/DOPE (PS/PE) = 20/80 SUVs

into an inverted hexagonal phase with a lattice parameter of d = 7.9 nm, consistent with

correlation peaks at q-ratios of
√

1 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

7 :
√

9 (Figure 3.8C, purple). At P/L =

1/2, the H4 N-terminus restructured SUVs into a coexistence of an inverted hexagonal phase

with a lattice parameter of d = 7.9 nm and a lamellar phase with a lattice parameter of d

= 6.9 nm, consistent with q-ratios of 1:2:3 (Figure 3.8C, green). However, at P/L = 1/1,

the H4 N-terminus induced a coexistence of three phases: (1) a Pn3m “double-diamond”

cubic phase with a lattice parameter of a = 24.0 nm consistent with correlation peaks at

q-ratios of
√

2 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

6 :
√

9, (2) an inverted hexagonal phase with a lattice parameter

of d = 7.8 nm, and (3) a lamellar phase with a lattice parameter of 6.7 nm (Figure 3.8C,

D, blue). At P/L = 3/2 with PS/PE 20/80, we observed a similar coexistence of phases,

with the H4 N-terminus inducing a Pn3m cubic phase with correlation peaks at q-ratios of
√

2 :
√

3 :
√

4 and a lattice parameter of a = 18.1 nm, an inverted hexagonal phase with

a lattice parameter of d = 7.7 nm, and a lamellar phase with a lattice parameter of 6.5

nm (Figure 3.8C, D, red). Thus, at P/L = 1/1 and 3/2, the H4 N-terminus restructured

PS/PE 20/80 SUVs into Pn3m cubic phases rich in NGC (Figure 3.8E), consistent with

machine learning predictions and in accordance with previous work [177]. To quantify the

effect of increasing peptide concentrations on membrane-destabilization, we calculated the

average amount of Gaussian curvature 〈K〉 generated by H4 N-terminus for all four P/L

charge ratios according to the equation 〈K〉 = 2πχ
A0a2 , where the surface area per unit cell,

A0, and Euler characteristic, χ, are constants specific to the cubic phase, and a is the lattice

parameter. For Pn3m cubic phases, χ = −2 and A0 = 1.919. For P/L ratios 1/4 and 1/2,

the H4 N-terminus only induced inverted hexagonal phases, so 〈K〉 = 0. However, the H4

N-terminus generated Pn3m cubic phases at P/L = 1/1 and 3/2 with lattice parameters

24.0 nm and 18.1 nm, corresponding to average NGC values of 〈K〉 = −1.13 × 10−2 nm−2

and 〈K〉 = −1.99 × 10−2 nm−2, respectively. As increasing amounts of H4 N-terminus are

added to the lipids (from P/L = 1/4 to P/L = 3/2), we observe a dose-dependent increase in

the absolute magnitude of NGC (Figure 3.8F). Altogether, this data demonstrates that H4-

induced pore formation and cytotoxicity can be localized to the N-terminus of H4, and that
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the magnitude of induced NGC compares favorably to other membrane-remodeling peptides

and proteins.

3.3.4 Methods

3.3.4.1 Machine Learning Methods

Full details of the SVM-based machine learning classifier for membrane activity are de-

scribed in prior work [177, 175, 176]. The classifier is used here to identify membrane-active

segments of histone H4. All subsequences of length 10-25 amino acids are generated with

Python and screened with the classifier. σ scores are tabulated for each peptide along-

side other physicochemical characteristics like net charge and mean hydrophobic moment.

Top hits (σ >∼ 0.8) are sorted by decreasing σ values and cross-referenced with both sec-

ondary structure predictions [128] and known secondary structure from crystallographic data

(Uniprot ID: P62805). To generate a “heat map” for segments of H4 that contain a high

probability for membrane activity, all “hit” subsequences with σ > 0 are aligned with the

entire H4 sequence. A normalized net σ score is assigned to each residue, equal to the sum

of all σ scores corresponding to peptide “hits” in which that residue appears, divided by

the number of times that amino acid appears in a “hit” (Figure 3.8A). This ensures that

residues are weighted by the magnitude of σ, which is proportional to the likelihood of mem-

brane activity. The subsequence of amino acids that envelop the global maximum (threshold

σ > 0.8) is the most likely membrane-active segment.

3.3.4.2 SAXS Methods

Peptides were purchased and synthesized in high purity (> 95% HPLC) using solid-

phase synthesis (Pepscan). SUVs were prepared as previously described elsewhere [77].

Briefly, lyophilized DOPS (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (sodium salt)) and

DOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) from Avanti Polar Lipids were pur-

chased. Lipids were dissolved in chloroform to 20 mg/mL stock solutions. DOPS and DOPE

were mixed at a 1:4 molar ratio (DOPS/DOPE = 20/80). Chloroform was evaporated un-
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der nitrogen gas and the lipids were further dried overnight under vacuum. Dried lipids

were resuspended in 140 mM NaCl + 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4 to a final concentration

of 20 mg/mL. Aqueous lipid solutions were incubated overnight at 37◦C. SUVs were pre-

pared by sonication of resuspended lipids until clear (3 × 10 min). Monodispersity in size

was obtained via extrusion through a 0.2 µm filter. Before use, peptides are solubilized

in nuclease-free water. SUVs and peptides were mixed together at fixed peptide-to-lipid

charge ratios and equilibrated at room temperature overnight. Precipitated peptide-lipid

complexes were loaded into 1.5 mm glass quartz capillaries (Mark-tubes, Hilgenberg GmbH)

and hermetically sealed with an oxygen torch. SAXS experiments were conducted at the

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (BL 4-2) with monochromatic X-rays of energy

9 keV. Samples were incubated at 37◦C and centfifuged before measurement. Scattered ra-

diation was collected using a Rayonix-MX225-HE detector (pixel size 73.2 µm). The 2D

powder diffraction patterns were azimuthally integrated into 1D patterns using the Nika

1.76 package [184] for Igor Pro 7.04 (Wavemetrics) and FIT2D [185]. For all samples, mul-

tiple measurements were taken at different times to ensure consistency. To determine the

phases present in each sample, the integrated scattering intensity I(q) vs. q was plotted us-

ing Mathematica. The q-measurements corresponding to peak positions were obtained and

their ratios were compared to the permitted reflections for different liquid-crystalline lipid

phases (e.g. lamellar, hexagonal, cubic). Lamellar phases index to integer ratios of 1:2:3

and hexagonal phases index to ratios of
√

1 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

7 :
√

9. Cubic phases observed

in our experiments belonged to the Pn3m space group, which permits reflections at ratios

of
√

2 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

6 :
√

8 :
√

9. Measured q positions for the Bragg peak reflections

were fitted to the equation qmeasured = 2π
a

√
h2 + k2 + l2 where (hkl) are the Miller indices.

The curvature-generating ability of the peptides were determined by calculating the lattice

parameter a for the measured cubic phases. The quantity of induced NGC was calculated as

the average NGC per unit cell volume using the equation 〈K〉 = 2πχ
A0a2 , where χ is the Euler

characteristic and A0 is the surface area per cubic unit cell for each phase. Parameter values

are χ = −2 and A0 = 1.919 for Pn3m cubic phases.
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3.4 Summary

In Chapters 2-3, we discussed the design and development of a machine learning-based

search tool to discover hidden membrane-remodeling activity in new and existing families

of peptides and proteins. The applications are numerous, ranging from design of next-

generation antimicrobials, renovation of obsolete antibiotics, and improvement of our under-

standing of the molecular basis of disease. Here, we summarized two key examples of how

this paradigm of computational discovery and experimental validation can be combined to

impact diverse fields. Dysfunctional mitochondrial remodeling is central to certain causes of

acquired and congenital neurodegeneration, and histone antimicrobial and cytotoxic activi-

ties are relevant to neutrophil extracellular traps, atherosclerosis, and autoimmune diseases.

It is not possible to summarize here the multitude of additional molecules discovered by

this search tool to possess hidden membrane activity, but these include bacterial secretion

systems, membrane repair proteins, neuropeptide hormones, mitochondrial apoptosis pro-

teins, and many more. However, another strength of this machine learning classifier is its

unexpected ability to identify molecules with multiple functions. As it turns out, many an-

timicrobial peptides are multifunctional, and possess receptor binding abilities in addition to

direct membrane activity. In the next portion of the thesis, we transition our focus towards a

less understood aspect of antimicrobial peptides, namely their immunomodulatory activities.
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CHAPTER 4

Introduction to innate immunity, Toll-like receptors,

electrostatics of polyelectrolytes, and statistical

mechanics of receptor-ligand interactions

4.1 Innate Immunity, Cytokines, and Type I Interferons

The innate immune system consists of a variety of broadly nonspecific effector cells and

molecules, which include the complement system, antimicrobial peptides, neutrophils, den-

dritic cells, and macrophages [269]. This is distinct from the adaptive immune system

which relies on the memory and hyperspecificity of antibody-producing B cells and antigen-

recognizing T cells. The innate immune system can sense common pathogen-associated

molecular patterns (PAMPs) characteristic of infectious organisms, directly attack invading

microbes, and also direct the adaptive immune system to mount a more precise response.

The innate immune system can do this by inducing the secretion of the class of signaling

molecules known as cytokines. Cytokines are small proteins that mediate cell-cell signaling

in the immune system. Type I interferons (IFNs) are a subtype of cytokines that were ini-

tially described as important for anti-viral defense [270]. However, we now recognize that the

function of interferons is much more general, and that other infectious agents can also induce

type I IFN production. For example, type I IFNs play an important part in host defense

against many bacterial infections. There are two components to type I IFN signaling—the

first is gene induction and release of the cytokine, and the second is binding of the cytokine

to a type I IFN receptor and its activation, leading to type I IFN gene activation and down-

stream orchestration of immunity. (There are over 400 known interferon stimulated genes.)
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In addition to host defense, type I IFNs also contribute to maintenance of the haematopoi-

etic stem cell niche, are relevant in certain cancers, play pivotal roles in many autoimmune

disorders.

4.2 Toll-like Receptors

TLRs were first discovered in Drosophila and were found to comprise one arm of the innate

immune system [271, 272]. Innate immune cells can detect microbial pathogens through

pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs), which sense signature PAMPs from microorganisms,

signal to the host the presence of infection, and trigger inflammatory responses. The TLRs,

a family of PRRs, are transmembrane proteins that have specialized recognition of multiple

ligand classes. TLR2 senses a wide range of lipoproteins/lipopeptides, peptidoglycans, and

lipoteichoic acids from bacteria. Moreover, it heterodimerizes with either TLR1 or TLR6

to specifically recognize triacylated or diacylated lipopeptides, respectively [273, 274]. LPS,

a major constituent of the outer wall Gram-negative bacteria, is detected by TLR4, and

bacterial flagellin, a structural protein component of flagella, is recognized by TLR5 [275,

276]. Several TLRs are also known to detect nucleic acids and are implicated in antiviral

responses. Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), typically generated from viral replication, is

recognized by TLR3 [277, 278], while TLR7 and TLR8, which are similar in structure, both

respond to single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) [279, 280, 281]. TLR9 has been identified as the

receptor for unmethylated CpG-rich DNA motifs of bacteria [282] and viral double-stranded

DNA (dsDNA) [283, 284].

The interaction of TLRs with PAMPs activates signal transduction pathways that lead

to the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines. In general, TLRs 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 primarily

detect molecules unique to bacteria, and thus, allows for efficient discrimination of self and

non-self. On the other hand, TLRs 3, 7, 8, and 9 recognize nucleic acids, which are not

exclusive to microbial pathogens (Figure 4.1). In these cases, discrimination of self and

non-self is typically achieved by the accessibility of the ligands to TLRs. More specifically,

this subgroup of TLRs are localized to intracellular compartments [287, 288, 289, 290], and
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Figure 4.1: Nucleic Acid Toll-Like Receptors and their Ligands.
Toll-like receptors 3, 7, 8, and 9 are the primary endosomal nucleic acid receptors. TLR3
binds to dsRNA, TLR7/8 bind to ssRNA, and TLR9 binds to CpG DNA and dsDNA.
Activation of these receptors drives intermediate signal transduction pathways that lead to
nuclear translocation of transcription factors NF-κB (p65-p50 heterodimer), AP-1, IRF3,
and IRF7, and upregulation of pro-inflammatory genes and type I interferon production.
Reproduced with permission from [285, 286].
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therefore, are exposed to foreign nucleic acids released into the compartments by endocytosed

pathogens but not to the self-nucleic acids. However, under certain circumstances, such as

poor clearance of apoptotic cells or cellular damage, self-nucleic acids may become aberrantly

accessible to TLRs and can lead to autoimmunity [291, 292, 275, 293, 294]. Structural studies

of the receptor—ligand complexes for TLR1—TLR2 heterodimer [295, 296], TLR2—TLR6

heterodimer [297], TLR3 homodimer [298, 299], TLR4 homodimer [295, 296], and TLR5

homodimer [300] revealed that they all share an “m”-shaped architecture, composed of two

individual horseshoe-shaped TLR ectodomains [301]. These findings together suggest that

the activation of TLRs may be governed by a common mechanism. The structural basis

for activation of these TLRs by nucleic acids have been studied using X-ray crystallography

[298, 302, 301, 303].

4.3 Immunomodulatory Properties of AMPs

Based on experiments both in vitro and in vivo, the immunomodulatory profiles of AMPs

have been extensively studied, with human cathelicidin LL37 and defensins being the best-

characterized [304]. Typical experiments that are conducted to assess the immunomodula-

tory behavior of AMPs include measurements of in vitro cytokine production from immune

cells, real-time quantitative PCR monitoring of the expression of genes involved in inflamma-

tion, and challenge with TLR-ligands in mouse models of infection or inflammatory disease

[305]. AMPs are usually co-administered with canonical immune ligands such as lipopolysac-

charide (LPS), CpG oligonucleotides, and Poly(I:C) (viral double-stranded RNA mimic), and

resulting changes in cytokine production are measured. From the body of literature, it is clear

that AMPs are involved in triggering both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory immune

responses, and do so through distinct mechanisms that depend on biological context.

Examples of AMP-induced immunomodulation are legion: An early study in mice demon-

strated that LL37 is a potent antisepsis agent that inhibits macrophage stimulation by bac-

terial endotoxins like LPS and lipoteichoic acid (LTA), and protects mice from endotoxemia

[306, 307]. LL37 upregulated production of MCP-1, IL-8, but not TNF-α, and led to recruit-
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ment of immune cells to the site of infection [308]. More specifically, LL37 chemoattracts

leukocytes via the formyl peptide receptor-like 1 (FPRL1) [309]. In a similar manner, human

β-defensins are chemotactic for immune cells by binding to the CCR6 receptor, a chemokine

receptor found on dendritic cells and memory T cells [310]. In the human airway, defensins

induce significant IL-8 production from airway epithelial cells, which lead to neutrophil

chemotaxis [311]. In addition, human neutrophil peptide (HNP) defensins demonstrate sig-

nificant direct chemotactic activity for monocytes [312]. HNP defensins are also involved in

modulation of host antibody responses. HNPs directly induced proliferation of and cytokine

production from T helper cells, enhanced systemic IgG responses, and fostered B cell-T cell

interactions to bridge innate and adaptive immunity [313]. In mice, the murine β-defensin 2

(mDF2β), a small AMP produced in response to bacterial infections of mucosal tissue and

skin, has also been shown to directly activate immature dendritic cells as an endogenous

ligand for TLR4, resulting in the production of pro-inflammatory chemokines and cytokines

[314]. The rhesus macaque θ-defensin RTD-1 inhibits production of pro-inflammatory cy-

tokines induced by a variety of TLR ligands in vitro, including CpG DNA and LPS [315].

In a mouse model of bacterial sepsis, RTD-1 also suppressed pro-inflammatory cytokines

and enhanced survival [316]. Granulysin is a human AMP produced by cytotoxic T-cells

that forms membrane pores and induces apoptosis [317]. During Propionibacterium acnes

infection, a fragment of granulysin (31-50v44w) was reported to inhibit production of IL-

12 and chemokines MCP-1, IP-10, and MDC from human monocytes [132]. The porcine

cathelicidin PR-39 is a broad-spectrum AMP that was observed to induce IL-8 production

from macrophages. Truncation mutants of PR-39 were also found to differentially regulate

the production of TNF-α [318]. Dual-functional synthetic host defense peptide mimics have

been recently developed that capture both antimicrobial and immunomodulatory properties,

while circumventing the issues common to peptide-based antimicrobials, such as hemolysis

and short half-lives due to rapid degradation in vivo. These synthetic mimics of AMPs have

demonstrated the ability to effectively kill Staphylococcus aureus and inhibit TLR2-mediated

inflammation normally associated with the bacterial infection [319, 320]. One synthetic de-

sign in particular, Clavanin-MO, derived from a marine tunicate AMP, was shown to recruit
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leukocytes, induce production of GM-CSF, IFN-γ, and MCP-1, stimulate secretion of the

anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, and inhibit production of pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-

12 and TNF-α [321].

We have summarized only ∼10 examples of endogenous and synthetic AMPs that possess

immunomodulatory activity above; there are more that exhibit this behavior. To make sense

of the vast diversity of evidence documenting the immune signaling activity of AMPs, we

suggest a conceptual framework for AMP activity based on recent structural studies, and

ask whether we can deduce deterministic rules governing AMP-mediated immunomodulation.

To do this, we first analyze the molecular interactions between AMPs, nucleic acid immune

ligands, and their respective TLRs.

4.4 AMP Interactions with TLRs and Relevance to Autoimmune

Disease

While activation of TLRs has been shown to modulate and induce the production of

AMPs from immune cells [322, 323, 324, 325], the direct immunomodulatory effects of

AMPs on TLRs are less clear. AMPs have been found within or co-localize and interact

with a variety of immune cells, including dendritic cells, monocytes, B cells, and T cells

[326, 327, 308, 328]. AMPs are also produced by a variety of non-canonical immune cells

such as keratinocytes [329]. A multitude of studies have demonstrated links between AMP

expression, modulation of innate immune receptors like TLRs, and the subsequent upregu-

lation or downregulation of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines. We describe

recent studies of AMP interactions with TLRs, and how an understanding of the structural

rules underlying TLR activation can enable prediction of immunomodulatory abilities of a

broad range of molecules.
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4.4.1 dsDNA binding and TLR9 activation

TLR9 is typically thought of as a sensor for CpG DNA, which is relevant to viral and

bacterial infections [303] (Figure 4.1). However, in a landmark study, Lande et al. demon-

strated that human cathelicidin LL37 could potently activate plasmacytoid dendritic cells

(pDCs) by forming immune complexes with human genomic dsDNA, accessing endosomal

compartments, and binding to TLR9 [330, 110]. In the normal course of infection, LL37

enhances appropriate immune responses by binding to microbial DNA and inducing TLR9

activation. However, binding of LL37 to self-DNA and inappropriate activation of pDCs can

break immune tolerance to self-nucleic acids and lead to autoimmunity. Indeed, overexpres-

sion of LL37 in autoimmune diseases like lupus [331] and psoriasis [332] has been linked to

exacerbation of inflammation via TLR9 hyperactivation in pDCs and keratinocytes [333].

Interestingly, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs), which are prevalent in autoimmune

diseases [334, 335], have been shown to release LL37-DNA complexes, which contribute to

dysregulation of inflammation in lupus via pDC activation [331]. Intracellular LL37 can also

enhance DNA-mediated TLR9 activation in B cells [336], in addition to dendritic cells and

macrophages [337].

However, the ability to enable immune recognition of DNA and induce TLR9 activation

in immune cells is not unique to LL37. Subsequent studies have shown that the cationic

AMPs human β-defensin 2 (hbD2), human β-defensin 3 (hbD3), and lysozyme can also

co-assemble with dsDNA to activate pDCs, in a manner analogous to LL37 [338]. In the

context of the immune response to malaria, histone-DNA complexes from Plasmodium fal-

ciparum were shown to activate dendritic cells via TLR9 [339]. Histones have also been

well-characterized as antimicrobial peptides [266, 265], in addition to their DNA-binding

properties, suggesting that histones play dual roles in microbial defense and immunomod-

ulation. Other DNA-binding proteins have also demonstrated the ability to enable TLR9

recognition of DNA. High-mobility group box-1 protein (HMGB1) is a nuclear DNA-binding

protein released from necrotic cells that forms immune complexes with DNA and stimu-

lates cytokine production through a TLR9-dependent pathway [340]. Other members of the
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HMGB family also facilitate recognition of nucleic acids by PRRs [341, 342, 343]. Interest-

ingly, even pathogenic amyloids, some of which have been shown to have hidden antimicrobial

activity [344, 345], are able to induce chemoattraction [346] and bind to dsDNA and induce

type I IFN production via TLR9 [347].

One potentially interesting question to ask is whether TLR9-activation by AMP-DNA

immune complexes and the subsequent induction of an adaptive immune response resulting

in autoantibody production against dsDNA leads to a self-amplifying pathway that fur-

ther potentiates TLR9 activation. In a study of immune complexes obtained from lupus

patients, anti-dsDNA autoantibodies were found to form complexes with DNA, enter endo-

somal and lysosomal compartments, and activate dendritic cells through cooperation of CD32

and TLR9 [348]. In a separate study, immune complexes formed between anti-nucleosome

autoantibodies and mammalian DNA were shown to activate TLR9 in B cells [291].

From the examples above, it is evident that immune amplification of TLR9-mediated

inflammation can be triggered by the formation of various protein-DNA complexes. Further-

more, this phenomenon is general and occurs across a broad range of molecules, including

but clearly not limited to AMPs. What is equally clear from these studies is that a large

number of natural AMPs and related molecules can induce TLR9 signaling through dsDNA

binding, but many other molecules that also bind to dsDNA cannot. To delineate the nec-

essary and sufficient criteria for immune activation by AMP-dsDNA complexes, we utilized

high-resolution small-angle synchrotron X-ray scattering (SAXS) to solve the structures of

complexes formed between dsDNA and AMPs, and correlated these findings with measure-

ments of pDC IFN-α production [349]. We found that cationic molecules (such as AMPs)

can form columnar nanocrystalline complexes with dsDNA, and that the inter-DNA spacing

between parallel DNA columns changes with the identity of the cationic molecule. For 15

AMP-DNA and polycation-DNA complexes, measured inter-DNA spacings were correlated

with induced IFN-α production from pDCs (Figure 4.2). Two functional classes of complexes

were found: Complexes with inter-DNA spacings in the range of d = 3-4 nm led to strong

amplification of IFN production (e.g., LL37-DNA and hbD3-DNA), while those with inter-

DNA spacings outside of this range, d < 3 nm or d > 4 nm, resulted in significantly lower
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Figure 4.2: Liquid-crystalline ordering of antimicrobial peptide-DNA complexes
controls TLR9 activation
(A) SAXS data showing differences in structure between highly immunogenic complexes
(HBD3-DNA) and non-activating complexes (TAT-DNA). (B) Structural selection rule for
TLR9 activation by nanocrystalline columnar polycation-DNA complexes. Complexes with
inter-DNA spacings in the range 3-4 nm amplify IFN-α production several orders of mag-
nitude, but complexes much smaller or larger than this range do not. (C, D) Schematic
of polycation-DNA complexes binding to TLR9. Complexes with inter-DNA spacings well-
matched with the steric size of TLR9 lead to amplification, while those that are mismatched
do not. Reproduced with permission from [349].
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Figure 4.3: TLR9 binding to DNA bundles exhibits “super-selective” behavior in
agreement with experimental observations.
(A) Schematic representation of coarse-grained model of DNA binding to a TLR9 dimer. (B)
At very large inter-DNA spacings, few TLR9 dimers are bound to the DNA rods (snapshot,
left). However, as the inter-DNA spacing is reduced into the range well-matched with the
steric size of TLR9, the total number of bound TLR9 drastically increases (snapshot, right).
Reproduced with permission from [349].

levels of IFN production, despite the fact that both classes of complexes have roughly equiv-

alent levels of endosomal access. Interestingly, the optimum spacing of 3-4 nm is strongly

suggestive, as it is approximately commensurate with the steric size of TLR9. Electrostatic

interactions between the AMP-dsDNA complex and TLR9 are optimized when the inter-

DNA spacing is in this range. Accordingly, the presentation of a spatially-periodic “grill”

of parallel dsDNA by the nanocrystalline complex allows multivalent intercalative binding

of the AMP-dsDNA complex to a cluster of TLR9 embedded in the endosomal membrane

[350].

To understand these effects further, we formulated a mathematical model and conducted

Monte-Carlo simulations of TLR9 binding to AMP-dsDNA complexes. As the inter-DNA

spacing between parallel DNA ligands was varied, we observed different regimes of binding.

At inter-DNA spacings smaller than the steric size of TLR9 (< 3 nm), low numbers of TLR9

were bound to the DNA due to sterically reduced accessibility to binding sites. Similar effects

were observed when the inter-DNA spacings were too large (> 4 nm). However, as the inter-

DNA spacing approached the optimal range (3-4 nm), we observed a drastic increase in the

number of bound TLR9, experimentally correlating with the two orders of magnitude higher

levels of immune activation and cytokine production [349, 350] (Figure 4.3).
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4.4.2 dsRNA binding and TLR3 activation

Similar to TLR9 and CpG DNA, TLR3 was initially shown to sense viral dsRNAs in

the context of infection [351] (Figure 4.1). However, recent work has shown that TLR3

also plays an important role in sensing skin injury by binding to non-coding self-dsRNA

[352, 353]. TLR3 is expressed at especially high levels in human keratinocytes, and plays a

role in inducing regeneration after skin injury [354]. Similarly, keratinocytes also produce

large amounts of AMPs, and are important cellular mediators of microbial defense in the

skin [355, 356, 329]. Although many studies have shown that AMPs can influence TLR9

activation via DNA binding, AMPs have also been reported to modulate TLR3-mediated

immune responses to dsRNA. LL37 and other cationic peptides have been shown to enhance

or inhibit TLR3 signaling by viral dsRNAs [357, 358, 359]. Other RNA-binding proteins

have also been implicated in enhancement of TLR3 activation in immune cells [360, 361]. In

Chapter 5, we describe in more detail how the crystallinity of dsRNA-AMP complexes can

influence TLR3 activation, cognate to our findings for TLR9 [362].

4.4.3 ssRNA binding and TLR7/8 activation

As with nucleic-acid-sensing TLR9 and TLR3, the recognition of ssRNA by TLR7 and

TLR8 [279, 280, 281] is also crucial in the defense against invading pathogens. Studies have

demonstrated that TLR7 and TLR8 recognize guanosine (G)- and uridine (U)-rich viral ss-

RNA [279], ssRNA viruses such as vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and influenza [281], and

more recently, bacterial and mitochondrial RNA [363]. However, the aberrant transporta-

tion of self-nucleic acids to endosomes enables the activation of TLRs, which can promote

autoimmunity. In fact, self-ssRNA has been shown to act as ligands for TLR7 and TLR8

[364] and their internalization into endosomal compartments exacerbates autoimmune dis-

eases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) [365], psoriasis [366], and antiphospholipid

syndrome (APS) [367]. Interestingly, expression of TLR8, but not TLR7, is correlated to

disease activity in patients with systemic arthritis, which suggests that independent signal-

ing through TLR8 contributes to the pathogenesis of the disease [368, 369]. Furthermore,
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oligodeoxynucleotides have been shown to antagonize nucleic-acid-sensing TLRs to alleviate

disease conditions for psoriasis [370] and SLE [371] mouse models. Like we have observed for

TLR9 and TLR3, these findings also implicate a role of TLR7 and TLR8 in the development

of autoimmunity and excessive inflammation.

Normally, self-nucleic acids are rapidly degraded in the extracellular environment and

are unable to reach the endosomal compartments [287]. However, self-nucleic acids that

are aberrantly transported into endosomes can access nucleic-acid-sensing TLRs and trigger

pDC activation, promoting autoimmunity (Figure 4.1). In the case of psoriasis, self-DNA

forms complexes with LL37 and gains access to endosomal TLR9, which triggers pDCs

to produce IFN-α and initiate the autoimmune process [330]. LL37-self-RNA complexes

have been observed in psoriatic skin in vivo [366] and high levels of LL37 have also been

reported in a variety of chronic inflammatory diseases, such as rosacea [372], rheumatoid

arthritis [373], ulcerative colitis [374], chronic nasal inflammatory disease [375], sarcoidosis

[376], and cystic fibrosis [377]. To examine the possible involvement of TLR7 and TLR8 in

the pathogenesis of psoriasis, Ganguly et al. investigated whether LL37 is also capable of

interacting with self-ssRNA released by dying cells to activate immune cells. Similarly, LL37

was found to complex with self-ssRNA via electrostatic interactions and reach the endosomal

compartments of dendritic cells, inducing TLR7 activation in pDCs and secretion of IFN-α.

Moreover, LL37-self-ssRNA complexes also triggered the activation of TLR8 in mDCs to

produce TNF-α and IL-6. Interestingly, TLR7 in pDCs and TLR8 in mDCs were activated

by self-ssRNA mixed with LL37, but not when self-ssRNA was administered alone or mixed

with scrambled peptide GL37. Furthermore, complexation of self-ssRNA with LL37 was

shown to protect self-ssRNA against degradation from extracellular RNases, which normally

prevent RNA from accessing intracellular compartments [366]. From these findings, it will

be interesting to see if the complexation of AMPs with RNA ligands activate TLR7 and

TLR8 in a cognate, structural manner similar to that identified for AMP-dsDNA complexes

with TLR9 [349] and AMP-dsRNA complexes with TLR3 [378]. Present efforts are under

way to do such studies.
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4.5 Electrostatics of Biological Polyelectrolytes

A large amount of evidence suggests that cationic proteins like AMPs can condense nu-

cleic acids into insoluble complexes with marked effects on the immune system. To fully

understand and appreciate the underlying physics of AMP-nucleic acid interactions, it helps

to summarize prior work done on condensed phases of biological polyelectrolytes. DNA

and other biological polyelectrolytes (such as F-actin and microtubules) carry uncompen-

sated negative charge. In biologically relevant aqueous conditions, these charges are strongly

screened by the dielectric response of water, and by salt solutions. However, this simple

picture is incomplete. Counterion entropy can result in surprisingly strong interactions be-

tween charged objects in water despite strong screening, via coupling between osmotic and

electrostatic interactions. Many experiments have demonstrated that like charged objects

repel because of the osmotic pressure of squeezed counterions, and oppositely charged objects

repel because of the entropy gain of counterion release. For example, the free energy gain

upon binding between two macro-ions scales as kT multiplied by the number of counterions

released (if one neglects ion hydration effects), which can constitute a large thermodynamic

driving force.

Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory provides quantitative predictions of ion distribution

about charged rods [379, 380, 381]. In this mean field approximation, properties associ-

ated with discrete ions are not considered, including correlations between ions or finite ion

size. PB predicts that like-charged objects, such as polyelectrolytes, repel in all salt condi-

tions, including multivalent salts. Increasing the valence of the ions increases the screening

contribution and weaken repulsion, but does not invert the sign of the repulsive interaction

to attraction.

The above prediction is clearly not in agreement with experiments. Condensation of

polyelectrolytes by multivalent ions or/and macroions is widely observed in biological and

biomedical contexts. Polyelectrolytes chains such as DNA can “condense” or collapse into

a compact phase from solution as the concentration of oppositely charged multivalent ions

or macroions increases. Examples include DNA packing in viruses [382, 383], in bacte-
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ria [384, 385], and in many of the DNA complexes that do not lead to TLR9 activation

[349]. From a considerable body of theoretical and computational work, we know why highly

charged polyelectrolytes can form aggregates. In physical situations with high surface charge

densities or with multivalent ions, the organization and dynamics of condensed ions surround-

ing the polyelectrolyte are important. A series of pioneering Monte Carlo simulations [386]

demonstrated attraction between like-charged DNA. In the last two decades, a large number

of theoretical investigations have focused on the physical origins of like-charge attraction

[387, 388], and on the changes induced in the organization of the polyelectrolyte [389, 390].

Correlations between condensed counterions on the polyelectrolyte surface can generate at-

tractions [380, 391, 386, 392] and organize condensed structures of polyelectrolytes. Oosawa

[393] showed that correlations between thermal fluctuations of the condensed counterion

layers can result in attractions. These ideas have been refined by various groups [394, 395].

At close distances, local fields due to the spatial arrangement of charges on a macroion can

lead to patterns of counterion binding [396, 397, 398]. If these ions are ordered, attractions

can result as counterions arrange themselves along the surfaces of adjacent macroions in

complementary patterns. An elegant picture of interacting Wigner crystals was developed

by Rouzina and Bloomfield [399], Shklovskii [400], and Lau and Pincus [401]. Recent work in

the “strong coupling” limit [402, 403], where the counterion charge or surface charge density

exceed the range of applicability of Poisson-Boltzmann theories [404] and where correlations

between counterions are strong, has predicted the spatial dependence of attractive forces

[405, 404, 406]. Using a new analytical Wigner-crystal based formulation of strong coupling,

amaj and Trizac [407] were able to eliminate divergences from the virial expansion approach,

and obtain results on charged plates that agree well with Monte Carlo simulations.

The condensing agent for the DNA polyelectrolyte can be a multivalent macroion like a

peptide or protein rather than a simple multivalent cation. Examples include chromosomes

[408, 409, 410, 411, 412], and synthetic gene delivery systems based on cationic polymers

[413, 414] and dendrimers [415, 416]. The behavior of these condensed DNA phases becomes

even richer with increasing complexity in the condensing cations. Lipids are amphiphiles

that are structurally quite different from facially amphiphilic antimicrobial peptides con-
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sidered in this review [349]. DNA-cationic lipid complexes have recently received extensive

experimental and theoretical scrutiny, since they are empirically known to be efficient gene

delivery systems [417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 53]. A polymorphism of differ-

ent self-assembled structures in these DNA-lipid complexes (such as the lamellar, hexagonal,

and inverted hexagonal phases) with different transfection efficiencies has been found using

synchrotron x-ray scattering [53, 426, 427]. It is interesting to note that other biological

polyelectrolytes can participate in similar forms of electrostatic self-assembly. Cytoskeletal

polyelectrolytes include F-actin, intermediate filaments, and microtubules. These polyelec-

trolytes have different effective diameters, surface charge densities, and flexibilities, and can

interact with oppositely charged cations, or cationic proteins, or cationic amphiphilies to

generate a diverse range of structures [428, 429, 54, 430, 431, 432].

4.6 Statistical Mechanics of Multivalent, Superselective Receptor-

Ligand Interactions

Now that we have reviewed the electrostatic interactions underlying the formation of

nucleic acid nanocrystals, we now explore the statistical mechanics underlying their inter-

actions with target Toll-like receptors, using TLR9 as an example. The immune system

is often thought of as an example of molecular recognition par excellence. The adaptive

immune system employs antibodies that bind to very specific motifs on infectious agents,

marking them for destruction. However, molecular recognition in the innate immune system

is more primitive, with non-specific recognition of a variety of ligands that have similar struc-

tural and physiochemical character. In molecular and cell biology, there is a common notion

that there is a kind of dichotomy between specific and non-specific interactions. We think of

the failure of molecular recognition in terms of specific interactions becoming non-specific.

Recent work, including our work here, show examples of the opposite, where non-specific

interactions of PAMPs (such as dsDNA) with the innate immune system can actually be

organized into amplified, specific interactions, with consequences for autoimmune disorders

and targeted drug delivery.
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Ligand-receptor signaling is a cornerstone of molecular biology. Cells and tissues com-

municate by sending and receiving messages in the form of proteins, small molecules, and

nucleic acids. When engaging stochastic cellular phenomena like signaling, the first sen-

sible step is to describe such interactions as a single ligand binding to a single receptor,

triggering downstream activation of other signaling molecules. There are many examples

where multivalent interactions are required in order to obtain a cellular response. These are

interactions in which multiple ligands of one object bind to multiple receptors of another.

There are many examples of this behavior in the immune system, where it is important to

discern signal from noise. Multivalent antigens can cross-link multiple IgM receptors at once

on the surface of B cells, leading to a T-cell independent activation of the immune system

[269]. Multivalent antigen-receptor interactions by multivalent CD40 ligands can also trig-

ger B cell activation and immunoglobulin synthesis [433]. Another example of multivalent

interactions includes the binding of hyaluronic acid (HA) to CD44 receptors on the surfaces

of cells, mediating cell adhesion to the extracellular matrix [434]. Lesley et. al. found that

an increase in the oligomer size of HA led to a concomitant superlinear increase in avidity

of CD44 binding. Interestingly, proliferation of the HA-rich pericellular matrix has been

associated with amplification of CD44 signaling in inflammation [435] and tumor formation

[436]. Thus, the HA-CD44 interaction has become an important target for the development

of anti-cancer drugs. Cancer-targeting nanoparticles coated with multiple ligands also take

advantage of superselectivity by inducing multivalent interactions with rogue cells that ex-

press a higher density of a particular receptor relative to normal cells [437]. In the context

here, we have found that a self-assembled LL37-DNA complex can cross-link multiple TLR9

receptors within the endosomes of pDCs, leading to receptor recruitment and amplifica-

tion of the immune response [349]. These examples highlight the importance of multivalent

ligand-receptor signaling in normal and abnormal physiology, and in the treatment of disease.

The statistical mechanics of multivalent ligand-receptor interactions has been recently

examined experimentally, theoretically, and computationally, and it leads naturally to the

concept of superselectivity. Superselectivity is defined by a superlinear (steeper than linear)

relationship between the surface density of receptor sites and the surface density of bound
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ligands. This under-appreciated aspect of multivalent interactions allows a small change in

receptor density to drive a large change in the number of bound ligands, in a manner that

depends on the degree of multivalency. Using a model system of multivalent “guest/host”

interactions, in which “host” β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) is grafted onto a hyaluronic acid poly-

mer backbone, and “guest” ferrocene functionalized on a self-assembled monolayer (SAM)

surface, Dubacheva et al. discovered that the amount of bound ferrocene increased faster

than linearly with increases in the density of surface binding sites [438]. Interestingly, re-

ceptor recruitment and clustering was also observed, which is analogous to the TLR9 work

above. In a different experiment, spatiotemporal control over the monomer ordering in a

supramolecular polymer was achieved, via the binding of ssDNA to cationic receptors in

a multivalent manner. The experimental system is based on 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxamide

derivatives (BTA). Supramolecular copolymers are made by assembling two BTA monomer

subtypes, neutral and charged. The charged BTA monomers can interact electrostatically

and act as receptors. The introduction of ssDNA resulted in the recruitment and binding of

receptors within the assembled copolymer. FRET results showed that exposure of ssDNA

triggered clustering of the cationic subtypes of BTA receptors via reorganization of the poly-

mer, forming “islands” of similar receptors in a superselective fashion [439]. In both cases,

these model systems are validated using statistical mechanical models. For example, these

models predict that a relatively low receptor-ligand binding affinity and a threshold receptor

concentration are required for superselectivity. Above the threshold concentration, ligands

saturate the receptors very quickly despite each individual interaction being weak. Below the

threshold concentration, however, ligands do not bind appreciably to the targets [440]. With

this perspective, one can see that what is often called binding specificity (greatly increased

binding of one specific component) and binding amplification are in fact related concepts.

Superselectivity, a downstream consequence of multivalent interactions, can increase binding

specificity, receptor recruitment, and subsequent amplification of downstream responses.

Assuming the size and the shape of the bundles as observed in the experiments, it is

possible to predict the amplification of the receptor activation based on a simple coarse-

grained theory and statistical mechanics of multivalent binding. The model contains steric
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and electrostatic interactions between TLR9 receptors and DNA bound in a bundle of a fixed

size (a crystallite with 6 × 6 DNA helices of length 20 nm) but with variable DNA-DNA

spacing a. As measured in the experiments, we assume that the electrostatic attraction

between a negatively charged single DNA molecule and a TLR9 receptor is not sufficiently

strong to result in appreciable binding affinity ε. The core assumption of the model is that

the electrostatic interactions are amplified by the backbone attraction between the TLR9

receptor and DNA molecules arranged in a grill-like pattern. The effective binding affinity

for a bundle interacting with a receptor is then ε∗ = ε+2U(a), where the backbone attraction

contribution U(a) is

U(a) = −Be
−κ(a−σ

3
)

a− σ
3

+

(
σ

12
(
a− 2σ

3

))12

Here σ is the typical width of the TLR9 receptor, B ∼ 20kBT (see SI of [349]) is the

magnitude of the electrostatic interaction and κ−1 = 0.8 nm is the Debye screening length

at physiological conditions. The backbone attraction depends on the lattice spacing a: at

large a, it is negligible, but it increases sharply when the spacing becomes of the order of σ.

At very small DNA separations, due to the steric effects, it decreases again. Through our

model, the binding affinity–and with it the expected number of bound receptors nB to one

DNA bundle—clearly depend on the lattice spacing. A bundle is considered bound to the

cell, if there is at least one receptor bound to it. The expected number of bound bundles

is related to the free energy F of bundle-receptor binding, 〈NDNA〉 ∝ e
− F
kBT , and the total

number of active receptors, NA, is

NA(a) = nB(a) 〈NDNA〉 ∝ nB(a)e
−F (a)
kBT

The free energy F can be obtained from computer simulations and also estimated by a simple

Langmuir adsorption theory. It has been shown in [349] that the number of bound receptors

to a bundle exponentially depends on the binding affinity ε∗ and through it on the spacing a,

while the total activation NA exhibits a much sharper double exponential dependence, which

is a basis of the observed superselectivity of the TLR9 activation towards the DNA-DNA

spacing in the DNA-peptide bundles (Figure 4.3). Thus, statistical mechanical modeling and
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molecular simulation of TLR9 binding to AMP-DNA nanocrystals strongly recapitulates the

experimental observations.

4.7 Nanocrystalline dsDNA complexes influence the pathophysi-

ology of autoimmune disease

From the work outlined above, it is quite evident that nanocrystalline organization of

DNA by various peptides and proteins have strong immunological consequences. Here, we

describe two experimental examples of how the nanocrystalline ordering of dsDNA com-

plexes can lead to amplification of inflammation in two unique disease contexts. In the

first, we study the structure of curli amyloid-DNA complexes found in Salmonella enteric

biofilms, which stimulate systemic autoimmunity via production of type I interferons. In

the second, we study the structure of the chemokine CXCL4 bound to DNA, which is a key

step in the pathogenesis of systemic sclerosis, a chronic autoimmune disease characterized

by plasmacytoid dendritic cell hyperactivation.

4.7.1 Bacterial amyloid curli acts as a carrier for DNA to elicit an autoimmune

response via TLR2 and TLR9

4.7.1.1 Abstract

Bacterial biofilms are associated with numerous human infections. The predominant

protein expressed in enteric biofilms is the amyloid curli, which forms highly immunogenic

complexes with DNA. Infection with curli-expressing bacteria or systemic exposure to pu-

rified curli-DNA complexes triggers autoimmunity via the generation of type I interferons

(IFNs) and anti-double-stranded DNA antibodies. Here, we show that DNA complexed with

amyloid curli powerfully stimulates Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9) through a two-step mecha-

nism. First, the cross beta-sheet structure of curli is bound by cell-surface Toll-like receptor

2 (TLR2), enabling internalization of the complex into endosomes. After internalization, the

curli-DNA immune complex binds strongly to endosomal TLR9, inducing production of type
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I IFNs. Structural analysis using small-angle X-ray scattering revealed that incorporation

of DNA into curli fibrils resulted in the formation of ordered curli-DNA immune complexes.

Curli organizes parallel, double-stranded DNA rods at an inter-DNA spacing that matches

up well with the steric size of TLR9, which enables multivalent intercalative binding to

ordered arrays of TLR9 in the endosomal membrane.

4.7.1.2 Curli forms nanocrystalline complexes with DNA to activate TLR9

Previous data demonstrates that activation of TLR9 and induction of type I IFNs by the

curli-DNA complex requires activation of TLR2 [441]. Molecules such as LL37 and defensins

can amplify TLR9-mediated interferon production by binding DNA and forming immune

complexes, although other molecules that bind DNA equally well do not [349]. Recent work

has shown that a key determinant for potent TLR9-dependent interferon secretion is the

inter-DNA spacing within the protein-DNA complexes. Inter-DNA spacings that match the

steric size of TLR9 receptors (3.0-4.0 nm) allow for multivalent presentation of DNA ligands

to TLR9, driving receptor recruitment, binding amplification, and immune activation [349].

We therefore measured the inter-DNA spacing within curli-DNA complexes.

For these experiments, we used a synthetic peptide corresponding to the fourth and fifth

repeats of CsgA (CsgAR4−5) [442]. The peptide was fibrillized in the presence or absence

of CpG DNA. We measured the inter-DNA spacing within CsgAR4−5-DNA complexes using

synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). In the scattering profiles, we observed a

sharp diffraction peak at 0.151 Å
−1

for the CsgAR4−5-DNA complex but no significant scat-

tering for the CsgAR4−5 alone (Figure 4.4A). We found that CsgAR4−5 organizes CpG DNA

into an ordered columnar array that interacts with TLR9 at an inter-DNA spacing of 4.16 nm

(Figure 4.4B). Although this value of inter-DNA spacing is slightly larger than the optimal

inter-DNA spacings for interaction with TLR9 of 3.0-4.0 nm, it results in potent amplifica-

tion of interferon production. By organizing DNA into a columnar lattice with an inter-DNA

spacing commensurate with the steric size of TLR9, curli can maximize TLR9 binding to

DNA, leading to the amplified type I IFN response observed (Figure 4.4C, bottom). Other
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Figure 4.4: The structure of CsgAR4−5-DNA complexes explains their ability to
induce type I interferon responses via TLR9.
(A) SAXS diffraction profiles for CsgAR4−5 amyloid fibrillized in the absence (black curve)
and presence (red curve) of CpG dsDNA. No diffraction peaks indicating columnar structure
are observed for the CsgAR4−5 fibrils in absence of DNA, but fibrillization of CsgAR4−5 in the

presence of DNA results in a sharp diffraction peak at qd = 0.151 Å
−1

(inset). This indicates
that CsgAR4−5 organizes the CpG DNA into an ordered columnar lattice with inter-DNA
spacing d = 2π

qd
= 4.16 nm. (B) Schematic depicting CpG DNA binding to TLR9 from two

orthogonal views. The anionic DNA binds electrostatically to the cationic paddles of TLR9.
(C) Closest approach of adjacent TLR9 receptors on the endosomal membrane does not allow
size-matching and multivalent binding to HIV-TAT/DNA complexes (top). This data was
adopted from Schmidt et al [349]. In contrast, the inter-DNA spacing for CsgAR4−5-DNA
complexes (bottom) allows for amplification of binding from multivalent and electrostatic
effects.
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peptides, such as HIV-TAT, are capable of endosomal access but do not efficiently activate

TLR9 [349] because they organize DNA into lattices with inter-DNA spacings significantly

smaller than 3 nm, which does not allow effective contact with the cationic domains of

TLR9 (Figure 4.4C, top). Finally, our data suggests that CsgAR4−5 amyloid fibrillized in

the absence of DNA does not form the ordered columnar lattices that are observed in the

CsgAR4−5-DNA complex (Figure 4.4A). This emphasizes that fibrillization of CsgAR4−5 in

the presence of DNA is required for its immunogenic activity.

4.7.1.3 Methods

CsgAR4−5 was purchased from Biosynthesis Incorporated (Lot #T876-2) and dissolved

in 500 µL hexafluoroisopropanol (HIFP) and concentrated by speedvac (Savant) for approxi-

mately 1 hour. The pellet was then resuspended in 500 µL DMSO. CsgAR4−5 monomers were

then purified using a Hi-Trap Column according to manufacturer’s protocol (GE Healthcare,

17140701). CsgAR4−5 was fibrillized alone or in the presence of 10 ng/mL CpG DNA (In-

vivogen, ODN 1826). Fibrils with and without CpG DNA were pelleted in Eppendorf tubes

with centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 20 minutes. All but 50 µL of supernatant was dis-

carded. The fibrils were resuspended in remaining supernatant and loaded and sealed in

quartz capillaries (Mark-tubes, Hilgenberg, GmbH). The samples were stored at 4◦C until

measurement. SAXS experiments were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Lightsource (SSRL, Beamline 4-2) using monochromatic X-rays with an energy of 9 keV.

The scattered radiation was measured using a Rayonix MX-225-HE detector (pixel size 73.2

µm). 2D powder diffraction patterns were integrated using the Nika 1.74 [184] package for

Igor Pro 6.37 and FIT2D [185]. SAXS data were analyzed by plotting integrated scattering

intensity against the momentum transfer qusing Mathematica. Peak positions were mea-

sured by fitting diffraction peaks to a Lorentzian. The inter-DNA spacing d was obtained

from the first peak position qd by the formula d = 2π
qd

.
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4.7.2 CXCL4-DNA nanocrystal formation enables multivalent recognition of

self-DNA in the pathogenesis of systemic sclerosis

4.7.2.1 Abstract

The chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 4 (CXCL4) plays key roles in immunity and au-

toimmunity, as well as in hemostasis and antimicrobial defense. CXCL4 is overexpressed in

the serum of patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc), a chronic autoimmune disease character-

ized by fibrosis and vasculopathy. CXCL4 has been proposed as an early serum biomarker

of severe disease, but its contribution to the type-I interferon (IFN-I) gene signature in SSc

and its role in disease pathogenesis is unclear. Here, we combine synchrotron small angle

X-ray scattering (SAXS) and plasmacytoid dendritic cell (pDC) stimulation experiments

to elucidate a previously unanticipated mechanism for CXCL4-mediated immune amplifica-

tion in SSc. Synchrotron SAXS reveals that CXCL4 organizes “self” and microbial DNA

into proinflammatory nanocrystalline complexes that drive TLR9-dependent pDC hyperac-

tivation and IFN-α production. Furthermore, CXCL4 scaffolds clustered DNA ligands at a

spacing well-matched with the steric size of TLR9, enabling multivalent intercalative binding

to clustered arrays of TLR9 receptors in the endosomal membrane.The evidence adduced

here illuminates a hidden function of CXCL4 and demonstrates a direct link between CXCL4
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overexpression and the IFN-I gene signature in SSc.

4.7.2.2 CXCL4 condenses both self-DNA and bacterial DNA into columnar

nanocrystalline complexes at an inter-DNA spacing optimal for TLR9

activation

CXCL4 complexes amplify inflammation by hyperactivating pDCs in a TLR9-dependent

manner. We investigate the structural basis for CXCL4-enabled immune amplification via

TLR9. CXCL4 is a hybrid α-helical/β-sheet molecule with a net cationic charge (+3.07 at

pH 7.4). Secondary structure analysis reveals several cationic, amphipathic helices arranged

around its circumference that can potentially bind to anionic DNA (Figure 4.5A, top). Cal-

culation of the electrostatic surface potential of CXCL4 uncovers several solvent-exposed

cationic surfaces available for multivalent interactions with the DNA phosphate backbone

(Figure 4.5A, bottom). These findings indicate that CXCL4 has the requisite physicochem-

ical properties to electrostatically bind to DNA in a multivalent fashion, similar to other

AMPs like LL37 and human β-defensins.

To examine the mechanism for CXCL4-mediated autoimmune hyperactivation in systemic

sclerosis, we solved the structures of CXCL4-DNA complexes using synchrotron small-angle

X-ray scattering (SAXS). Previous studies have demonstrated that TLR9 activation in pDCs

is strongly influenced by the inter-DNA spacing d between parallel DNA ligands in antimicro-

bial peptide-DNA complexes [349]. Specifically, inter-DNA spacings close to the steric side

of TLR9 (d = 3-4 nm) allow for optimized multivalent binding of columnar DNA lattices to

clustered arrays of TLR9 receptors. In addition to the inter-columnar spacing, the crystalline

size (domain size L, which reflects the average number of dsDNA repeats in the nanocrys-

tal) of each complex also influences Toll-receptor activation [378]. Nanocrystals with larger

domain sizes have more DNA repeat units, allowing for a greater degree of multivalent pre-

sentation and binding to TLR9 dimers, which drives a stronger IFN response. To rationalize

the observed immunological outcomes in the context of this mechanistic model, we measured

the crystallinity parameters (inter-DNA spacing d and domain size L) of CXCL4-DNA com-
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Figure 4.5: CXCL4 condenses human and bacterial DNA into columnar nanocrys-
talline complexes at an inter-DNA spacing optimal for TLR9 activation.
(A) Structure of CXCL4 (PDB ID: 1F9Q) with cationic residues highlighted in blue and
hydrophobic residues highlighted in white (top). Electrostatic surface potential of CXCL4
reveals multiple solvent-exposed cationic surfaces (blue) available for multivalent interactions
with the DNA phosphate backbone (bottom). (B) Top-down view and (C) end-on view of
CXCL4-DNA complexes binding to TLR9 dimers in the endosome. CXCL4 organizes human
DNA into a columnar lattice with short-ranged order. The lattice is characterized by an
average inter-DNA spacing of d = 4.19 nm, which is near the sterically optimal value for
an arrangement that permits intercalative multivalent binding to a clustered array of TLR9
receptors, consistent with high levels of IFN production. (D) SAXS data of CXCL4 bound
to human and bacterial DNA demonstrate that CXCL4 forms similar columnar lattices with
full-length (huDNA0) and fragmented human DNA (huDNA30, huDNA60, and huDNA150
are human DNA sonicated for 30, 60, and 150 minutes respectively), as well as with bacterial
DNA. First peak positions q1 are indicated. (E) Relative levels of IFN-α production induced
by CXCL4, CXCL4-COOH, and CXCL4-L1. Molecular structures were visualized in VMD.
TLR9 structure (PDB ID: 3WPG) was obtained from previous work [303]. Electrostatic
potential map of the CXCL4 surface was calculated in Chimera using the APBS plugin.
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plexes with SAXS.

We find that CXCL4-DNA forms nanocrystalline columnar lattices with short-ranged

order (Figure 4.5B, C). A DNA correlation peak is measured at q1 = 0.150 Å
−1

for un-

fragmented DNA and q1 = 0.149 Å
−1

for E. coli DNA, equivalent to inter-DNA spacings

d = 4.19 nm and 4.21 nm, respectively. These inter-DNA spacings are near the sterically

optimal value for interdigitation of clustered TLR9 receptors with CXCL4-DNA complexes,

and previous studies suggest that complexes with these inter-DNA spacings should exhibit

significant activation [349]. The observation that CXCL4-E. coli DNA complexes induce

higher levels of IFN-α production than CXCL4-human DNA complexes is consistent with a

larger measured domain size (L = 17.2 nm vs. 13.3 nm, Figure 4.5D) at similar inter-DNA

spacings. In the presence of fragmented human DNA, CXCL4 formed columnar lattices with

slightly smaller inter-DNA spacings (q1 = 0.155-0.156 Å
−1

, d = 4.03-4.05 nm) (Figure 4.5D).

Interestingly, this smaller spacing (which sterically fits the size of TLR9 better and is closer

to the optimal d of 3-4 nm) agrees with the finding that CXCL4 bound to fragmented DNA

induces IFN-α more efficiently than CXCL4 bound to unfragmented DNA.

Since CXCL4 contains a highly cationic helical C-terminal heparin-binding domain

(CXCL4-COOH: amino acids 47-70, Figure 4.6A), we investigated whether this portion of

the molecule could also bind to DNA and induce IFN-α in pDCs. SAXS studies show that

CXCL4-COOH binds unfragmented DNA into a columnar lattice with an inter-DNA spacing

of d = 4.62 nm (Figure 4.6A), which is much larger than the CXCL4-DNA spacing (d =

4.19 nm). pDC activation experiments confirm that CXCL4-COOH induces less IFN-α than

native CXCL4, although both induce significant IFN-α levels. Strikingly, fragmentation of

human DNA shifts the inter-DNA spacings of CXCL4-COOH-DNA complexes to d = 3.7-3.8

nm, which is in the highly stimulatory range for TLR9 (Figure 4.6A). To determine whether

mutation of cationic residues in CXCL4-COOH impacts DNA binding and TLR9 activation,

a 3-amino acid mutant of CXCL4-COOH was synthesized and tested (CXCL4-L1, Figure

4.6B). CXCL4-L1 bound unfragmented human DNA into a hexagonal columnar lattice with

a large inter-DNA spacing of d = 5.94 nm, far outside the stimulatory range. CXCL4-L1

was also unable to bind to fragmented DNA (Figure 4.6B). Both findings agree with the
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Figure 4.6: The C-terminus of CXCL4 can organize fragmented human DNA into
more ordered lattices with optimal TLR9-activating inter-DNA spacings than
unfragmented human DNA.
(A) CXCL4 C-terminus (CXCL4-COOH) contains 24 amino acids from the C-terminus of
CXCL4. CXCL4-COOH condenses unfragmented human DNA (huDNA0) into a columnar
lattice with an inter-DNA spacing of d = 4.62 nm, which is predicted to induce low activa-
tion of TLR9. However, sonication of human DNA (huDNA30, 60, 150) shifts the inter-DNA
spacing to 3.7-3.8 nm which is in the hyperstimulatory range for TLR9. Fragmented human
DNA can in principle organize into ordered lattices with less conformational distortion than
unfragmented human DNA. First peak positions q1 are indicated for all complexes. (B) Mu-
tating 3 amino acids in the CXCL4 C-terminus reduces the charge from +4 to +2 and leads
to the formation of an ordered hexagonal lattice with a significantly increased inter-DNA
spacing of d = 5.94 nm (huDNA0). Although the lattice is well-ordered, this value of the
inter-DNA spacing is far outside the range of spacings that strongly activate TLR9. Interest-
ingly, this mutation also ablates the ability of the C-terminus to bind to fragmented human
DNA. The first peak position and four higher order reflections of the ordered hexagonal
lattice of unfragmented DNA are labeled as qhk.
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observation that CXCL4-L1 is poorly stimulatory for pDCs. Thus, the cationic C-terminus

of CXCL4 is able to bind DNA into highly stimulatory complexes provided that the DNA

is highly fragmented, and mutation of cationic residues in the C-terminus abolishes this

activity.

LL37 has previously been demonstrated to be a potent autoantigen that induces high

levels of TLR9-mediated IFN-α production from pDCs [330]. To compare the ability of

LL37-DNA and CXCL4-DNA complexes to induce TLR9 activation in pDCs, we correlated

IFN-α production in pDCs with their SAXS structures. LL37 forms square columnar lattices

with inter-DNA spacings of d = 3.56-3.57 nm with unfragmented human and E. coli DNA

(Figure 4.7A). However, LL37-E. coli DNA also exhibits a larger nanocrystal size than LL37-

huDNA0 (L = 22.4 nm vs. 18.2 nm), an observation that is consistent with higher levels of

IFN production. With fragmented DNA, LL37 forms square columnar lattices with slightly

smaller inter-DNA spacings of d = 3.34-3.39 nm. LL37 also binds to fragmented DNA more

efficiently than non-fragmented DNA, as indicated by an increase in the domain size of

the nanocrystals (L = 22-24 nm vs. 18.2 nm). Overall, the observation that LL37-DNA

complexes exhibit a broader capacity to induce IFN-α production from pDCs compared to

that of CXCL4 together with the measured structural parameters of these complexes suggest

a conceptual framework in which the crystallinity of these complexes directly influence their

ability to activate TLR9: These data suggest that the structure of CXCL4-DNA complexes

is critical for hyperactivation of pDCs via TLR9, and that such effects are cognate to other

previously characterized immunogenic DNA nanoplexes like LL37-DNA [330], hBD3-DNA

[349], and Salmonella Curli-DNA [441].

4.7.2.3 Methods

Lyophilized full-length human CXCL4, CXCL4-COOH (NGRKICLDLQAPLYKKI-

IKKLLES), CXCL4-L1 (NGRKICLDLQALLYKKIIKEHLES), and LL37 (LLGDF-

FRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPRTES) were custom synthesized (≤ 95% purity

by HPLC). All peptides were dissolved in nuclease-free water (Ambion) to 10 mg/mL. For
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Figure 4.7: LL37 binds both human and bacterial DNA into square lattices that
amplify TLR9 activation.
(A) First peak positions q10 and higher order reflections qhk for LL37 bound to unfragmented
human DNA (huDNA0) and E. coli DNA are indicated. Inter-DNA spacings for LL37-
huDNA0 and LL37-E. coli DNA complexes are d = 3.56 nm and 3.57 nm, respectively.
LL37 binds to fragmented DNA more efficiently than non-fragmented DNA, indicated by an
increase in the domain size of the nanocrystals (22-24 nm vs. 18.2 nm). LL37-E. coli DNA
also exhibits a larger nanocrystal size than LL37-huDNA0, in concordance with higher levels
of IFN production (22.4 nm vs. 18.2 nm).
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SAXS experiments, E. coli DNA (Affymetrix) was ethanol precipitated and resuspended in

physiological buffer (140 mM NaCl + 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) to 5 mg/mL. Human DNA

was purchased (Biochain) and used directly (huDNA0) or fragmented via sonication for

30, 60, and 150 minutes (huDNA30, huDNA60, huDNA150). Self-assembled protein-DNA

complexes were formed by incubating the cationic proteins with human or E. coli DNA at iso-

electric peptide-to-DNA charge ratios (P/DNA = 1/1) in microcentrifuge tubes. Complexes

were vortexed at low speeds (900 RPM) for 1 hr or until strong precipitates formed. After

thorough mixing and centrifugation, precipitated complexes are transferred to 1.5 mm quartz

capillaries (Hilgenberg GmbH, Mark-tubes) and hermetically sealed using an oxygen torch.

The structures of CXCL4-DNA and related complexes were solved using SAXS. Experiments

were performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL, Beamline 4-2)

using monochromatic X-rays with an energy of 9 keV. A Rayonix MX225-HE detector (pixel

size 73.2 µm) was used to measure the scattered radiation. Independent identical samples

were prepared and measured over multiple separate experiments (n ≥ 3). 2D powder diffrac-

tion patterns were azimuthally integrated using the Nika 1.76 [184] package for Igor Pro 7.04

and FIT2D [185]. SAXS data were analyzed by plotting scattering intensity I(q) against the

momentum transfer q in Mathematica.

Structures of the nanocrystalline protein-DNA complexes were solved by measuring the

q-positions of all peaks and comparing them with the permitted reflections for phases with

varying symmetries. Peak positions were accurately measured by fitting diffraction peaks to

a squared-Lorentzian. SAXS patterns with a single major peak at position q1 corresponds

to a columnar DNA lattice with short-range order. The lattice parameter d indicates the

inter-DNA spacing between parallel DNA columns and is calculated from the first peak

position by the formula q1 = 2π
d

. For square columnar DNA lattices, we observe peaks

at qhk = 2π
d

√
h2 + k2 where (h, k) are the Miller indices and d is the lattice parameter

corresponding to the inter-DNA spacing. Typical square lattices will have reflections at q10

and q11 with a ratio of 1 :
√

2. For hexagonal columnar DNA lattices, we observe peaks at

qhk = 2π
d

√
4
3

(h2 + k2 + hk). Typical hexagonal lattices will have reflections at q10 , q11, and

q20 with ratios of 1 :
√

3 : 2. The lattice parameters were calculated by linear regression
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through points corresponding to measured and theoretical peaks. Procedures to assign these

liquid-crystalline phases are similar to those found here [349, 378].

To calculate the domain size of the nanocrystals, the first peak was fitted to a squared-

Lorentzian using least-squares regression in Mathematica (q1 is the location of the first peak

and h is the peak width).

S(q) =
h3

4π
(
|q − q1|2 +

(
h
2

)2)2
We extract the peak width h and calculate the average domain size L using Warren’s ap-

proximation [443]. The domain size is related to h via the following equation [430].

L(h) =
(8π)1/2

h
2

4.8 Summary

In this Chapter, we described several examples of how the nanocrystalline ordering of

DNA by amyloids, chemokines, and antimicrobial peptides can drastically lead to immune

amplification in diseases like lupus, psoriasis, and systemic sclerosis. In Chapter 5, we extend

this paradigm to TLR3, another important innate immune receptor relevant to autoimmune

diseases and the normal immune response to dsRNA. In Chapter 6, we revisit the struc-

tural rules for TLR9 activation by higher order assemblies of chromatin components, which

comprise the predominant form of cellular DNA. Finally, in Chapter 7, we combine ideas

presented in Chapters 2-3 and Chapters 4-6 to begin to understand the competing molecular

requirements for membrane activity and immunomodulatory activity of helical AMPs.
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CHAPTER 5

Crystallinity of dsRNA-AMP immune complexes

modulates TLR3-mediated inflammation

5.1 Abstract

Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) induces production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in

normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK) by specific binding to endosomal Toll-like

receptor-3 (TLR3). Recently, it has been shown that hyperactivation of TLR3 in psoriatic

keratinocytes by dsRNA can occur in the presence of human antimicrobial peptide (AMP)

LL37. Here, we combine synchrotron X-ray scattering, microscopy, computer simulations,

and measurements of NHEK cytokine production to elucidate a previously unanticipated

form of specific molecular pattern recognition. LL37 and similar α-helical AMPs can form

proinflammatory nanocrystalline complexes with dsRNA that are recognized by TLR3 dif-

ferently than dsRNA alone. dsRNA complexes that activate IL-6 production in NHEK and

those that do not are both able to enter cells and colocalize with TLR3. However, the

crystallinity of these AMP-dsRNA complexes, specifically the geometric spacing between

parallel dsRNA and the repeat number of ordered dsRNA, strongly influence the level of

TLR3 activation. Crystalline complexes that present dsRNA at a spacing that matches with

the steric size of TLR3 can recruit and engage multiple TLR3 receptors, driving receptor

clustering and immune amplification, whereas crystalline complexes that exhibit poor steric

matching do not. Reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RTqPCR) of IL-6 during siRNA

knockdown of TLR3 confirms that cytokine production is due to TLR3: High levels of IL-

6 transcription are observed for sterically-matched complexes without TLR3 knockdown,

whereas such activity is abrogated with TLR3 knockdown.
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5.2 Introduction

TLR3 recognition of dsRNA is a fundamental example of molecular recognition [271].

Binding of viral dsRNA to TLR3 in endosomes triggers downstream NF-κB activation and

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [351, 269]. Recently, non-coding host-derived

dsRNA has also been shown to break immune tolerance and activate TLR3, but these dsR-

NAs require presence of the antimicrobial peptide (AMP) LL37 [444]. In psoriasis, self-

dsRNA can complex with LL37, access endosomes, potently activate TLR3 in keratinocytes

[354, 355, 445, 358] and amplify production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IFN-

β [446], thereby exacerbating disease [447]. A variety of RNA-binding proteins [360, 361],

AMPs [366], cell-penetrating peptides [448], cationic lipids [449], and synthetic polymers

[450] have also been reported to bind to dsRNA. However, there is no general criterion to

determine which of these self-assembled dsRNA complexes induce immune responses and

which do not. A common hypothesis explaining the ability of complexed nucleic acids to

activate endosomal immune receptors is that formation of aggregates confers increased effi-

ciency of endosomal access and protection from nuclease degradation [110]. Although this

model can explain why self-antigens can activate TLRs, it does not explain why some com-

plexes are pro-inflammatory while others are non-inflammatory. Recent results on activation

of TLR9 by dsDNA complexes suggest that cooperativity of ligand binding may be important

[349], but it is not clear whether these results are generalizable. At present, the mechanism

for TLR3 activation by polycation-dsRNA complexes is not well understood.

It is not surprising that anionic dsRNA and cationic molecules can form electrostatic

complexes, which have been studied extensively [451, 452, 453, 431, 413, 416, 454]. Perhaps

a little more surprising is the observation that polycation-dsRNA complexes that activate

IL-6 production and those that do not are both able to enter cells efficiently and colocalize

with endosomal TLR3 in normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK), which shows that

the ability to access endosomal compartments, a necessary condition of activation, is not

the only determinant for strong immune activation. What is unanticipated is the discovery

against expectation that TLR3 immune activation depends strongly on the recognition of
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crystallinity in dsRNA-AMP complexes, and metrics of crystalline order can drive immune

outcomes. The two major criteria defining TLR3 activation and amplification are 1) the

inter-dsRNA spacing between parallel dsRNA ligands within the dsRNA complex, and 2)

the average size (the average number of unit cells) of ordered crystalline domains within

dsRNA complexes. These criteria, the lattice constant and the domain size, correspond

to two fundamental measures of crystallinity. We rationalize this behavior using a coarse-

grained computational model and show that TLR3 binding to dsRNA is optimized when

the inter-dsRNA spacings are in an optimum range: Crystalline complexes that present

dsRNA at a spacing well-matched with the TLR3 steric size can recruit and engage multiple

TLR3 receptors, effectively driving receptor clustering and immune amplification, whereas

complexes that exhibit poor steric matching do not. Our observations are consistent with

a conceptual framework in which activation levels are modulated by different inter-RNA

spacings and by different crystalline RNA domain sizes in AMP-dsRNA complexes. Impor-

tantly, reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RTqPCR) of IL-6 during siRNA knockdown

of TLR3 confirms that observed cytokine production is due to TLR3: High levels of IL-6

transcription are observed for sterically-matched complexes without knockdown, whereas

abrogation of such activity is observed for these complexes with TLR3 knockdown. Re-

cent work on TLR9 has shown that complexes between dsDNA and polycations at optimal

inter-DNA spacings (such as LL37) can lead to a drastic increase of interferon-α secretion

by plasmacytoid dendritic cells, whereas those at mismatched spacings do not [349]. Taken

together with the evidence adduced here, these cognate observations suggest that AMP-

induced ligand clustering and crystalline ordering can lead to an unexpected channel of

pattern recognition and amplification for TLR responses, and a potentially general mode of

AMP immunomodulatory function.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 IL-6 production in keratinocytes through TLR3 activation depends on

the inter-dsRNA spacing within self-assembled polycation-dsRNA elec-

trostatic complexes

The structural basis of dsRNA binding by TLR3 has been demonstrated via X-ray crys-

tallography [298] (Figure 5.1A). dsRNA can bind electrostatically via the anionic phos-

phate backbone to cationic portions of TLR3 dimers. Since complexes of dsRNA and var-

ious cationic molecules can lead to high levels of immune activation [357], we investigate

their structures. The structures of dsRNA complexes with immunologically relevant poly-

cations, many of which are amphiphilic and impart an additional principle of self-assembly,

are largely unknown. To assess the relationship between keratinocyte activation and these

peptide-dsRNA complexes, we characterized 15 polycation-dsRNA structures with SAXS

and correlated these structures with their ability to activate NHEK cells. Consistent with

the behavior of other electrostatic complexes composed of nucleic acids [417], the observed

structures do not depend strongly on the global concentration of these complexes. The

structures of these complexes, however, can in principle change with the composition of the

complex. To mitigate this uncertainty, we solved each individual structure at three or more

different polycation-to-dsRNA molar ratios on both sides of the isoelectric point, the stoi-

chiometry at which the negative charge of the dsRNA is compensated by the positive charge

of the polycation (typically obtained from the polycation to dsRNA charge ratio, P/RNA =

1/4, 1/2, 1/1, 2/1, 4/1). This library of over 50 solved structures, which covers a large range

of physiologically relevant scenarios, is organized into a “phase diagram” for each type of

complex. We find that the self-assembled structures of these dsRNA complexes are remark-

ably conserved for a broad range of stoichiometry with minor exceptions. Typical structures

are dsRNA columnar phases with different in-plane symmetries (square lattices, hexagonal

lattices, disordered lattices), and with different spacings between dsRNA (center-to-center

distances between dsRNA). From each structure, we measure the inter-dsRNA spacing a,

the linear domain size L (and the repeat number m) (Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: IL-6 production in keratinocytes through TLR3 activation depends on
the inter-dsRNA spacing within self-assembled polycation-dsRNA electrostatic
complexes.
A) Illustration of dsRNA binding to TLR3 from two orthogonal views based on the known
crystal structure of mouse TLR3 (PDB ID: 3CIY [298]). (B) Smaller geometric spacings be-
tween ordered dsRNA columns (such as in HIV-TAT/dsRNA complexes) reduce TLR3 acti-
vation because they sterically hinder accessibility of dsRNA to the receptors. (C) In contrast,
larger geometric spacings between ordered dsRNA columns (such as in buforin-dsRNA com-
plex) optimize electrostatic interactions with TLR3, leading to binding of multiple TLR3s
simultaneously and amplification of the immune response. (D) Representative SAXS data
from peptide-dsRNA complexes that induce strong IL-6 production (buforin-dsRNA, red),
and complexes that do not (TAT-dsRNA, black). The TAT-dsRNA complex forms a 3D
hexagonal lattice with an approximate inter-dsRNA spacing of a ∼ 2.90 nm. The buforin-
dsRNA complex forms a 2D hexagonal lattice with an inter-dsRNA spacing of a ∼ 3.45 nm.
(E) Normalized fold-increase in IL-6 production by NHEK induced by polycation-dsRNA
complexes. The immune response correlates strongly with the SAXS measurements of their
first diffraction peak positions, which are inversely proportional to the inter-dsRNA spacing.
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To assess the level of immune activation induced by each complex, IL-6 protein production

is measured as a quantitative readout for NHEK activation using ELISA (Table 5.1). IL-6 is

one of several primary cytokines implicated in the pathogenesis of psoriasis, and frequently

serves as a reporter cytokine for TLR-mediated activation of inflammation through NF-κB.

While dendritic cells and T cells are important cell types in the pathogenesis of psoriasis,

keratinocytes have been clearly implicated as key participants in the immune response to

nucleic acids, including acting as a main source of type 1 interferon production [353]. The

data shows that some dsRNA complexes strongly amplify TLR3 activation while others do

not. To investigate the origin of this difference, we compare the measured level of IL-6

production with the inter-dsRNA spacing and unit cell repeat number of each complex for

each set of stoichiometric conditions in our phase diagram. We find that there is a strong

relationship between the structure of polycation-dsRNA immune complexes and their ability

to amplify IL-6 production. Specifically, immune complexes with inter-dsRNA spacings much

smaller than TLR3 do not activate strongly (Figure 5.1B), while complexes with inter-dsRNA

spacings roughly commensurate with the size of TLR3 maximize activation (Figure 5.1C).

We have chosen to illustrate these differences by highlighting four prototypical examples

of polycation-dsRNA complexes with varying structures. HIV-TAT is a well-characterized

cell-penetrating peptide that has been explored as a nucleic acid transfection reagent, and

is known to have strong endosomal access [234, 455]. Buforin is an antimicrobial peptide

obtained from a histone fragment that is known to penetrate cell membranes and bind to

nucleic acids [105, 267]. Spermine is an endogenous polyamine known to be biologically

important in the folding and binding of nucleic acids to their targets [456, 457, 458], and is a

structural relative of many cationic polymers used for gene delivery applications. LL37 is a

multifunctional endogenous innate immunity peptide that is implicated in the pathogenesis

of autoimmune disease such as lupus and psoriasis [332, 110, 459]. It can also form pores in

membranes, enable endosomal access, and has been reported to signal to the immune system

via TLR9 [338].

From SAXS measurements, the TAT-dsRNA complex forms a close-packed 3D hexagonal

columnar lattice with a first peak position at q100 = 0.217 Å
−1

and higher order reflections at
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Figure 5.2: Differences in structure of polycation-dsRNA complexes predict their
abilities to amplify cytokine production.
Ordered dsRNA columnar complexes have diverse structures with varying inter-dsRNA spac-
ings. The presentation of “open” dsRNA complexes with spacings commensurate with the
steric size of TLR3 (a = 3.3-3.7 nm) highly amplify IL-6 production in NHEK, while “closed”
dsRNA complexes with spacings smaller than the steric size of TLR3 (d < 3.2 nm) result in
reduced TLR3 activation and IL-6 production. (A) Representative SAXS data of spermine
and LL37-dsRNA complexes. LL37-dsRNA complexes induce ∼ 5× the IL-6 production
from NHEK compared to spermine-dsRNA complexes. Spermine-dsRNA complexes (blue)
form a 2D hexagonal columnar phase with a first peak position at q10 = 0.234 Å−1, corre-
sponding to an inter-dsRNA spacing of a = 2.69 nm (B). All higher order reflections of the
spermine-dsRNA complex are labeled with their Miller indices. In comparison, the LL37-
dsRNA complexes (brown) form a disordered columnar phase with a first peak position at

q1 = 0.173 Å
−1

and an average inter-dsRNA spacing of a = 3.63 nm (C). This difference
in inter-dsRNA spacing drastically changes the ability of the complex to activate TLR3, as
observed in Figure 5.1E.
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q001 = 0.271, q110 = 0.384, and q200 = 0.441 Å
−1

, corresponding to an inter-dsRNA spacing of

a ∼ 2.90 nm, which is much smaller than the steric size of TLR3 (Figure 5.1B, D). In contrast,

the structure of the buforin-dsRNA complex is an “open” 2D hexagonal columnar lattice

with a first peak position at q10 = 0.182 Å
−1

and higher order reflections at q11 = 0.314,

q20 = 0.362, and q21 = 0.482 Å
−1

, corresponding to a larger inter-dsRNA spacing of a ∼ 3.45

nm that can accommodate the size of TLR3 (Figure 5.1C, D). dsRNA complexes based on

TAT induce low levels of IL-6 even though TAT is known to exhibit pervasive endosomal

access in a broad range of cells. In comparison, dsRNA complexes based on buforin exhibits

high levels of IL-6 production, with the latter inducing an order of magnitude (∼ 10×) more

IL-6 production than TAT-dsRNA complexes (Figure 5.1E). SAXS measurements show that

spermine-dsRNA complexes form tightly packed hexagonal columnar arrays, corresponding

to an inter-dsRNA spacing of a ∼ 2.69 nm (Figure 5.2A, B). In contrast, LL37-dsRNA

complexes exhibited a single diffraction peak at q1 = 0.173 Å
−1

corresponding to an average

inter-dsRNA spacing of 3.63 nm, consistent with an “open” disordered columnar complex

(Figure 5.2A, C). Like buforin, LL37-dsRNA complexes induce high levels of IL-6 production

from NHEK, consistent with prior experimental observations [357], but spermine-dsRNA

complexes, like TAT-dsRNA complexes, do not. Quantitatively, complexes based on LL37

induce ∼ 5× more IL-6 from NHEK than those based on spermine. The disparity between

IL-6 expression levels induced by LL37- and buforin-dsRNA with those induced by TAT- and

spermine-dsRNA complexes illustrate two distinct families of structures that differentially

predict immune activation (Figure 5.1, 5.2). In fact, our immune activation data for the

15 different dsRNA complexes suggest that the measured inter-dsRNA spacings in these

complexes correlate strongly with TLR3 activation (Figure 5.1E). Generally, we observed

that complexes with first peak positions ∼ 1.7-1.9 nm−1 strongly activated TLR3, while

those outside this range had reduced abilities to activate TLR3. We note that although most

complexes follow the trend line, a small subset of complexes appears to deviate slightly. This

is not surprising given the complex nature of TLR activation: For example, it is possible

that small quantitative differences in the degree of endosomal access between different types

of dsRNA-peptide complexes can influence the level of the IL-6 response. In particular, from
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our previous SAXS experiments with model membranes, helical AMPs like LL37, CRAMP,

and their mutants exhibit different levels of membrane curvature generating activity due

to differences in charge, hydrophobicity, and amphipathicity [177], which can alter their

intake pathways and thereby TLR access. Differential degradation rates of these peptides

in biological environments may also play a role in the observed variation. In fact, our

characterization of the structures of a cohort of LL37 fragments bound to dsRNA mimics

the distribution of LL37 degradation products likely present in vivo [460, 461].

The majority of the characterized polycation-dsRNA complexes did not exhibit significant

changes in the first-peak positions across the wide range of tested peptide-to-dsRNA stoi-

chiometric ratios (and by implication charge ratios), indicating that most of these structures

are robust to changes in relative stoichiometry. Moreover, the LL37-dsRNA complex was

found to be stable in human serum, which indicates that the self-assembly process is robust

even in the presence of other proteins. Indeed, this is not unexpected on physics grounds:

Electrostatic self-assembly at physiological conditions favors binding between components

with equal and opposite surface charge densities due to the resultant maximal entropy gain

of counterion release [462], which is the case for dsRNA and LL37. However, a small subset

of the tested peptide-dsRNA complexes (EF15 and LL34) exhibited a small shift in their

first peak position from a lower to higher q as the peptide-to-dsRNA charge ratio increased

from below the isoelectric point (P/RNA = 1/4, 1/2) to isoelectric (P/RNA = 1/1) and

beyond (P/RNA = 2/1, 4/1). This behavior indicates that the structure of the complex is

changing with stoichiometry. However, it is interesting to note that these data points also

follow the basic trend line (Figure 5.1E)

5.3.2 Potential relationship between TLR3 activation and the inter-RNA spac-

ing within dsRNA complexes

The potential structural criterion outlined above is an interesting finding, given that the

prevailing paradigm of immune activation is that the spatial organization of dsRNA ligands

is not expected to influence the magnitude of activation. To test the statistical significance
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of these trends, we construct a null hypothesis based on the assumption that there is no

relationship between TLR3 activation (as measured by IL-6 secretion) and the inter-dsRNA

spacing. The inter-dsRNA spacings (inversely proportional to first-peak position q) and

the magnitude of TLR3 activation are assumed to be two random variables. That the

present problem involves nonlinear correlations dictates that it is necessary to go beyond the

usual linear statistical methods. To this end, we used the recently developed metric distance

correlation (RdCor) [256, 463] to quantify the association between our paired variables without

assuming any functional form of the correlation (e.g. fitting the data parametrically to a

function). By definition, RdCor takes on values between 0 and 1. RdCor = 0 if and only if

the variables are statistically independent, while RdCor = 1 if strongly dependent. Using

a Monte-Carlo simulation (N = 100, 000 sampling iterations), we randomly sampled the

experimental dataset of measured IL-6 production for polycation-dsRNA complexes with

the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between the structure of the complexes and

IL-6 activation. We find that the distance correlation between the inter-dsRNA spacing and

TLR3 activation is RdCor = 0.371 [0.327, 0.492] with P = 0.022 at a 95% significance level of

α = 0.05 (Figure 5.3A), indicating a likely relationship between TLR3 activation and inter-

RNA spacing. To test this finding further, we also calculated the recently developed maximal

information coefficient (MIC), which non-parametrically measures the strength of the non-

linear association between paired variables [257]. Like dCor, MIC takes on values between 0

and 1. MIC values close to 0 indicate statistical independence while values near 1 indicate a

strong functional relationship. Using a similar Monte-Carlo simulation (N = 100, 000), we

conducted a null-hypothesis significance test using MIC [264]. The MIC correlation between

inter-dsRNA spacing and TLR3 activation was MIC = 0.652 [0.414, 0.894] with P < 10P−5

at a 95% significance level of α = 0.05 (Figure 5.3B). Taken together, these two results

suggest that the null hypothesis is highly unlikely, and that there is clearly a statistically

significant nonlinear relationship between TLR3 activation and the inter-RNA spacings of

self-assembled RNA complexes.
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Figure 5.3: Null-hypothesis significance test for statistical dependence between
TLR3 activation and inter-dsRNA spacing.
(A) We calculated the distance correlation (dCor) between fold-increase in IL-6 production
and inter-dsRNA spacing (q = 2π/d) for the 15 complexes (IL-6 measured in triplicate).
Using 100,000 Monte-Carlo iterations with N = 45, we plot the null distribution and show
our experimental findings relative to the significance threshold. We find that the observed
dCor = 0.371 [0.327, 0.492] (vertical red line) exceeds the 95% significance level of α = 0.05
(vertical black line) with P = 0.022. Analysis was done in R using the ‘energy’ package.
(B) Using the same dataset, we did a null-hypothesis simulation test (100,000 Monte-Carlo
iterations) for the maximal information coefficient (MIC), which also measures the strength
of nonlinear correlations. We find that the MIC = 0.652 [0.414, 0.894] (vertical red line) also
exceeds the 95% significance level of α = 0.05 (vertical black line) with with P < 10−5. This
indicates that it is unlikely that TLR3 activation and inter-RNA spacings are statistically
independent, and that there is a clear relationship between the structure of crystalline RNA
complexes and immune activation. Analysis was done in R using the ‘minerva’ package.
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5.3.3 Cytokine-inducing polycation-dsRNA complexes activate NHEK via

TLR3

From the data in Figure 5.1E, we observed that IL-6 amplifying and non-IL-6-amplifying

molecules activate TLR3 to varying degrees. To assay whether polycation-dsRNA complexes

indeed co-localize with and activate specifically through TLR3, we carried out fluorescence

microscopy experiments and RTqPCR experiments with NHEK. We tested one IL-6 am-

plifying complex (LL37) and two non-amplifying complexes (TAT and spermine). From

microscopy studies of prototypical examples of dsRNA-polycation complexes, we find that

dsRNA complexes that amplify NHEK production of IL-6 and those that do not both enter

cells and colocalize with TLR3 (Figure 5.4A). Interestingly, LL37-dsRNA, TAT-dsRNA, and

spermine-dsRNA all enter NHEK cells and apparently bind to TLR3. However, only LL37-

dsRNA complexes seem to amplify cytokine production, while the other complexes do not.

These results suggest that internalization and access to immune cells, while clearly important

to be sure, do not by themselves explain differences in levels of immune activation. Entry

and binding to TLR3 is necessary but not sufficient for immune amplification. Rather, the

inter-dsRNA spacing appears to play an important role also. To confirm that the cytokine

production is indeed specifically due to TLR3, we conducted RTqPCR of IL-6 during siRNA

knockdown of TLR3 in the presence and absence of the complexes. We observe high levels of

IL-6 transcription for IL-6-amplifying LL37-dsRNA, Peptide 2-dsRNA, and buforin-dsRNA

complexes without knockdown, and the abrogation of such activity with TLR3 knockdown,

suggesting that activation of TLR3 by these complexes directly leads to cytokine produc-

tion (Figure 5.4B) (p∗ < 0.05 for dsRNA only, p∗∗∗ < 0.001 for buforin-dsRNA, p∗∗ < 0.01

for Peptide 2-dsRNA, p∗ < 0.05 for LL37-dsRNA). To confirm that the siTLR3 indeed

knocked down TLR3 expression, we also measured TLR3 expression via RTqPCR (Figure

5.4C) (p < 0.001). Although it is generally recognized that siRNA knockdown is not always

completely efficient, we observe significant knockdown of IL-6 transcription. We note that it

is possible that some residual IL-6 production may be present due to endosomal escape and

activation of the cytoplasmic MAVS signaling pathway by dsRNA complexes. In summary,

IL-6 induction by polycation-dsRNA complexes are mediated at least in part by TLR3, and
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maximally-inducing complexes exhibit similar degrees of endosomal access as non-amplifying

complexes.

5.3.4 Coarse-grained model of TLR3 binding to RNA bundles exhibits depen-

dence on inter-dsRNA spacing and repeat number in agreement with

experimental observations

To investigate TLR3 interactions with ordered dsRNA immune complexes, we developed

a coarse-grained theoretical model, which aims to predict the fraction of ligand-bound,

active TLR3 receptors fA(q,m) as a function of the crystallinity parameters q = 2π/a

(where a is the inter-dsRNA spacing) and m (repeat number of RNA in the complex) (Figure

5.5A). Experimentally, the repeat number m is calculated from the linear domain size L (see

Methods). The dsRNA complex/TLR3 system is cognate to the dsDNA complex/TLR9

system, which we have previously engaged [349, 350]. Based on crystallography data, TLR3

[298] has a larger opening angle compared to TLR9 [303]. Therefore, we predict that the

optimal lattice spacing resulting in maximal TLR3 activation will be larger for RNA-peptide

complexes compared to DNA-peptide complexes. That dsRNA complexes exhibit different

domain sizes affords us the opportunity to explicitly take into consideration the effect

of varying the repeat number of polycation-dsRNA complexes on TLR3 activation, in

addition to the inter-dsRNA spacing. We also take into account the variable strength of

the TLR3-dsRNA backbone interactions and explicitly include the density of TLR3 in the

endosome and average dsRNA length. To do this, we use a Langmuir-like approach and

assume that there are k possible binding sites for TLR3 receptors on each dsRNA cluster

(i.e. k is the maximum number of TLR3 receptors that can bind to each peptide-dsRNA

cluster), with all binding sites identical and independent. The number k is determined by

the repeat number m and the individual dsRNA length. Here, the TLR3 receptor molecules

interact only through the hard-core excluded volume interaction forbidding their overlap.

The total number of bound TLR3 is given by a Langmuir isotherm
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Figure 5.4: Cytokine-inducing polycation-dsRNA complexes activate NHEK via
TLR3.
NHEK were stimulated for 4 hrs with biotinylated poly(I:C) complexed with either IL-6-
amplifying LL37 or non-IL-6-amplifying HIV-TAT and spermine. Cells were imaged us-
ing an Olympus BX41 microscope. (A) We observe strong co-localization between TLR3
(red) and polycation-dsRNA complexes (green) within NHEK (white arrows indicate over-
lap). Both IL-6-amplifying and non-IL-6-amplifying polycation-dsRNA complexes co-localize
with TLR3, indicating that endosomal access is a necessary but not sufficient criterion for
high levels of cytokine production. (B) RTqPCR of IL-6 transcripts during siRNA knock-
down of TLR3 confirms that TLR3 activation by strongly-activating polycation-dsRNA com-
plexes are predominantly responsible for IL-6 production. The buforin-poly(I:C), Peptide
2-Poly(I:C), and LL37-poly(I:C) complexes all demonstrate statistically significant reduc-
tion in IL-6 production in the presence of siTLR3 compared to control siRNA (p∗ < 0.05 for
dsRNA only, p∗∗∗ < 0.001 for buforin-dsRNA, p∗∗ < 0.01 for Peptide 2-dsRNA, p∗ < 0.05 for
LL37-dsRNA). Data is shown relative to expression of the GAPDH housekeeping gene. (C)
Data showing successful knockdown of TLR3 in NHEK using siTLR3 (p < 0.001). Pairwise
two-tailed t-tests were used to analyze siRNA knockdowns in both (B) and (C) (Error bars
show mean ± SEM, n = 3).
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nB = k
(1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

1 + (1− fA)e
− ε(a)
kBT

The single TLR3 binding free energy ε(a) = ∆G + µTLR + 2U(a) includes 3 terms. The

backbone electrostatic interaction U(a) varies with the lattice spacing a due to the presence

of adjacent anionic RNA rods in the nanocrystalline cluster [349]. U(a) is characterized

by two parameters: B, the magnitude of the screened electrostatic interactions, and σ, the

steric length scale associated to the size of TLR3 receptors. The functional form of U and

the realistic values of the parameters are given in the Methods. The first two terms in the

expression for the binding free energy, ε∗ = ∆G+µTLR do not depend on crystallinity and are

treated as a constant parameter. Here ∆G is the “pure” TLR3-dsRNA Gibbs interaction free

energy and µTLR the activation-independent part of the chemical potential of TLR3 in the

endosomal membrane. The part of the chemical potential that depends on the fraction fA of

activated (bound) receptors is included explicitly in the theory and results in the prefactors

(1 − fA) in the above expression nB for the number of bound TLR3. Note that in our

model we explicitly consider receptor depletion: more bound TLR3 leads to fewer available

TLR3, increasing the cost of recruitment. The fraction of all active receptors is fA = nBNc
Ntot

, with Nc the average number of clusters on the membrane and N tot the total number of

TLR3 receptors. Assuming equilibrium between clusters in solution and those adsorbed

to a membrane, we can determine fA using a self-consistent relationship from multivalent

adsorption theory [349, 438, 464].

In Figure 5.5B, we present a contour plot of the fraction of active TLR3 receptors fA

(and predicted immune activation profile) as a function of the first peak position q and the

repeat number m (a contour plot showing the fraction of active TLR3 receptors as function

of the interaction strength ε and repeat number m is found in Figure 5.6). We assume

that fA is a good proxy for TLR3 activation and IL-6 production, with a larger fraction of

active receptors correlating with increased immune activation and cytokine secretion. Using

the approximate model here, a strong dependence on the inter-dsRNA spacing is observed.
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Figure 5.5: Coarse-grained model of TLR3 binding to RNA bundles exhibits de-
pendence on inter-dsRNA spacing and repeat number in agreement with exper-
imental observations.
(A) Schematic depicting the crystallinity parameters of an example peptide-dsRNA complex.
(B) Contour plot of the fraction of active TLR3 receptors fA as a function of the repeat
number m (e.g. number of dsRNA rods per cluster) and the first peak position q = 2π/a
(C∗ = l cRNA

ρTLR
= 10−2, ε∗ = 2kBT , B = 30kBT nm, and σ = 4.4 nm). High levels of

TLR3 activation are denoted in orange, and low levels of binding and TLR3 activation are
denoted in yellow to blue. Maximal activation occurs at inter-dsRNA spacings q ∼ 1.7-
1.9 nm−1 (a ∼ 3.3-3.7 nm). Inter-dsRNA spacings that are much smaller than the steric
size of TLR3 do not lead to increased activation (q > 2.0 nm−1) due to steric repulsion
between adjacent receptors and dsRNA rods. (C) We find good quantitative agreement
between the theoretical prediction of active TLR3 (left vertical axis, black) and measured
IL-6 production from NHEK (right vertical axis, red) for experimentally measured q and
m (Figure 5.1E). The black line denotes the theoretical curve calculated for m = 6. (D)
Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations of TLR3 binding to crystalline lattices of dsRNA
recapitulate features observed in the theoretical model and experimental data. fA is plotted
against q at m = 4 for various interaction energies.
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Moreover, a dependence on the repeat number m is also clearly observed. At larger m,

dsRNA complexes with a broader range of inter-dsRNA spacings can maximally activate

TLR3, while at smaller m, a narrower range of spacing is allowed (Figure 5.7A). At an inter-

dsRNA spacing that is highly commensurate (well-matched) with the steric size of TLR3,

even relatively small ligand clusters with a low number of repeats m can significantly activate

due to strong multivalency and resultant “superselective” effects [464, 438]. Interestingly, at

spacings slightly larger than the steric size, a large m can compensate for reduced effective

binding energy between sterically-mismatched dsRNA ligands and TLR3 (Figure 5.7B), while

at spacings smaller than the steric size this is not possible. These observations suggest that

the elastic response of dsRNA-AMP nanocrystals to deformations can influence binding

to TLR3 and thereby immune activation. For spacings much larger or smaller than the

TLR3 size, we observe a sharp drop in number of bound TLR3. This trend is reflected in

the experimental data: polycation-dsRNA clusters with small inter-dsRNA spacings (q >

2.0 nm−1) like HIV-TAT and spermine cannot potentiate TLR3 activation despite having a

large domain size (L ∼ 17 nm for both TAT and spermine). In contrast, buforin-dsRNA and

LL37-dsRNA complexes have quite different domain sizes and number of repeats, but since

both have ideal inter-dsRNA spacing, they both activate NHEK. The buforin complex has

a larger repeat number m than the LL37 complex (Table 5.1), explaining the higher relative

levels of IL-6 induction by buforin-dsRNA. Indeed, in Figure 5.5C, we show that the fraction

of active TLR3 receptors fA can be predicted from both the experimentally measured inter-

dsRNA spacing and the repeat number m, and that there is good correspondence between

the model (black) and experimentally measured IL-6 secretion (red, data reproduced from

Figure 5.1E).

To understand how the fraction of activated TLR3 depends on the crystallinity of TLR3-

AMP complexes, we conducted coarse-grained Grand canonical Monte-Carlo simulations on

TLR3-dsRNA binding (details in Methods). The fraction of bound and activated TLR3

receptors fA for multiple dsRNA-AMP complexes with varying inter-dsRNA spacings a is

calculated. In Figure 5.5D, simulation results for fA vs. q = 2π/a are shown for cluster size

m = 4. For an interaction energy of ε∗ = 3kBT , the fraction of active TLR3 is maximized
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Figure 5.6: Effects of repeat number m and binding strength ε on TLR3 binding
to peptide-dsRNA nanocrystalline clusters.
Contour plot showing the fraction of active TLR3 receptors fA as a function of the repeat
number m and the binding strength ε (units of kBT ) for a single TLR3 binding to the
nanocrystalline cluster. The prefactor was chosen as C∗ = 10−3. Changing the prefactor
results in only minor quantitative differences. Figure 5.5B shows the binding efficiency as a
function of the repeat number m and the lattice spacing indicated by the first peak position
q. The binding strength depends on the inter-dsRNA spacing as specified by ε = ε∗+ 2U(a).
With the value ε∗ = 2kBT chosen here, the optimal spacings correspond to negative values
of ε (net attraction) while positive values of ε and net repulsion are indicating suboptimal
spacings.
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Figure 5.7: Dependence of TLR3 activation on first peak position q and repeat
number m.
(A) Slices taken from Figure 5.5B at constant values of repeat number m = 2, 5, 10, and 20.
The broadening of the peaks as m increases indicates that the range of inter-dsRNA spacings
that can accommodate strong TLR3 activation increases as the size of the nanocrystalline
cluster increases. For smaller clusters, the optimal range of spacings is more confined. For
clusters near the optimal value of q, increase in m leads to a larger fraction of bound TLR3.
(B) Slices taken from Figure 5.5B at constant values of inter-dsRNA spacings corresponding
to q = 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 nm−1. Note that q = 1.8 nm−1 has a higher ceiling of
bound TLR3 for a given repeat number compared to q = 1.7 or 1.9 nm−1. The dependence
is much stronger for clusters close to the optimal spacing (q = 1.8 nm−1), but weaker for
those further away from the optimal spacing (q = 1.5 nm−1).
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Figure 5.8: Monte-Carlo simulation snapshot of TLR3 dimers binding to a dsR-
NA-AMP nanocrystalline cluster.
Parallel dsRNA within the crystal are shown as four grey rods. dsRNA binding TLR3 dimers
are modeled as two blue paddles (each represented with 3 balls) connected by a red linker.
The length of dsRNA rods is 50 nm and the size of each TLR3 paddle is 4.4 nm. For this
snapshot, the spacing between dsRNA rods is commensurate with the steric size of TLR3
(such as with LL37-dsRNA), leading to a drastic amplification of bound receptors via a
variation of the superselectivity mechanism.

for complexes with 1st order diffraction peaks near q ∼ 1.85 nm−1, which agrees well with

experiment. A simulation snapshot of the dsRNA-TLR3 system near this corresponding

optimal a spacing (such as for LL37-dsRNA) is shown in Figure 5.8. For interaction energies

of ε∗ = 4kBT and 5kBT , the dependence of fA on q is weaker, but activation is still maximized

at a comparable inter-dsRNA spacing. Note that the optimal spacing observed here is

slightly larger than that of the cognate TLR9 system, due to geometric differences in size

between TLR3 and TLR9. Comparison to experiment (Figure 5.1E, 5.5C) indicates that an

interaction energy of ε∗ = 3kBT is appropriate. The results also show that TLR3 binding

and activation are more permissive for complexes with spacings that are sterically larger

than the receptor than complexes with spacings that are smaller, in qualitative agreement

with both the theoretical model and experiments.

The theoretical and simulation models address two limiting regimes of behavior: The

former calculates TLR3 activation in a system where the total activation is limited by the

number of available TLR3, whereas the latter assumes that the number of available TLR3
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is large and the limiting constraint is the concentration of RNA-peptide complexes. The

fact that we observe consistent behavior in these two limiting cases of TLR3 saturation and

excess gives us confidence that we can address the basic aspects of the observed phenomenon

with these simple models. Taken together, the dependence on the inter-dsRNA spacing, on

the domain size and repeat number of dsRNA ordering, the residual ability of complexes

with sterically larger dsRNA spacings to activate (especially with larger numbers of unit

cells), and the inability of complexes with sterically smaller dsRNA spacings to activate,

strongly suggest that the crystallinity of the dsRNA complex can structurally influence

TLR3 activation significantly (Figure 5.9).

5.4 Conclusions and Prospects

In summary, we demonstrate that the presentation of ordered lattices of dsRNA leads to

amplification of TLR3 mediated IL-6 cytokine production in NHEKs. That it was recently

shown that the presentation of ordered crystalline lattices of dsDNA leads to amplification of

TLR9 mediated interferon-α secretion in plasmacytoid dendritic cells suggests that these may

not be unrelated phenomena [349, 441, 362] (It will be interesting to examine whether any

other proinflammatory cytokines or cell types also exhibit similar amplification mechanisms.)

These results suggest a general picture in which immune signaling can be strongly influenced

by AMP-immune ligand interactions. The resultant “ligand clustering” can in principle

drive receptor clustering. The data here suggest that cationic proteins, peptides, or other

cationic agents less than ∼ 0.5 nm in size or much greater than ∼ 3 nm in size do not

significantly activate TLR3, since steric constraints will prevent the crystalline dsRNA rods

from effectively recruiting TLR3. It is evident that immune modulation is complex and

multifactorial. Quantitative differences in the degree of endosomal access between different

types of dsRNA-peptide complexes can influence the level of TLR3 response in a manner

independent of the nanocrystalline multivalent binding model. What is also equally clear

is that not only can AMPs organize dsRNA into nanocrystalline structures recognizable by

TLR3, the quantitative degree of immune activation is strongly influenced by crystalline
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Spermine LL37 Lysozyme

Figure 5.9: Superselective binding of TLR3 to polycation-dsRNA complexes oc-
curs only at inter-dsRNA spacings commensurate with the steric size of TLR3.
This schematic demonstrates the drastic differences in TLR3 binding and activation as the
inter-dsRNA spacing is varied from “close-packed” to “open”. This is a top-down view of mo-
bile TLR3 receptors (red and blue) in the endosomal membrane binding to clustered dsRNA
ligands (gray). Spermine-dsRNA complexes with tightly packed dsRNA rods does not al-
low for steric access of TLR3 paddles between rods. LL37-dsRNA complexes have optimal
inter-dsRNA spacings well-matched to the width of the TLR3 paddles, which drives TLR3
receptor recruitment and clustering and drastically amplifies immune activation. “Wide-
packed” lysozyme-dsRNA complexes can accommodate TLR3 binding and activation, but
loss of multivalency between adjacent dsRNA rods due to reduced backbone interactions
leads to a lower density of TLR3 binding.

parameters such as the inter-ligand spacing and the domain size of the ordering.

5.5 Methods

5.5.1 Preparation of self-assembled polycation-dsRNA complexes

Lyophilized cationic peptides LL37 (LLGDFFRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRN-

LVPRTES), buforin (TRSSRAGLQFPVGRVHRLLRK), CRAMP (GLLRKGGEKIGEK-

LKKIGQKIKNFFQKLVPQPEQ), and HIV-TAT (47-57, YGRKKRRQRRR) were pur-

chased from Anaspec or Genemed Synthesis Inc. (≥ 95% purity by HPLC). The following

cationic peptides were also custom synthesized (LifeTein, ≥ 95% purity by HPLC): GD35

(GDFFRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPRTES), LL34 (LLGDFFRKSKEKIGKE-

FKRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPR), LL30 (LLGDFFRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRN), KR20

(KRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPRTES), EF15 (EFKRIVQRIKDFLRN), Peptide 1, and Peptide 2.
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Table 5.1: Data from SAXS studies and cell experiments for dsRNA complexed
with various polycationic molecules.

We report crystallinity parameters of the structurally-characterized polycation-dsRNA
complexes, including the first peak position q, the inter-RNA spacing (a = 2π/q), the

domain size L, the number of repeats m, the measured structure, and the mean normalized
fold-increase in IL-6 production from keratinocytes relative to baseline production.

Peptide IL-6 q1 (nm−1) a (nm) L (nm) m Phase

LL37 3.74 1.63 3.63 2.11 0.58 Disordered columnar
Buforin 5.43 1.82 3.45 39.36 11.40 Hexagonal

Peptide 1 1.82 1.93 3.26 13.67 4.20 Disordered columnar
Peptide 2 4.70 1.88 3.34 36.40 10.89 Hexagonal

GD35 1.07 1.64 3.84 4.92 1.28 Disordered columnar
LL34 1.95 1.67-1.70 3.69-3.76 4.59 1.22 Square
KR20 0.75 1.66 3.79 5.50 1.45 Square
EF15 0.85 1.51-1.70 3.69-4.16 5.93 1.42 Disordered columnar
LL30 0.59 1.72 3.65 8.30 2.27 Square

Lysozyme 0.87 1.50 4.19 31.17 7.44 Hexagonal
Spermine 0.79 2.34 2.69 17.80 6.63 Hexagonal
Protamine 0.51 2.20 2.86 13.46 4.71 Hexagonal

PolyK 0.80 2.01 3.13 15.98 5.11 Hexagonal
HIV-TAT 0.50 2.17 2.90 17.18 5;93 Hexagonal
CRAMP 0.66 1.64 3.83 4.37 1.14 Disordered columnar

Other polycationic agents used include human lysozyme, polylysine (MW ∼ 70,000), sper-

mine, and protamine sulfate (Sigma Aldrich). All cationic agents were dissolved in nuclease-

free water (Ambion) to 10 mg/mL. For SAXS and cell experiments, poly(I:C) (high molecular

weight) and poly(A:U) (Invivogen) were directly resuspended in physiological buffer (100 mM

NaCl + 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) to 5 mg/mL. Polycation-dsRNA complexes were formed by

incubating the peptide with dsRNA (1-5 mg/mL for SAXS experiments, 10-20 µg/mL for

cell experiments) at specific peptide-to-RNA charge ratios (P/RNA = 1/4, 1/2, 1/1, 2/1,

4/1). For a specific cationic reagent, the same charge ratios were used in both SAXS and

cell experiments.
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Table 5.2: List of primers used for RT-qPCR.
Gene symbols and forward and reverse primer sequences for each gene are shown in the

table below.

Gene Strand Primer Sequence

GAPDH Forward TGGGCTACACTGAGCACCAG
GAPDH Reverse GGGTGTCGCTGTTGAAGTCA

IL-6 Forward AATTCGGTACATCCTCGACGG
IL-6 Reverse TTGGAAGGTTCAGGTTGTTTTCT

5.5.2 SAXS Experiments and Data Analysis

We mapped out the structural phase diagrams of peptide-dsRNA complexes by incubat-

ing peptides (10 mg/mL) with dsRNA (5 mg/mL) at specific charge ratios in microcentrifuge

tubes as described above. After thorough mixing and centrifugation, precipitated complexes

are hermetically sealed in 1.5 mm quartz capillaries (Hilgenberg GmbH, Mark-tubes). SAXS

experiments were performed at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL, Beam-

line 4-2) using monochromatic X-rays with an energy of 9 keV. A Rayonix MX225-HE detec-

tor (pixel size 73.2 µm) was used to measure the scattered radiation. Independent identical

samples were prepared and measured over multiple timepoints to ensure consistency. 2D

powder diffraction patterns were integrated using the Nika 1.74 [184] package for Igor Pro

6.37 and FIT2D [185]. SAXS data were analyzed by plotting integrated scattering intensity

against the momentum transfer q using Mathematica. Peak positions were measured by

fitting diffraction peaks to a Lorentzian. Structures of complexes were solved by calculating

ratios between the q-positions of all measured peaks and comparing them with the permitted

reflections for known liquid-crystalline phases. The lattice parameter(s) of each phase were

calculated by linear regression through points corresponding to measured and theoretical

peaks. The lattice parameter a indicates the inter-dsRNA spacing between RNA columns.

For each complex, the inter-dsRNA spacing a is estimated from the first peak position by

the formula a = 2π/q1.

To determine the phase and lattice parameters for each nanocrystalline complex, we

measure the q peak positions and relate them to the Miller indices for powdered averaged
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phases. qhk = 2π
a

√
h2 + k2 for square columnar lattices, qhk = 2π

a

√
4
3

(h2 + k2 + hk) for

hexagonal columnar lattices, and q1 = 2π/a for disordered columnar lattices. Square and

hexagonal lattices were assigned based on fitting the measured q positions to the above

equations. Typical square lattices will have reflections at q10 and q11 with a ratio of 1 :
√

2.

In contrast, typical hexagonal lattices will have reflections at q10 , q11, and q20 with a ratio

of 1 :
√

3 : 2. Procedures to assign these liquid-crystalline phases are similar to those found

here [413].

In addition to quantifying the lattice parameters and inter-dsRNA spacings in each com-

plex, we also measured average domain size L of each complex. From that value, we ex-

tracted the number of repeat units m in each complex. To obtain the domain size, we

approximated the structure factor peaks as squared-Lorentzians. Comparing Gaussian and

squared-Lorentzian lineshapes, the Lorentzian lineshape yielded the best fit for all of the

complexes. The form of the equation used for the fit was

S(q) =
w3

4π
(
|q − q0|2 +

(
w
2

)2)2
where q0 is the location of the peak and w is the peak width [349]. The experimental SAXS

data was background subtracted, and the first peak for each complex was fitted using non-

linear least square regression in Mathematica. The extracted value for peak width w can

be related to the average linear domain size L using Warren’s approximation [443]. For the

squared-Lorentzian lineshape, the domain size is related to w via the equation [430].

L =
(8π)1/2

w
2

We assume that a typical bundle has an area proportional to L2. To calculate the number

of repeat units in each complex m, we estimated this by dividing the linear domain size L

by the measured inter-dsRNA spacings a (m = L/a). The resulting values for L and m for

each liquid-crystalline complex are reported in Table 5.1.
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5.5.3 Reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (RTqPCR) analyses

Control siRNA and TLR3 siRNA were purchased from Dharmacon. During each ker-

atinocyte stimulation, 5 nM of each siRNA was electroporated into NHEKs as described

previously [465]. Total cellular RNA was extracted using the PureLink RNA isolation kit

and RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA using iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-rad).

Quantitative, real-time PCR was performed on the CFX96 real time system (Biorad) using

TaqMan R© Gene Expression Master Mix. The expression of GAPDH gene was used as a

house keeping gene to normalize data in human cells. Specific primer sequences are shown

in Table 5.2.

5.5.4 Keratinocyte Stimulation Experiments

Primary neonatal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs) were purchased from Invitro-

gen. NHEKs were grown in serum free EpiLife medium supplemented with 0.06 mM CaCl2,

EpiLife Defined growth supplements (EDGS) (Invitrogen) and antibiotics, and passage 4-6

cells were used for experiment. Cells at 60%-80% confluence were starved overnight with-

out EDGS prior to treatment. NHEKs were treated with polycationic agent/peptide (10

µg/mL) or vehicle control mixed with poly(I:C) (0.3 µg/mL) for 6 hrs (RTqPCR) and 18

hrs (ELISA). IL-6 protein volume using supernatant for NHEKs after indicated stimulation

were measured by human IL-6 ELISA kit (R&D systems, Minneapolis, MN) per manufac-

turer’s protocol. All stimulation experiments were done in triplicate. IL-6 release for each

polycation-dsRNA complex was normalized relative to control stimulation and reported in

Table 5.1.

5.5.5 NHEK Immunofluorostaining Experiments

NHEKs were grown on 8-well chamber slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,

USA). NHEKs were stimulated with biotinylated poly(I:C) (Invivogen, San Diego, CA, USA)

with LL37 (Genemed Synthesis), HIV-TAT, or Spermine for 4 hr. Then NHEK were fixed in

4% PFA for 10 mins prior to immunofluorescence staining. Fixed and permeabilized cells were
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incubated with anti-TLR3 antibody (ab137722, abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) followed by

streptavidin-conjugated AlexaFluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 576-coupled anti-

rabbit secondary antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Nuclei were counterstained with

DAPI. All images were taken with an Olympus BX41 microscope.

5.5.6 Statistical Analyses

Bootstrapping calculations to compute confidence intervals and P -values were done using

the distance correlation function in the ‘energy’ package in R. MIC bootstrapping calculations

were done using the ‘minerva’ package in R. We tested the relationship between the inter-

dsRNA spacing and cytokine production by conducting a null hypothesis significance test

with a significance level of α = 0.05. Analysis of RTqPCR siRNA knockdown data was done

in Mathematica using pairwise two-tailed t-tests with a significance level of α = 0.05.

5.5.7 Analytical Theory Derivation

The model builds on the TLR9-DNA-peptide interaction model [349] generalized to take

into account the limited number of TLR3 receptors in the endosomal membrane. Fur-

thermore, the effect of varying nanocrystalline cluster sizes between different peptide-RNA

complexes is explicitly considered.

We use a Langmuir-like approach and assume that there are k possible binding sites

for TLR receptors on each RNA cluster (i.e. k is the maximum number of TLR receptors

that can bind to each peptide-RNA cluster), all binding sites are identical and independent.

The number k will be determined by the cluster size (i.e. the repeat number m) and the

individual RNA length. We assume that clusters have a cuboidal shape, all RNA rods in the

cluster are aligned parallel and only one face of a presenting a RNA-grill to the membrane

interacts with membrane bound TLR3. Therefore, the number of possible bound TLR is

k = k0m, where m is the repeat number and k0 denotes an effective number of TLR that can

bind along a single RNA rod. The TLR3 receptor molecules do not interact with each other,

except for the hard-core excluded volume interaction forbidding their overlaps. The partition
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function counting all possible bound/unbound states of a RNA-peptide cluster lying on a

TLR3 decorated membrane is

Q = (1 + (1− fA)e
− ε
kBT )k

where ε is the binding free energy including the chemical potential µ of the TLR3 on the

endosomal membrane: ε = ∆G + µ, with ∆G the Gibbs free energy of binding of a single

TLR3 to a RNA-peptide binding site. The number of available (unbound) receptors on the

membrane is N tot(1−fA) where fA = NA
Ntot is the fraction of bound (activated) receptors with

NA and N tot the number of activated (bound) and total number of receptors, respectively.

The binding free energy for the first bond is ε = ∆G− kBT log
(
Ntot

Aρ0

)
with ρ0 the reference

density and kBT the thermal energy. Subsequent bonds are weaker: ε∗ = ε−kBT log(1−fA)

due to the depletion of available receptors. The average number of bound TLR per RNA-

peptide cluster is given by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm

nB = k
(1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

1 + (1− fA)e
− ε(a)
kBT

Furthermore, the mean number of bound clusters is determined in terms of the membrane

coverage:

Θ =
zQ

1 + zQ

, or the surface density of clusters. z is the dimensionless activity, i.e. the probability that

an unbound cluster is found on a membrane within area ak that a single cluster occupies.

The total number of bound clusters: N = Θ A
ak

is proportional to the membrane coverage,

but depends also on the (unknown) size of the membrane A and the cluster excluded area ak.

Larger clusters occupy more space on the membrane, therefore ak = ka1 , with a1 a constant

specifying the space occupied per single TLR binding site, where a1 is approximately of the

size of a single TLR3 receptor.

It is not possible at present to measure the full size distribution of all the endosomal

compartments in keratinocytes used in our experiments; therefore, we cannot predict the
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absolute number of bound TLR3. However, we can calculate the number of bound TLR3 up

to proportionality constant. Finally, we can obtain the average number of all active receptors

by multiplying the number of clusters with the average number of bound TLR per cluster:

NA = nBN = nBΘ
A

a1k

Dividing by the total number of receptors and expanding we get

fA =
zA

N tota1

(1− fA)e
− ε(a)
kBT

(
1 + (1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

)k−1
1 + z

(
1 + (1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

)k
which needs to be solved self consistently for the fraction of bound (activated) receptors .

This theory is similar to the one we previously presented for the binding of the DNA-peptide

complexes to TLR9 [349]. However, we now consider the number of TLR3 receptors to

be limited, while previously, we have considered TLR9 to be in excess compared to DNA-

peptide clusters (fA << 1). We expect that the present theory more accurately models the

realistic system where the number of TLR3 in endosomal compartments is limited. However,

we stress that both approaches give qualitatively similar results, and that both approaches

can explain the experimental observations.

Since we expect the number of TLR3 receptors to be the limiting factor in RNA-peptide

cluster adsorption, rather than the total coverage of the membrane with clusters (zQ << 1),

the previous equation can be well approximated with

fA =
zA

N tota1
(1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

(
1 + (1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

)k−1
The dimensionless activity z is the probability that an unbound cluster is found on a mem-

brane within lattice size ak, hence we estimate it is z = lakcclust, where l is the length scale

in our system—the interaction range (height of a single TLR ∼ 1 nm) and cclust is the con-

centration of clusters in solution. In experiments the RNA strand concentration cRNA and
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molar ratios to peptides was kept fixed. Therefore, the density of clusters will be inversely

proportional to the number of RNA strands per cluster m2: cclust = cRNA
m2 . We remember

that the number of possible TLR3 attachment sites is also determined by the repeat number

k = k0m. Using these relations, we can compute the fraction of activated TLR3 as a function

of the repeat number m and interaction energy ε:

fA = C
k0
m

(1− fA)e
− ε(a)
kBT

(
1 + (1− fA)e

− ε(a)
kBT

)k0m−1

The prefactor C = l cRNA
ρTLR

depends on the ratio between the densities of RNA in solution

and TLR3 on the membrane. Experiments were performed at cRNA = 5 g/L with the

average RNA molecular weight: MRNA = 408 kDa. We do not know the absolute density of

TLR3 receptors in endosomal compartments, however, a reasonable value would be about one

TLR3 per 100 square nanometers: ρTLR ≈ 1
100 nm2 . The length scale (TLR3-RNA interaction

range) is about a nanometer, l ≈ 1 nm. Therefore, the prefactor can be estimated as:

C ≈ 10−3. The effective number of TLR3 that can bind along a single RNA rod depends on

the RNA length that is presented to the membrane, assumed to be one persistence length

(lRNAp ≈ 50 nm). The TLR3 horseshoe size is σ = 4.4 nm; The TLR3 dimer is composed

of two horseshoes (or “paddles”, see Figure 5.8) that assemble in the presence of RNA.

Therefore, k0 ≈
lRNAp

2σ
≈ 5.

Following Ref. [349], the TLR3-dsRNA interaction has two contributions: ε = ε∗+2U(a).

The main part, ε∗, is the cognate binding of RNA to the TLR dimer. However, there is also a

weak nonspecific contribution due to electrostatics between an RNA and an adjacent TLR3

paddle: U(a), which depends on a, the RNA spacing within the cluster. The factor 2 reflects

that TLR3 is a dimer of two “paddles” (see Figures 5.1 and 5.9). This contribution is only

present when the RNA is organized into clusters:

U(a) = −Be
−κ(a−σ

3
)

a− σ
3

+

(
σ

12
(
a− 2σ

3

))12

kBT

where the first term captures the electrostatic attraction and the second term the steric
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repulsion between a TLR3 paddle and an adjacent RNA strands in a cluster. σTLR3 = 4.4

nm is the TLR3 size which is slightly larger than the TLR9 size σTLR9 = 4.0 nm [349].

The Debye screening length is κ−1 = 0.8 nm at the physiological salt concentration. The

prefactor B defines the strength of electrostatic interaction, and a value B = 30kBT nm is

adopted from TLR9 [349].

Combining expressions for ε, U(a), and fA, we obtain the fraction of activated receptors

as a function of the cluster spacing expressed with the lattice vector q = 2π/a, and the unit

cell repeat number m, fA = fA(q,m).

5.5.8 Monte Carlo Simulation Model

Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations were performed by simulating an array of RNA

chains lying flat on a membrane as shown in Figure 5.8. We simulate a single persistence

length of dsRNA ∼ 50 nm. On length scales larger than persistence length, the cluster is

likely more orientationally disordered. The membrane acts as a reservoir for TLR3. TLR3

can bind to DNA with binding energy ε∗(a) which includes the chemical potential of TLR3

(µTLR). Receptor depletion is not considered in MC simulations and µTLR is treated as

constant. We vary ε and a, and evaluate the average number of TLR3-RNA bonds per RNA

bundle, nB. We also calculate the probability that no TLR3 attach to the RNA cluster,

p0, with the subscript denoting zero bonds. This probability is proportional to the (cluster-

membrane) dissociation rate, and hence, to the dissociation constant. The total number of

bound clusters N is inversely proportional to the dissociation constant, therefore, neglecting

TLR3 depletion and cluster steric repulsion: N ∝ 1
p0

. The total number of bound (activated)

receptors is proportional to the ratio NA = nBN ∝ nB
p0

.
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CHAPTER 6

Neutrophil extracellular traps and necrotic cell death:

structural basis of chromatin-mediated inflammation

6.1 Abstract

The molecular pathogenesis of psoriasis is characterized in part by immune dysregula-

tion driven by recognition of self-DNA by Toll-like receptor-9 (TLR9). In one mechanism

of aberrant immune activation, the overexpressed endogenous cationic antimicrobial peptide

(AMP) LL37 organizes self-DNA into immunogenic complexes that potently hyperactivate

TLR9 in plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs). Recent work has demonstrated that cationic

molecules that organize DNA into lattices with inter-DNA spacings commensurate with the

steric size of TLR9 can amplify inflammation, while complexes poorly matched to TLR9

cannot. However, at present, it is unclear how and why nucleosomal DNA activates TLR9

in psoriasis. Here, we combine synchrotron X-ray scattering, computer simulations, and

mathematical modeling with measurements of pDC interferon production to illuminate how

nucleosome core particles (NCPs) in neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) and NCPs re-

leased during necrotic cell death amplify TLR9-mediated inflammation. Interestingly, in the

presence of common NETs components, NCPs self-assemble into liquid-crystalline columnar

nanostructures that exhibit altered DNA wrapping states. Computer simulations and X-ray

measurements suggest that the superhelical pitch of DNA within the NCP column relaxes

into a value that is well-matched with the steric size of TLR9, allowing for optimal inter-

digitation with multiple TLR9 simultaneously like threads on a cylindrical screw, leading to

multivalent electrostatic interactions that amplify binding and TLR9 activation. Our results

elucidate the structural mechanism for TLR9 activation by NCPs and may more generally
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explain why nucleosomes released from different modes of cell death can induce immune

activation through a shared pathway.

6.2 Introduction

Self-nucleic acids can be inadvertently exposed to the immune system during necrotic

cell death (e.g. myocardial infarction), controlled neutrophil cell death (NETosis) [466],

and cell death related to chronic inflammation and autoimmune disease [467]. In necrosis,

pathological damage to cellular membranes lead to uncontrolled release of damage-associated

molecular patterns (DAMPs) into the extracellular milieu. These DAMPs include calcium,

histones, DNA, nucleosome core particles (NCPs) (histone-DNA complexes), and heat-shock

proteins [467]. These are recognized by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) in antigen

presenting cells such as macrophages and dendritic cells, which lead to aberrant immune

amplification. NETosis is a controlled form of neutrophil cell death that is usually triggered

by pathogens [466, 468, 469]. Induced by chemotactic agents like IL-8 and lipopolysac-

charide, neutrophils undergo apoptosis, forming neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) by

extruding their chromatin and pre-formed granule proteins to form a self-assembled extra-

cellular complex [470, 471]. This web serves to trap pathogens, expose them to a high local

concentration of antimicrobial proteins, and form a physical barrier to prevent the spread of

infection [468] (Figure 6.1A). Interestingly, excessive NET formation is also strongly associ-

ated with autoimmune diseases, including psoriasis [335, 472], lupus [473], systemic sclerosis,

and chronic vasculitis [474]. Common autoantibodies observed in these diseases are directed

against self-antigens found within NETs, including histones, DNA, NCPs, myeloperoxidase,

and other cationic neutrophil proteins. Common to inflammation associated with cell death

and autoimmune disease is the activation of the same immune pathways by DNA. In fact, el-

evated circulating plasma cells of calcium [475], histones [476, 477, 478], and DNA [478, 479]

are found not only in autoimmune diseases but acute inflammatory conditions like systemic

inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and sepsis [480], and chronic inflammatory condi-

tions like cancer [481] and atherosclerosis [482]. While it is known that TLR9 activation
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in plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) by DNA is implicated in these situations, it is not

known how the structure of DNA bound to histones impact presentation to immune cells and

the resultant inflammation. In prior studies, we explained how and why naked DNA bound

to cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) such as LL37 and hbD3 can amplify the immune

system [110, 338, 330, 349]. Here, we focus on studying the immunogenicity of DNA bound to

cationic histones in the NCP, which is far more abundant than naked DNA. Chromatin itself

consists of chains of NCPs linked together by histone H1 like “beads on a string”. An indi-

vidual NCP monomer contains ∼ 2 superhelical turns of anionic dsDNA wrapped around an

octomeric cationic histone core [410, 483, 484]. The NCP is shaped like a cylindrical hockey-

puck roughly 6 nm in height and 11 nm in diameter, and possesses a net negative charge

(-144) [485] (Figure 6.1B). Since nucleosomes are found in native chromatin, they are released

from cells in apoptosis, necrosis, and NETosis during subsequent chromatin decondensation.

The inflammatory response to the release of nucleosomes from cell death leads to calcium

elevation [475, 486], neutrophil recruitment, and release of cationic neutrophil proteins like

LL37 [471]. The electrostatic self-assembly of NCPs by small polycations such as calcium

and magnesium has been well studied [487, 488, 489], but condensation of chromatin by

other polycationic proteins, such as AMPs, has never been characterized. Using small angle

X-ray scattering (SAXS), we first solve the structure of self-assembled complexes of NCPs

under conditions that mimic an inflammatory environment. After solving the structures of

these complexes, we test their immunogenicity by incubating them with pDCs isolated from

humans and measuring the subsequent interferon-α (IFN-α) production. Finally, we confirm

the mechanism by conducting coarse-grained molecular simulations on isolated and columnar

complexes of NCPs. We find that NCPs, in the presence of multivalent cations, form liquid-

crystalline columnar complexes with DNA arranged in a superhelical structure with defined

pitch. Individual isotropic NCPs do not activate pDCs, but when incubated with multivalent

cationic molecules like antimicrobial peptides, they become highly immunogenic. Assembly

of NCPs into nanostructures enables endosomal access and allows them to be recognized by

antigen presenting cells. Furthermore, we show that electrostatic interactions between the

TLR9 and the DNA in the NCP columns are optimized when the columnar complexes have
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an inter-DNA pitch spacing corresponding to the steric size of TLR9 receptors. We propose

that columns of NCPs released from dying cells can self-assemble under inflammatory con-

ditions, enabling them to engage multiple TLR9 like threads on a screw sliding perfectly

into a slot with a matching helical pitch, leading to superselective binding to TLR9, IFN-α

production, and immune amplification.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 NCPs form columnar nanocrystalline aggregates in the presence of cal-

cium and antimicrobial peptides and amplify TLR9-mediated inflamma-

tion

During NET formation, chromatin, multivalent ions and cationic antimicrobial proteins

are released, forming an electrostatically self-assembled web. Chromatin decondensation

during NET formation is necessarily heterogenous, with a subpopulation of free NCPs re-

leased via cleavage and linker histones, intermediate multinucleosome aggregates, and di-

gested NCPs with free DNA and cleaved core histones. Here, we choose to study the case

of chromatin decondensation into individual intact NCPs in the presence of various NET

components (Figure 6.1A-B). Using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), we studied the

self-assembly of NCPs with cationic molecules in vitro. First, we solved the structure of

isolated NCPs in complex with physiologically relevant divalent cations like calcium, which

are locally elevated in inflammatory responses. In fact, calcium surges precede formation of

NETs in neutrophils [490]. Divalent cations are also abundant intracellularly, and are highly

relevant to chromatin wrapping within the nucleus [491]. During cellular damage, divalent

cations can be released into the extracellular millieu. When NCPs are exposed to physiolog-

ical concentrations of divalent cations (1-5 mM), they self-assemble into isotropic columns

with a domain size of ∼ 15-20 nm, corresponding to several NCPs stacked together (Figure

6.1C). The first correlation peak appears at qh = 0.108 Å
−1

which corresponds to the height

of the individual NCP monomer, h = 6.0 nm. The second peak is a broad peak correspond-

ing to qp′ = 0.180 Å
−1

, which is derived from the inter-DNA pitch between consecutive turns
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Figure 6.1: NCPs assemble into columnar complexes in the presence of calcium
and activate pDCs via TLR9.
(A) Chromatin in the form of linked nucleosomes is released from dying cells in necrosis or
neutrophils in NETosis. During this process, the chromatin is differentially processed into
a heterogeneous mixture that contains monomeric NCPs. NCPs co-localize with divalent
cations and antimicrobial peptides at the site of inflammation. (B) Top and side views of
the crystal structure of the human nucleosome core particle (PDB ID: 2CV5). An NCP
monomer has a hockey puck-like cylindrical shape with a diameter of 11 nm and height
of 6 nm. From the crystal structure, the superhelical pitch of wrapped DNA around the
histone core has a pitch of 2.59 nm. (C) SAXS data demonstrate that Ca2+ induces like-
charge attraction between adjacent NCPs, leading to the formation of isotropic columnar
complexes containing 2-3 NCPs in height. Correlation peaks indicating NCP height (qh)
and inter-DNA spacing between consecutive superhelical turns of DNA (qp′) are labeled.
(D) pDCs are stimulated with NCP alone or with NCP complexed with Ca2+. NCP-Ca2+

columnar complexes amplify IFN-α secretion from pDCs in a TLR9-dependent manner. (E)
Schematic of NCP-Ca2+ columns binding multivalently to TLR9.
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of the DNA superhelix wrapped around the NCP column p′ = 3.49 nm (Figure 6.1C). Next,

we incubated NCPs alone and NCP-Ca complexes with pDCs in the presence and absence

of chloroquine, an endosomal inhibitor of TLR signaling. In the presence of calcium, the

NCP-Ca complexes induced strong TLR9-dependent IFN-α production, while NCPs alone

did not. Knockdown with chloroquine abrogated signaling (Figure 6.1D). This led us to hy-

pothesize that formation of nanocrystalline NCP complexes leads to multivalent presentation

of wrapped DNA to clustered of TLR9 like threads in a cylindrical screw. The inter-DNA

spacing between consecutive superhelical turns of DNA relaxes into a larger spacing of 3.5-

3.6 nm, which is well-matched with the steric size of TLR9 [349] (Figure 6.1E). This drives

receptor recruitment, multivalent binding of DNA to TLR9, and immune amplification.

To determine whether this phenomenon occurs in the presence of other cationic molecules

found in NETs, we solved the structures of NCPs in complex with human β defensin-3

(hbD3) and lysozyme, and tested their ability to activate pDCs (Figure 6.2). SAXS data of

isoelectric NCP-hbD3 and NCP-lysozyme complexes show that these cationic antimicrobial

peptides form columnar nanostructures similar to NCP-Ca (Figure 6.2A, 6.2B). However,

additional lateral inter-columnar ordered was observed, indicated by the appearance of a

peak at around qd ∼ 0.06 Å
−1

, corresponding to the rough diameter of an NCP monomer

(and NCP column). Spacings between NCPs within each columnar structures are indicated

by qh ∼ 0.11 Å
−1

, simiilar to NCP-Ca. An altered inter-DNA superhelix pitch was also ob-

served, ranging between 3.4-3.6 nm (corresponding to peak at qp′ . This relaxed inter-DNA

spacing is also well-matched with the steric size TLR9, which predicts a strong ability to

cross-link multiple TLR9 receptors. To test the ability of NCP-hbD3 and NCP-lysozyme to

induce TLR9 activation, complexes were incubated with pDCs and IFN-α production was

measured. Interestingly, NCP-hbD3 and NCP-lysozyme were both able to amplify TLR9-

mediated inflammation similar to NCP-Ca, and activation was knocked down with chloro-

quine. The complexes also induced significantly more cytokine production than NCP alone,

confirming that NCPs only induce inflammation when complexed with hBD3 and lysozyme

(Figure 6.2C, 6.2D). The NCP columns formed in the presence hBD3 and lysozyme are

larger than NCP-Ca complexes, with 4-5 NCPs in each stack, corresponding to an increase
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Figure 6.2: Antimicrobial peptides hBD3 and lysozyme also condense NCPs into
columnar structures that induce IFN-α via TLR9 binding.
SAXS data of isoelectric (A) NCP-hBD3 complexes and (B) NCP-lysozyme complexes show
that cationic antimicrobial peptides enriched in NETs can organize and remodel chromatin
into columnar nanostructures. Labeled peaks correspond to the NCP height (h), inter-DNA
spacing (p′), and inter-columnar lateral spacing (d). Some short-range lateral ordering is
observed between parallel NCP columns, indicated by the emergence of a peak at qd (this
peak is absent in NCP-Ca2+ complexes, indicating that hBD3 and lysozyme induce stronger
order). NCP-hBD3 and NCP-lysozyme complexes both also exhibit altered DNA wrapping
states, indicated by a shift of the position of qp′ to a q-value within the range that is predicted
to be highly activating for TLR9 (3.4-3.6 nm). (C, D) Stimulation of pDCs with NCP-hBD3
and NCP-lysozyme complexes results in amplification of IFN-α production, consistent with
prediction from structural studies. Treatment with chloroquine abolishes TLR9-dependent
activation of pDCs by the NCP nanostructures. (E) Schematic of the columnar phase induced
by self-assembly of NCPs with hBD3 and lysozyme (4-5 NCPs per stack).
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Figure 6.3: NCP columns assembled in the presence of polycations exhibit altered
inter-DNA spacings.
(A) Computer simulations of NCP columns demonstrate that self-assembly driven by antimi-
crobial peptides changes the electrostatic landscape of histone-DNA interactions, leading to
relaxation of the superhelical pitch of wrapped DNA into a spacing optimal for TLR9 ac-
tivation. 10 turns of the DNA superhelix is simulated using a harmonic potential between
adjacent turns. The probability of consecutive DNA turns along the Z-axis (long axis of
the NCP column) is plotted versus Z-position. Although the positions of the DNA turns
fluctuate, each peak corresponds to the most probable locations. The inter-DNA spacing
predicted from simulation is ∼3.1-3.2 nm, which is close to previously observed values from
cryo-EM [492], and similar to values measured from SAXS. (B) Plot of the free energy of
the entire NCP complex shows that the average free energy of NCP self-assembly is 10kBT
lower when the superhelical pitch of wrapped DNA relaxes into a value optimal for TLR9
activation, than when the DNA spacing is fixed at the native value.

in domain size to ∼ 25 nm (Figure 6.2E).

6.3.2 Coarse-grained simulations demonstrate that columnar aggregates of

NCPs exhibit altered DNA wrapping states well-matched to the steric

size of TLR9

To investigate the physical origins of the altered inter-DNA spacing within the NCP

column, we calculate an approximation of the X-ray scattering of the NCP column and

conduct coarse-grained computer simulations to simulate the assembly of NCP columns in

the presence of multivalent cationic molecules. Using a theoretical form-factor comparison of

a helical screw wrapped with a groove DNA, we investigate the change in superhelical pitch of

the DNA wrapped around the histone core of the NCP column. The form factor calculation

was computed using the following derivation by Văinshtĕin [493]. For a continuous helix of
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length Lz, radius r0, and pitch P , with helical width δ, the scattering amplitude is given by

A(qr, qz) =
∑
n

[
Jn(qrδ)

J1(qrr0)

qrr0

]2
exp

[
−
L2
z

(
qz − 2πn

P

)2
4π

]

Taking the dominant Bessel functions n = −1, 0, 1 and taking the orientational average, the

scattering intensity I(q) as a function of q is

〈I(q)〉 ∝
1∑

n=−1

∫ 1

−1

[
Jn

(
qδ
√

1− x2
) J1 (qr0√1− x2

)
qr0
√

1− x2

]2
exp

[
−
L2
z

(
qx− 2πn

P

)2
4π

]
dx

We chose to fix our parameters based on the known crystal structure of an NCP (Lz =

100 nm, r0 = 4.2 nm, δ = 1.0 nm) and varied the pitch parameter P . The native monomeric

NCP has a pitch of p = 2.59 nm, and the resulting form factor is shown in black. As the

pitch increases to p′ = 3.49 nm, the location of the first Bessel function peak shifts from

qp = 0.24 Å
−1

to qp′ = 0.18 Å
−1

. Using this approximation of a helical screw, it is suggestive

that the superhelical pitch of DNA on the NCP shifts from 2.59 nm in the monomer to

3.4-3.6 nm in the column during the process of assembling into columns (Figure 6.1, 6.2).

This likely results from an optimization of charge-matching between the cationic histone

core and the anionic DNA that results in release of additional counterions into the bulk. As

the NCPs stack up in a column, the wound DNA superhelix has freedom to equilibrate to

the new charge distribution landscape. We hypothesize that this entropically driven process

occurs due to elimination of edge effects in isolated NCPs that can affect the electrostatic

interactions between the histone core and the DNA. This agrees with simple theoretical

order-of-magnitude estimations for the charge matching conditions for a column of NCPs,

as well as coarse grained molecular simulations.

30 positively charged monomers corresponding to histones and 10 negatively charged

monomers corresponding to DNA were simulated in the presence of divalent ions (approxi-

mating Ca2+). The initial configuration of the monomers corresponds to a non-altered inter

DNA spacing of the native NCP. The positively charged monomers are fixed and negatively

charged monomers are free to fluctuate in the Z-direction (their X and Y coordinates are also
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fixed). The restoring force of stretching and compressing the DNA superhelix is modeled with

a harmonic spring with a classical harmonic potential. The DNA monomers were first fixed,

and then released from their fixed Z positions and allowed to vary. The Langevin equation

for the particles was solved iteratively, and the Z-position of all DNA monomers during the

simulation were recorded as a histogram. The simulations suggest that the inter-helical pitch

tends to equilibrate towards a value in the 3.0-3.5 nm range (Figure 6.3A), well-matched with

the steric size of TLR9, and consistent with SAXS findings and with recent measurements of

superhelix pitch in NCP columns from cryo-electron microscopy [492]. Next, the Coulomb

energy of the entire system was calculated over the simulation time frame, and the average

energy was calculated before and after the DNA monomers were allowed to fluctuate. The

average Coulomb energy of the system after the DNA monomers were released was 10kBT

lower than the average Coulomb energy of the system in the non-altered, fixed DNA-spacing

(Figure 6.3B). Together, these results suggest that the DNA superhelix prefers to be in

an energetically favorable state in which the pitch relaxes into a slightly larger inter-DNA

spacing, which “turns on” the ability of these complexes to engage with TLR9 (Figure 6.1E).

6.3.3 LL37 organizes NCPs into hexagonal columnar nanostructures and am-

plifies TLR9-mediated inflammation

In addition to calcium, hBD3, and lysozyme, LL37 is a critical component of NETs and

an important antimicrobial produced by neutrophils and other immune cells. LL37 has pre-

viously described TLR9 immunomodulatory activity via DNA binding, but its ability to

amplify inflammation the presence of NCPs is not known. LL37 is a well-known autoantigen

in lupus and psoriasis, and may play a role in amplifying inflammation from NETs. Here, we

solve the structures of NCPs in complex with LL-37. We find that LL-37 condenses NCPs

into a hexagonal columnar arrangement (Figure 6.4A-C). Unlike the more liquid-crystalline

nematic ordering observed with calcium, hBD3, or lysozyme, LL37 can glue together ad-

joining NCP columns into a nanocrystalline aggregate, which increases ligand clustering and

increases the potential for multivalent electrostatic interactions with TLR9. The diffraction

peaks for the LL37-NCP complexes are located at q1 = 0.106, q2 = 0.208 Å
−1

for the inter-
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NCP spacing in the column, and q10 = 0.064, q11 = 0.114, q20 = 0.130, q21 = 0.175, q22 =

0.229, q31 = 0.240, q41 = 0.305 Å
−1

for the hexagonal columnar phase (Figure 6.4B). The

hexagonal lattice has an inter-columnar spacing of d = 11.0 nm and an inter-NCP spacing

within the column of h = 6.1 nm. These lattice parameters correspond to the diameter and

height of the NCP monomer (Figure 6.4C). To test the ability of LL37-NCP to activate im-

mune cells, complexes were incubated with pDCs in the presence and absence of chloroquine.

As expected, and consistent with observations for Ca, hbD3, and lysozyme, LL37-NCP im-

munocomplexes drastically amplified TLR9-dependent IFN-α production (Figure 6.4D).

To understand how LL37 can enable the formation of a hexagonal lattice while calcium

cannot, we calculate the potential of mean force between adjacent NCP columns using a

similar coarse-grained model described above for simulations of the inter-DNA spacings.

Mobile multivalent ions of valence +2 and +6 are incubated with sectors of positive and

negative monomers corresponding to adjacent NCP columns, and the potential energy is

measured (U/kBT ) as a function of inter-columnar spacing R/σ. Simulations are conducted

for NCP columns that have relaxed inter-DNA spacings (in the optimal range for TLR9

activation), and non-altered inter-DNA spacings (native NCP monomer). The potential of

mean force shows that LL37 induces strong inter-columnar attraction, evidence by the energy

minima observed at around 2R/σ, and that the average energy is lower for the relaxed inter-

DNA spacing (blue, Figure 6.4E) compared to the native non-altered inter-DNA spacing

(red, Figure 6.4E).

6.3.4 TLR9 activation by remodeled chromatin depends on inter-DNA spacing

and size of the NCP columns

Given the experimental results described, nanocrystalline ordering of NCPs by calcium,

hBD3, lysozyme, and LL37 drastically amplifies TLR9 inflammation in pDCs, suggesting

that multiivalent electrostatic effects are at play. To make sense of how and why these

complexes amplify TLR9 biinding, we use a simple statistical mechanical model. We model

the system of mobile membrane-bound TLR9 receptors. We assume that there are Ntot
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Figure 6.4: LL37 organizes NCPs into hexagonal columnar nanostructures and
amplifies TLR9-mediated inflammation.
(A) SAXS data of isoelectric NCP-LL37 complexes demonstrate that LL37 can remodel
NCPs into a hexagonal columnar lattice with long-range order. qhk indices correspond to
the hexagonal ordering, while the qi indices correspond to the inter-NCP spacing within
each NCP column. (B) Linear regression fits to reflections corresponding to the vertical
inter-NCP spacing h ∼ 6 nm (top) and the lateral inter-columnar hexagonal ordering d ∼
11 nm (bottom). These lattice parameters correspond to the known height and width of
NCP monomers. Miller indices of observed reflections in (A) are indicated for each of the
fits. (C) Schematic of the columnar hexagonal phase formed by NCP-LL37 with the lattice
parameters measured from SAXS. (D) Stimulation of pDCs with NCP-LL37 amplify IFN-α
production via TLR9, and the response is knocked down with an endosomal inhibitor. (E)
Coarse-grained computer simulations of self-assembly of parallel NCP columns demonstrate
that LL37-NCP nanostructures energetically prefer a “relaxed” pitch between superhelical
turns of wrapped DNA, in concordance with previous simulations on isolated NCP columns.
Potential of mean force calculations show that LL37-NCP structures with altered DNA
spacings (at the range for optimal TLR9 activation) (green) have a lower free energy than the
same structures with non-altered spacings (outside the range for optimal TLR9 activation)
(blue). Furthermore, the difference in free energy between the two becomes greater at small
inter-columnar distances, consistent with the strong attraction between parallel columns.
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receptors on the membrane of area A. The receptors are activated upon forming a bond

to dsDNA, which is wrapped around the NCPs. The strength of a single bond E = G − µ

depends on the hybridization free energy G between a binding site and a receptor at the

membrane and on the chemical potential µ, i.e. on the number of available (unbound)

receptors Ntot(1− fA) where fA is the fraction of bound (activated) receptors. The binding

free energy for the first bond is ε = ∆G − kBT log(Ntot/Aρ0) with ρ0 the reference density

and kBT the thermal energy. The subsequent bond formation is increasingly weaker: E =

ε − kBT log(1 − fA). A single NCP is wrapped with a 145 bp dsDNA and based on its

size and shape, the number k0 of possible bonds it can make with the receptors should

be 1 < k0 < 4 (if TLRs can only bind to the dangling dsDNA ends than k0 ≈ 2). In

the presence of multivalent cations the NCPs assemble into clusters, i.e. stacks (Ca2+) or

columnar lattices (LL37). In our model we assume that there are k discrete identical and

independent binding sites on each cluster (this number is roughly proportional to the cluster

area facing the membrane and scales with the cluster size) with two possible states: bound

and unbound. The partition function counting all possible bonding arrangements is then

Q =
(
1 + e−E/kBT

)k
=
(
1 + (1− fA)e−ε/kBT

)k
The fraction fA = nBNads/Ntot is proportional to the number of all bonds, which is the

product of the expected number of adsorbed clusters Nads and the mean number of bonds

per cluster nB, both of which can be derived from Q (see SI). In chemical equilibrium, this

fraction can thus be determined by self-consistently solving the equation

fA = C(1− fA)e−ε/kBT
(
1 + (1− fA)e−ε/kBT

)k−1
where the prefactor C is determined by the ratio of the NCP density in the solution and

TLR9 surface density on the membrane. An estimate for the present system is C ≈ 10−5.

A contour plot showing the fraction of activated TLR9 receptors fA depending on the

NCP cluster size k and individual bond strength ε is shown in Figure 6.5. In order to observe

appreciable activation and consequent response (IFN production), the activation level needs
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Figure 6.5: TLR9 activation by remodeled chromatin depends on inter-DNA spac-
ing and size of the NCP columns.
A statistical mechanical model of NCP-TLR9 binding explains why NCP aggregates are
immunogenic. TLR9 activation is assumed to be scale with the total number of bound
TLR9 (NA). The contour plot of the immune activation landscape of NCP nanocrystals
predicts NA as a function of the TLR9-NCP complex binding strength ε (optimal inter-DNA
spacing) and the size of the aggregates k (cluster size). Isotropic, monomeric NCPs exhibit
low activation levels (blue) due to low binding strengths (suboptimal pitch of wrapped DNA)
and the lack of multivalency (no columnar stacking). Incubation of NCPs with calcium or
antimicrobial peptides (e.g. LL37) in NETs leads to dramatic remodeling and reorganization
of NCPs into highly immunogenic columnar nanostructures (yellow). These NCP complexes
exhibit increased binding strength (relaxation of pitch into an optimal inter-DNA spacing)
and an increase in their domain size (increase in multivalent binding sites due to ligand
clustering), which both drive a dramatic increase in the total number of bound TLR9.
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to be above a certain threshold. This roughly corresponds to the yellow part of our phase

diagram and the crossover from no activation to activation coincides with the saturation

towards NCP concentration. Free NCPs are located in the lower right part of the diagrams

with a very low activation level, while the clusters are close to the activation threshold.

Taking into account the observations from the experiments (Figure 6.5), we can specify the

region of the phase diagram where different clusters are located: since for LL37 the signal

is generally stronger and almost independent of the NCP concentration, NCP-LL37 clusters

have to be larger and lie in the yellow region as marked on the plots. The NCP- Ca2+ clusters

only trigger a response for higher [NCP], therefore their position in the plot is not in the

saturated regime. We also marked the comparison between LL37-DNA clusters and other

peptide-DNA clusters studied previously [349], where only the selectivity towards the DNA

lattice spacing – and consequently towards the effective binding energy – has been considered.

The theory presented here is based on the assumption that the number of TLR9 receptors

on the membrane is limited and thus the binding is anti-cooperative since the receptors are

depleted within the binding process. The behavior is slightly different (but qualitatively the

same) in the other limit, where the number of membrane-bound receptors is very large and

the limiting factor is the saturation of adsorbed NCPs. This theory can also account for why

the hbD3-NCP and lysozyme-NCP complexes induce strong IFN-α production, since

6.4 Conclusions and Prospects

In summary, the data presented here illuminates a structural mechanism for chromatin-

mediated immune amplification in autoimmune diseases like lupus and psoriasis. Cationic

molecules like antimicrobial peptides produced by neutrophils can self-assemble with nu-

cleosomes released from decondensed chromatin into nanocrystalline immunocomplexes

that drastically upregulate IFN-α production in pDCs (Figure 6.6). X-ray measurements,

computer simulations, and mathematical modeling confirm that the nanocrystalline NCP

columns exhibit altered DNA superhelix wrapping states that are well-matched with the

steric size of TLR9, enabling multivalent intercalative binding to clustered arrays of TLR9.
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pDC IFN-α
TLR9

Figure 6.6: NCPs released from processed chromatin self-assemble with antimicro-
bial peptides into crystalline nanostructures that hyperactivate TLR9 in pDCs.
Schematic demonstrating the mechanism of chromatin-mediated immune hyperactivation
leading to IFN-α production in autoimmune disease. Chromatin in the form of linked
NCPs is decondensed and processed into a heterogenous population of NCP monomers and
higher order multimers. NCP monomers co-assemble with antimicrobial peptides like hbD3,
lysozyme, and LL37 into columnar nanostructures that are recognized by pDCs. Internaliza-
tion of complexes into endosomes enables multivalent binding to clustered arrays of TLR9
receptors, leading to production of IFN-α.

This has broad implications for understanding immune responses to chromatin in many ad-

ditional contexts, including necrotic cell death, pyroptosis, and apoptosis, and provides a

therapeutic interventional opportunity for the disruption and control of inflammation.

6.5 Methods

6.5.1 Preparation of polycation-NCP complexes

NCPs were formed in vitro via reconstitution from recombinantly expressed core his-

tones H2A, H2B, H3, H4 and 145 bp DNA and dialyzing a 1:0.9 ratio of DNA and protein

against a buffer with decreasing concentration of KCl. The NCP stock solution was di-

luted down from 35.686 mg/mL in 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA and 10 mM KCl.

To confirm purity, a 5% PAGE gel was run in 0.25× TBE buffer at 100 V. 200 ng of

NCP was loaded per well with final 5% sucrose as a loading dye. Bands corresponding to

NCP was observed at 350 bp with no free 145 bp DNA observed. Protein component of

the NCP is 108.5 kDa (+146 charge), and the DNA component is 89.5 kDa (-144 charge),

with net charge -144. Calcium chloride and human lysozyme were purchased from Sigma

Aldrich. LL37 (LLGDFFRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPRTES) and hbD3 (GI-
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INTLQKYYCRVRGGRCAVLSCLPKEEQIGKCSTRGRKCCRRKK, Disulfide bridge: 11-

40, 18-33, 23-41) were purchased from Anaspec. Peptides are solubilized in nuclease-free

water and physiological salt and buffer (100 mM NaCl + 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4) to a fi-

nal concentration of 10 mg/mL. Polycation-NCP complexes were formed by incubating fixed

amounts of NCP with varying amounts of polycation (1-5 mg/mL for SAXS experiments,

10-20 µg/mL for cell experiments) at specific polycation-to-NCP charge ratios (P/NCP =

1:4, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 4:1). For a particular peptide, the same charge ratios were used in both

SAXS and cell experiments. Calcium was mixed with NCPs at fixed concentrations ranging

from 1 mM to 10 mM.

6.5.2 SAXS Experiments

We measured the phase diagram of the structures of polycation-NCP complexes by incu-

bating polycations with NCPs at specific charge ratios in microcentrifuge tubes as described

above. These complexes were equilibrated at room temperature overnight. Precipitated

NCP-polycation complexes were loaded into 1.5 mm glass quartz capillaries (Mark-tubes,

Hilgenberg GmbH) and hermetically sealed. SAXS experiments were conducted at the Stan-

ford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL, BL 4-2) with monochromatic X-rays of en-

ergy 9 keV. Scattered radiation from complexes was collected using a Rayonix-MX225-HE

detector (pixel size 73.2 µm). The 2D powder diffraction patterns were integrated using the

Nika 1.76 package [184] for Igor Pro 7.04 (Wavemetrics) and FIT2D [185]. For all samples,

multiple measurements were taken for consistency (n ≥ 3). Samples were incubated at 37◦C

and centrifuged at 6000 RPM for 20 min before measurement. No significant changes were ob-

served in scattering patterns over multiple experiments and exposures. SAXS data were ana-

lyzed by plotting the integrated scattering intensity I(q) vs. q using Mathematica. To deter-

mine the phases present in each sample, the measured Bragg peak q-positions were obtained

and their ratios were compared to the permitted reflections for isotropic columnar or hexago-

nal columnar liquid crystalline phases. Lattice parameters were obtained by fitting the peak

positions with linear regression. For isotropic columnar complexes, a single peak is observed

at q1, corresponding to inter-NCP spacings along the column axis (h = 2π/q1). For hexag-
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onal columnar lattices, we observe peaks at qhk = 2π
d

√
4
3

(h2 + k2 + hk) where (h, k) are the

Miller indices, and d is the lattice parameter corresponding to inter-columnar packing. Typi-

cal hexagonal lattices will have characteristic reflections at ratios of
√

1 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

7 :
√

9.

Inter-DNA spacings corresponding to the pitch of the wrapped superhelical DNA are mea-

sured in a similar manner, with peak position qp corresponding to inter-DNA spacings along

the column axis (p = 2π/qp). To calculate the domain size of the observed periodicities, the

peaks corresponding to intra-columnar and inter-columnar ordering were fitted to squared-

Lorentzians using least-squares regression in Mathematica. For more details of the fits, see

section 5.5.2.

6.5.3 pDC Stimulation Experiments

Blood buffy coats of healthy donors were obtained from the Interregionale Blutspende

SRK, Bern, Switzerland. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained by

Ficoll centrifugation of blood buffy coats. Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) were then

isolated by magnetic separation using the Diamond pDC Isolation kit II (Miltenyi). Purified

pDCs were cultured in 96-well round-bottom plates at 5×104 per well in 200 µL RPMI 1640

(GIBCO) supplemented with 10% FCS (Atlanta Biologicals) and Pen/Strep in the presence

of polycation-NCP complexes. Polycation-NCP complexes were generated by mixing 10 µg of

NCP with 2 µg of LL37 or buforin in 40 µL of nuclease-free water (Ambion) and then diluted

into 200 µL of complete medium for cell stimulation (final concentrations: 50 µg/mL hDNA

and 10 µg/mL LL37 or buforin). In some instances, pDCs were pre-incubated with 1 µM

chloroquine diphosphate (Sigma) for 15 min before stimulation. The different supernatants

were collected after overnight culture and the levels of type I IFN production were measured

by ELISA (human IFN-α pan, Mabtech).

6.5.4 Potential of Mean Force Calculations

Electrostatic interaction is short range for 100 mM NaCl, Debye length is 0.96 nm.

λD = 0.96 nm is noticeably smaller than diameter of NCPs (DNCP = 11 nm): λD
DNCP

= 0.087.
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Accordingly, only the electrostatic interaction between the closest sectors of the two parallel

NCPs columns is of considerable importance.

We use molecular dynamic simulation to describe a 2 nm sector of NCPs (containing 10

NCPs). We model the two sectors by two rods. In our simulations, each rod is composed

of 30 spherical monomers of diameter σ (σ = 2 nm) separated at fixed intervals. The two

rods are perfectly rigid and fixed at a specified center-to-center separation, R. In all cases,

rods lie parallel to the face diagonal of the enclosing periodic box. In addition, we introduce

mobile multivalent ions of charge +2 (as Ca+2) and +6 (as LL37), and mobile monovalent

ions of charges +1 and -1. The system is always electrostatically neutral. We reference salt

concentrations to the total charge on the two rods for example, a 2:1 salt concentration of

c2:1 = 1 means that the total charge due to +2 ions is equal to the total charge on the two

rods. Similarly, a 6:1 salt concentration of c6:1 = 1 means that the total charge due to +6 ions

from the monovalent salt is equal to the total charge of the two rods. We include two types

of pair interactions between particles. First, we use the truncated Lennard-Jones potential

to allow for short-range repulsion. This introduces the energy scale ε and the particle size

σ. Second, we include the Coulomb interaction, Z1Z2

εr12
, where Zi is the charge on particle

i and ε is the dielectric constant. To handle the long-range Coulomb interaction in our

system with periodic boundaries, we use the particle-particle particle-mesh (P3M) method.

Our simulations are carried out in the canonical (NVT) ensemble with the temperature

fixed at kBT = 1 (All energies are scaled with kBT ) using the Langevin thermostat. The

separation between monomers is l = σ and the Bjerrum length, lB = 1
kBT

(the distance at

which the electrostatic interaction between two electronic charges is equal to the thermal

energy), is lB = 0.7 nm = 0.35σ. For NCP altered/non-altered-DNA spacing, we assume

that charge distribution is as represented in Figures 4, 5. We keep the rods fixed and the

distance between rods is R. All of the other charged particles are allowed to diffuse inside

the simulation box via thermal fluctuation. The characteristic time scale for the simulation

is τ =
√

mσ2

ε
where m is the particle mass. We calculate electrostatic force on the rods and

obtain its average over simulation. Then we integrate the force with rod-rod separation R

and obtain the potential of mean force.
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6.5.5 Coarse-Grained Simulations of DNA Superhelix Spacings and Energy Cal-

culation

We assume that 30 positive and 10 negative monomers, referred to Histone and DNA

respectively in the presence of divalent ions (as Ca+2). The initial configuration of the

monomers corresponds to no-altered DNA spacing. The positive monomers are fixed and

negative monomers are free to fluctuate in the Z-direction and their X and Y coordinates

are fixed. Also, we suppose bonded form in which all negative monomers are connected to

their neighbors explicitly by the harmonic spring with a classical harmonic potential. In

which r = R = 3.2σ is the equilibrium separation between neighboring monomers, and the

prefactor is K = 50kBT
σ2 . It is given by V (r) = 1

2
K(r−R)2. We solved the Langevin equation

for the particles and recorded the position of all negative monomers during the simulation.

Our results demonstrate that the separation between monomers is approximately, H = 3σ.

We calculate the system Coulomb energy in two ways; 1) We keep all of the monomers fix in

no-altered DNA configuration and leave the counterions to fluctuate and calculate Coulomb

energy after equilibrium of the system. 2) After equilibrium of the counter-ions, we remove

the constraints of the negative monomers and leave them to fluctuate and calculate the

Coulomb energy.
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CHAPTER 7

Structural studies of host defense peptides that lead to

TLR9-based immune activation

7.1 Abstract

Alpha helices are ubiquitous. A subset of them can form self-assembled complexes with

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and potently activate the innate immune system via Toll-like

Receptor 9 (TLR9). For example, electrostatic complexes between the endogenous antimi-

crobial peptide (AMP) LL37 and dsDNA can activate TLR9 in plasmacytoid dendritic cells

(pDCs), thus triggering production of type-I interferons (IFNs) that can exacerbate inflam-

mation in diseases such as lupus and psoriasis. Clearly, most α-helical motifs (and many

α-helical AMPs) do not exhibit this immunological activity. Recent work showed that ds-

DNA immunocomplexes that are pro-inflammatory via the TLR9 pathway have inter-dsDNA

lattice spacings that match the steric size of TLR9, so that spatially-organized parallel ds-

DNA ligands can amplify recruitment and multivalent binding to clustered arrays of TLR9.

However, at present, it is unclear what physicochemical parameters of α-helices allow for ge-

ometric organization of dsDNA into these optimal structures, and why peptides with similar

charges lead to drastically different immune activation profiles. In this work, we examine

the self-assembled structures of immunocomplexes formed between dsDNA and three differ-

ent α-helical AMPs (mellitin, LL37, buforin) using high resolution synchrotron small angle

X-ray scattering (SAXS). By correlating these measured structures to computer simulations

and to their induced immunological activity in pDCs and macrophages, we deduce some

fundamental structural rules for α-helices that are proinflammatory via the TLR9 pathway.

We find that the two necessary structural criteria are the peptide’s ability to condense ds-
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DNA and to form large-diameter coiled-coil super helices, both of which can be met by

bent, facially-amphiphilic α-helices that are cationic with charge densities near the Manning

limit. It is likely not a coincidence that these criteria are satisfied by a number of AMPs, at

least some of which are known to be immunomodulatory. Using a subset of melittin-related

peptides, we conducted a detailed dissection of the tradeoffs between membrane activity

and dsDNA-binding/TLR9 activating ability of α-helical AMPs. Interestingly, we discover

that the molecular rules governing membrane activity and immunomodulation via TLRs are

overlapping but distinct, which has implications for the design of multifunctional AMPs with

therapeutic potential.

7.2 Introduction

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are multifunctional molecules that play a key role in

microbial host defense [1, 355]. AMPs are polycationic, amphipathic, and kill pathogens

primarily by disrupting their cell membranes and inhibiting intracellular processes [1, 6, 2].

However, recent evidence suggests that AMPs also play a dual role in modulating inflam-

mation [110, 494, 355, 304, 305]. AMPs can trigger cytokine production, induce chemoat-

traction, and elicit immune cell differentiation and proliferation [494]. AMPs have also been

shown to modulate Toll-like receptor (TLR) activation by endogenous and microbial immune

ligands such as lipopolysaccharide and nucleic acids [495, 315, 316, 318, 496, 321, 353]. In

the context of normal immune responses to microbial invasion, AMP immunomodulation

synergizes with its direct antimicrobial activity. However, aberrant expression of AMPs can

lead to undesirable amplification of inflammation in autoimmune diseases [338, 330, 332].

For example, in lupus and psoriasis, the endogenous α-helical AMP LL37 breaks immune

tolerance to self-DNA released from dying cells by forming insoluble complexes, driving type

I interferon production via TLR9 in plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) [330, 338, 331].

Until recently, the molecular basis for AMP-mediated TLR hyperactivation was unknown.

In two complementary studies, we demonstrated that AMPs like LL37 can modulate TLR9

[349] and TLR3 [378, 362] signaling by scaffolding and patterning double-stranded DNA
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(dsDNA) and double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), respectively, into ordered nanocrystalline

immunocomplexes. AMPs electrostatically self-assemble with dsDNA to form ordered AMP-

nucleic acid nanocrystals. TLRs detect and respond to the crystallinity of these AMP-nucleic

acids complexes (e.g. inter-ligand spacing and crystal size), which quantitatively determines

the degree of inflammation [378]. AMP-dsDNA immunocomplexes with an inter-dsDNA

spacing well matched to the steric size of TLR9 (3-4 nm) maximally activated TLR9 in

pDCs (e.g. LL37-dsDNA), while those with spacings mismatched with the size of TLR9 did

not (e.g. TAT-dsDNA) [349, 350, 441]. While a diverse range of polycationic molecules and

peptides were able to condense dsDNA, only a small number were able to scaffold dsDNA at

the optimal spacing. Interestingly, immune complexes formed between LL37 and dsDNA had

larger inter-dsDNA spacings measured from SAXS than the inter-dsDNA spacings predicted

purely from the size of LL37 and electrostatic charge matching. Furthermore, we observed

that some α-helical AMPs were capable of condensing dsDNA into this narrow range of

spacings that allowed for TLR9 activation, while others were unable to [349]. Although the

α-helix is a common secondary structure element in proteins, it is clear that not all α-helices

can bind to dsDNA and induce inflammation via TLR9.

Motivated by this observation, we set out to determine which physicochemical param-

eters of α-helices allow for geometric organization of dsDNA into nanocrystalline immuno-

complexes at optimal inter-dsDNA spacings for TLR9 activation. To do this, we selected

three naturally-occurring α-helical AMPs (LL37, melittin, and buforin) and solved their

structures in complex with dsDNA using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Then, using

the measured diffraction pattern as a guide, all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

were conducted to model the self-assembly of the AMPs with dsDNA. Using an iterative

process, several energy-minimized AMP-dsDNA lattice structures recapitulating our SAXS

findings were obtained for each complex. To validate the ability of these complexes to

activate TLR9, mouse macrophages and human pDCs were stimulated and type I IFN pro-

duction was measured. We found that common core features in AMPs which allow them

to punch holes in bacterial membranes also optimize their ability to condense dsDNA into

immunologically-active complexes. Bent, amphipathic α-helical peptides with a hydrophobic
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face >∼ 90-100◦ and a sufficient charge density near the Manning limit can oligomerize into

a protofibril via hydrophobic interactions in the interior. This AMP protofibril minimizes

solvent exposure of the hydrophobic core by efficiently burying hydrophobic volume while

simultaneously clustering cationic residues enabling multivalent binding to dsDNA phos-

phate backbones. LL37, melittin, and buforin have sufficient charge density to condense

dsDNA into nanocrystalline complexes. However, only LL37 and melittin are able to con-

dense dsDNA into columnar square/tetragonal lattices with four-fold coordination, driven by

self-assembly of the peptides into protofibrils with four-fold symmetry. In contrast, buforin

induces formation of a disordered columnar dsDNA lattice with reduced crystallinity. The

average inter-dsDNA spacings for all three complexes fall into the immunogenic range previ-

ously established [349, 350]. These spacings are commensurate with the size of TLR9, which

optimizes multivalent electrostatic interactions between the dsDNA immunocomplexes and

clustered TLR9.

In human and murine immune cell stimulation experiments, we find that the LL37-

dsDNA and buforin-dsDNA complexes induce inflammation via TLR9, and that differences

in their crystallinity quantitatively affect cytokine production. Interestingly, melittin-dsDNA

complexes were unable to induce TLR9 activation despite the requisite structural parameters

due to cellular toxicity. Systematic reduction of the membrane activity of melittin in a

series of mutants with conserved dsDNA-binding activity corresponded with a recovery of

TLR9-activating ability, indicating that the requirements for membrane activity and dsDNA-

binding/TLR9 activation are overlapping but distinct. Taken together, these results provide

insight into how the immunomodulatory and membrane active properties of α-helical AMPs

can be engineered. This has broad implications for the design of new immunotherapies that

can modulate the immune system via geometric patterning of immune ligands.
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7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Selection of candidate α-helical AMPs

LL37 (+6 charge at pH 7.4) has a curved amphipathic helix-bend-helix motif with a

glycine at the 14th position [497, 31]. This facilitates its antimicrobial properties, allowing

it to adsorb onto bacterial membranes and induce pore formation. However, these same

properties also allow it to condense dsDNA into nanocrystalline immune complexes. We

hypothesized that LL37-like bent α-helical AMPs with sufficient charge density and am-

phipathicity would be able to condense dsDNA into a lattice with the optimal spacing for

TLR9 activation. Typically, bent α-helices are found in soluble peptides and transmembrane

helices [498]. The main kink-inducing amino acids are glycine and proline [499] and are typ-

ically present toward the center of the α-helix. The presence of proline and glycine can

bend helices by 10-20 Å and allow for increased backbone flexibility [500]. We hypothesized

that this shape also allows it to self-assemble into a coiled-coiled in the presence of dsDNA.

This self-assembly allows for organization of parallel dsDNA rods at a spacing larger than

expected for single peptides alone. To look for other candidate peptides that share a simi-

lar structural morphology, we collated 301 α-helical AMPs from the Antimicrobial Peptide

Database [9] (http://aps.unmc.edu/AP/about.php) and analyzed their sequence content.

A total of 76/301 AMPs contained a single proline kink, 50 of which were within 5 amino

acids of the peptide center. 61/301 AMPs contained a single glycine kink, 41 of which were

within 5 amino acids of the peptide center. As a comparison to the glycine-kinked LL37, we

selected two well-known α-helical AMPs from this subpopulation with single proline kinks.

Melittin (+5 charge at pH 7.4) is 26 amino acids with a proline at the 14th position, and bu-

forin (+6 charge at pH 7.4) is 21 amino acids with a proline at the 11th position. Using this

set of three model peptides, we mapped out a phase diagram of self-assembled AMP-dsDNA

nanostructures with potential to activate TLR9. Using SAXS, we proceeded to solve the

structures of LL37, melittin, and buforin-dsDNA complexes at varying peptide-to-dsDNA

charge ratios.
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Figure 7.1: SAXS structure of melittin-dsDNA complexes.
(A) Representative SAXS spectra of an isoelectric melittin-dsDNA complex with the first
Bragg peak q100 indicated. (B) The magnified portion of the spectra shows the higher
order reflections (hkl) indicative of a 3D tetragonal lattice. (C) We present the higher
order reflections of the 3D tetragonal melittin-dsDNA lattice (qhkl). To obtain the lattice
parameters, we fit the measured Bragg peak positions using multiple linear regression. The
lattice parameters of the melittin-dsDNA complex are d = 3.64 nm and c = 3.28 nm (R2 =
0.999). (D) Structure of the melittin monomer (PDB: 2MLT A [33]). Cationic residues are
colored blue, and hydrophobic residues are colored white. (E) Schematic of parallel dsDNA
rods within the melittin-dsDNA tetragonal lattice labeled with lattice parameters obtained
from SAXS. The average domain size of the melittin-dsDNA lattice is L ∼ 31.2 nm.
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7.3.2 Melittin condenses dsDNA into a tetragonal lattice

The formation of condensed phases of dsDNA are important in biology, including the

wrapping of dsDNA in chromosomes [409, 411] and the delivery of genes into cells [414, 415,

417]. Polyelectrolyte chains like dsDNA can collapse into a compact phase from solution as

increasing concentrations of polycations are added, driven by the entropy gain of counterion

release into bulk solution [388, 389, 390, 462, 451]. Condensation of anionic dsDNA by small

multivalent cations like hexammine cobalt and spermine and large gene delivery dendrimers

have been studied in-depth [452, 501, 502], and their structures have been well characterized

using X-ray scattering and molecular simulation [416, 413, 503, 504, 505]. However, the

molecular basis for dsDNA condensation mediated by biological macroions such as AMPs

and other large cationic proteins is poorly understood.

To understand the structural basis of dsDNA condensation and immune stimulation by

cationic, amphipathic α-helical AMPs, we begin by studying the structure of melittin-dsDNA

complexes using a combination of SAXS and molecular simulations. Melittin is a well-

studied prototypical α-helical AMP from honey bee venom that also has diverse functions,

including cell lysis, antifungal and antibacterial activity, and disruption of ion conductance

[17, 507, 508]. Melittin has been reported to bind dsDNA in the context of gene transfer

[509], but the structure of the complex has never been studied. Melittin itself is structurally

similar but sequentially non-homologous to LL37. Melittin is cationic and amphipathic, with

cationic residues more concentrated towards the C terminus, and hydrophobic residues more

concentrated toward the N terminus [510]. From SAXS, we find that the melittin-dsDNA

complex forms a 3D tetragonal lattice with Bragg reflections at q100 = 0.173, q001 = 0.215,

q110 = 0.244, q111 = 0.308, q200 = 0.345, q210 = 0.386, q211 = 0.429, q112 = 0.454, q220 = 0.492,

q300 = 0.518, q003 = 0.577, and q320 = 0.622 Å
−1

(Figure 7.1A, 7.1B). The lattice parameters

are d = 3.64 nm and c = 3.28 nm (Figure 7.1C). This indicates that the inter-dsDNA spacings

between parallel dsDNA rods is 3.64 nm. The out of plane parameter indicates that the

complex has additional order along the dsDNA axis, with an average spacing of c = 3.28 nm.

The melittin monomer (Figure 7.1D) has a diameter of ∼ 1.2 nm. At first glance, the inter-
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Figure 7.2: Structure of melittin-dsDNA complexes from molecular simulations
(A) Side and top views of the melittin superhelix self-assembled in the presence of dsDNA.
The cross-sectional dimensions of the superhelix is 2.7 nm × 2.7 nm. The pitch of the
superhelix is 3.28 nm per turn. Top (B) and side (C) views of an 8×8 melittin-dsDNA square
lattice from MD simulations. Columnar dsDNA is colored red, and the melittin superhelix
is colored green (N to C terminus polarity) and teal (C to N terminus polarity). Random
polarity of the melittin superhelix is assumed. The inter-dsDNA spacing from the molecular
model obtained from simulation is d = 3.64 nm, which agrees with the predicted inter-
dsDNA spacing from SAXS. The out-of-plane lattice parameter of c = 3.28 nm also agrees
with the simulated pitch of the melittin superhelix. (D) There is good agreement between
the observed structure factor peaks from SAXS with peaks recovered from theoretical X-ray
scattering of the lattice model in (B) and (C) from CRYSOL [506].
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dsDNA spacing of 3.64 nm is larger than the ∼ 3.2 nm one might expect from melittin alone

(Figure 7.1E). To better understand why this occurs, we conducted MD simulations on the

self-assembly of melittin. We hypothesized that melittin can self-assemble into a coiled coil

in the presence of dsDNA, forming a “superhelix” that can organize dsDNA into a tetragonal

lattice. Starting from the NMR monomer structure of melittin (PDB: 2MLT A), we modeled

a 26mer of melittin self-assembled into a superhelix in the presence of parallel dsDNA rods

using TINKER and the AMBER force field (see Computational Methods) (Figure 7.2A). We

obtained an optimized monomer structure within the melittin superhelix. The superhelix

has a cross sectional dimensions of 2.7 nm × 2.7 nm, with a pitch between monomers of

0.82-0.86 nm (∼ 3.28 nm/turn). Melittin packs into a superhelix with hydrophobic residues

in the interior, and cationic residues exposed to the exterior. We constructed an 8 × 8

square lattice of dsDNA rods with the energy-minimized melittin superhelices (Figure 7.2B,

7.2C). To compare the MD-derived melittin-dsDNA lattice structure to the SAXS data, we

use CRYSOL to diffract the atomic model. Theoretical diffraction of the energy-minimized

structure (Figure 7.2B-7.2C) reproduces most of the scattering peaks seen in the experimental

SAXS data (q100 = 0.168, q001 = 0.204, q110 = 0.246, q111 = 0.302, q200 = 0.344, q210 = 0.384,

q211 = 0.431, q112 = 0.457, q220 = 0.497, q300 = 0.525, q003 = 0.578, and q320 = 0.621 Å
−1

)

(Figure 7.2D). This provides a plausible mechanism for the observed inter-dsDNA spacing

formed by melittin-dsDNA complexes.

7.3.3 LL37 condenses dsDNA into a 2D columnar square lattice

LL37 is a multifunctional human α-helical AMP that is essential to innate host defense.

LL37 kills bacteria by forming pores in their cell membranes [34]. However, LL37 is also

central to the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases [332]. LL37 has been observed to enable

immune recognition of self-antigens in lupus and psoriasis by forming immune complexes

with dsDNA [332, 330, 331]. Whereas melittin has a proline kink, LL37 has a glycine kink.

Here, we present the structure of the isoelectric LL37-dsDNA immune complex. The LL37-

dsDNA complex forms a 2D square columnar lattice with Bragg reflections at q10 = 0.182,

q11 = 0.258, q12 = 0.419, q22 = 0.529, and q23 = 0.680 Å
−1

, corresponding to a lattice
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Figure 7.3: Structure of LL37-dsDNA Complexes from SAXS and molecular sim-
ulations.
(A) Representative SAXS spectra from an isoelectric LL37-dsDNA complex. All observed
reflections are labeled with their respective Miller indices (hk). (B) 2D square lattice reflec-
tions (qhk) from (A) are fitted, yielding a lattice parameter of d = 3.40 nm (R2 = 0.999).
(C) Structure of the LL37 monomer (PDB: 2K6O [31]). Cationic residues are colored in
blue and hydrophobic residues are colored in white. (D) Schematic of the LL37-dsDNA
square columnar lattice with an inter-dsDNA spacing of d = 3.40 nm. The average domain
size of the LL37-dsDNA lattice is L ∼ 8.1 nm. (E) Side and top views of the self-assembled
LL37 superhelix structure formed in the presence of dsDNA. The superhelix has rough cross-
sectional dimensions of 2.5 nm × 2.5 nm. The pitch of the superhelix is 6.8 nm per turn.
(F) Top view of a 3×3 LL37-dsDNA square lattice from MD simulations. Columnar dsDNA
is colored red, and the LL37 superhelix is colored green (N to C terminus polarity) and teal
(C to N terminus polarity). Random polarity of the LL37 superhelix is assumed. The inter-
dsDNA spacing from the molecular model is 3.4 nm, which agrees with the inter-dsDNA
spacing predicted from SAXS. (G) There is good agreement between the observed structure
factor peaks from SAXS with peaks recovered from theoretical X-ray scattering of the lattice
model in (F) from CRYSOL.
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parameter of d = 3.40 nm (Figure 7.3A, 7.3B). This indicates that the spacing between

parallel columns of dsDNA rods is 3.40 nm in this complex, which is slightly smaller than

the inter-dsDNA spacing of melittin-dsDNA (3.64 nm). However, the known diameter of

LL37 is around ∼ 1.2 nm (Figure 7.3C), which is too small to explain the observed inter-

dsDNA spacing from SAXS (3.4 nm). We hypothesize that LL37 can also oligomerize into a

coiled coil superhelix in the presence of dsDNA, organizing dsDNA into a square columnar

lattice (Figure 7.3D). We conducted MD simulations in a similar manner to the melittin-

dsDNA complex to develop a physical model of LL37 self-assembly. Starting from the crystal

structure of LL37 (PDB: 2K6O), we optimized the structure of an LL37 26mer. The final

superhelix structure yields 4 LL37 per helix turn, with a superhelix pitch of 6.8 nm and cross

section of 2.5 nm × 2.5 nm (Figure 7.3E). Similar to melittin, the bent, amphipathic nature

of LL37 allows for favorable interactions between the hydrophobic faces of adjacent LL37 in

the interior of the superhelix, allowing for outward exposure of the cationic residues on the

opposite face. The cationic backbone of the superhelix can then coordinate 4 dsDNA rods

simultaneously, forming a square lattice. Next, we create a full LL37-dsDNA square lattice

model by superimposing 8 × 8 dsDNA rods coordinated with multiple LL37 superhelices

(Figure 7.3F). We observe that the LL37-dsDNA lattice from simulation has an inter-dsDNA

spacing of 3.40 nm, which is almost identical to the measured value from SAXS. Using

CRYSOL, we observe good correspondence between the major peaks observed in the SAXS

diffraction spectrum and the predicted peaks from the atomic structure of simulated lattice

(q10 = 0.181, q11 = 0.257, q12 = 0.413, q22 = 0.523, and q23 = 0.666 Å
−1

) (Figure 7.3G).

We studied effects of various structural parameters on the diffraction pattern. Changing the

chirality of the LL37 superhelix (left vs. right handed), the direction distribution (C to N vs.

N to C), and phase distribution did not appreciably change the predicted diffraction pattern,

suggesting that the observed peaks are directly due to the formation of a square lattice of

dsDNA rods intercalated with LL37. Here, we find that the LL37-dsDNA square lattice

has a similar inter-dsDNA spacing to the melittin-dsDNA tetragonal lattice. However, the

melittin-dsDNA complex has stronger order along the longitudinal axis of the dsDNA rod

compared to LL37-dsDNA.
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Figure 7.4: Structure of buforin-dsDNA complexes.
(A) Representative SAXS spectra of an isoelectric buforin-dsDNA complex. One reflection is

observed at q1 = 0.170 Å
−1

, consistent with a columnar lattice with short-ranged order. The
average domain size is extracted from the first peak by fitting the peak width. (B) Structure
of the buforin monomer (taken from the H2A histone, PDB: 4KGC [511]). (C) Illustration
of the buforin-dsDNA columnar lattice with average inter-dsDNA spacing of d = 3.70 nm
and average domain size of L ∼ 7.6 nm.

7.3.4 Buforin condenses dsDNA into a disordered columnar lattice

To determine whether the size of the hydrophobic face is essential to the formation of

square columnar DNA lattices with the optimal inter-DNA spacing for TLR9 activation, we

chose to study buforin, which is an antimicrobial peptide derived from histone H2A of the

Asian toad Bufo bufo garagrizans. Buforin is structurally homologous to LL37 and melittin

with a core α-helical region linked by a proline hinge to an extended helical region with a

random coil [267, 512]. Buforin is known to penetrate cell membranes [513, 514] and bind

to dsDNA and RNA within bacterial cells, disrupting replication [105]. In addition, buforin

is a known degradation product of histone H2A, and presence of buforin mRNA in humans

indicate a role in innate host defense [515]. Compared to melittin and LL37, buforin has

similar net charge and charge density, but has a much smaller hydrophobic face (∼ 80◦).

Unlike LL37 and melittin, buforin is not a full α-helix. The helical portion distal to the

proline kink is a random coil. SAXS studies of the buforin-dsDNA complex revealed a single

diffraction peak at q1 = 0.170 Å
−1

, indicating the formation of a columnar phase with short-

ranged order at an average inter-dsDNA spacing of d = 3.70 nm (Figure 7.4A). The buforin-

dsDNA lattice is unique from the LL37- and melittin-dsDNA lattices because it only has one

dimensional order. Buforin organizes dsDNA into parallel ligands, but the structure does not
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conform to a periodic two-dimensional lattice. In contrast, the LL37 and melittin-dsDNA

complexes have multiple higher order reflections, indicating stronger crystallinity than the

buforin-dsDNA complexes (Figure 7.1, 7.2, 7.3). The increased disorder of the buforin-DNA

complex implies that buforin cannot assemble into protofibril with 4-fold symmetry, which

is required for formation of the crystalline square/tetragonal lattice, like melittin and LL37.

Instead of stacking periodically like melittin or LL37, buforin (Figure 7.4B) likely forms

multimers intermediate coordination numbers between 3-5, which then condenses dsDNA

into a columnar lattice with short-ranged order (Figure 7.4C). The inability of buforin to

pack hydrophobic volume efficiently and form a square lattice despite sufficient charge density

to condense DNA indicates that there is a minimum constraint on hydrophobic face size

(>∼90-100◦) for helical AMPs to coordinate DNA with 4-fold symmetry.

7.3.5 Bent cationic antimicrobial peptide-dsDNA complexes amplify inflamma-

tion by binding to TLR9

To investigate the ability of melittin-, LL37-, and buforin-dsDNA complexes to acti-

vate TLR9, we incubated pre-mixed AMP-dsDNA complexes with murine wild type (WT)

and TLR9-knockout (TLR9-KO) macrophages and measured subsequent IFN-β produc-

tion (Figure 7.5A). In a parallel assay, we also stimulated TLR9-expressing human pDCs

in the absence and presence of chloroquine, and measured subsequent IFN-α production

(Figure 7.5B). LL37 and buforin were mixed with mouse genomic dsDNA (mdsDNA) in

the macrophage experiments and human genomic dsDNA (hdsDNA) in the pDC experi-

ments. Melittin was unable to induce IFN-α production because it was highly cytotoxic

to macrophages and dendritic cells (see SI). In both assays, we observed significant levels

of TLR9-dependent type I IFN production in response to both LL37-dsDNA (p < 0.01

macrophage, p < 0.05 pDC) and buforin-dsDNA complexes (p < 0.05 macrophage, p < 0.05

pDC) (Figure 7.5A-7.5B). In the murine macrophage system, both complexes produced IFN

levels comparable to or greater than stimulation with LPS (TLR4 agonist) or ODN 1826

(TLR9 agonist). No significant activation was observed by peptides alone or mouse genomic

dsDNA alone. In the human pDC system, both LL37-dsDNA and buforin-dsDNA complexes
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produced significant TLR9-dependent IFN production compared to controls. The presence

of 1 µM chloroquine, an endosomal acidification inhibitor, abrogates all TLR9-dependent

signaling. This data confirms that both LL37 and buforin, two prototypical cationic am-

phipathic AMPs can condense dsDNA into liquid-crystalline immune complexes and drive

immune cell activation in a TLR9-dependent manner. Genomic dsDNA by itself is non-

immunogenic, but complexation with AMPs enables breakdown of immune tolerance [330].

The consistency in results between the murine and human systems suggest this phenomenon

is general, and reinforces the idea that the crystallinity of these AMP-dsDNA complexes are

the primary determinants governing TLR9 activation. We observed that the LL37-dsDNA

complex activates 3-5× more strongly than the buforin-dsDNA complex. To understand

this difference in activation, we measured the domain sizes of each of the two complexes

and calculated the total number of unit cells in each complex. The average domain sizes

for the LL37-dsDNA, melittin-dsDNA, and buforin-dsDNA complexes are 8.07 nm, 31.21

nm, and 7.58 nm respectively, corresponding to roughly 2.37, 8.57, and 2.04 unit cells. The

LL37-dsDNA complex has a larger number of repeat units than the buforin-dsDNA complex,

which could partially explain the difference in activation level. However, another major dif-

ference between the LL37 and buforin-dsDNA lattices is that the LL37-dsDNA lattice exhibit

more crystalline structure. Whereas the buforin-dsDNA lattice is disordered columnar, the

LL37-dsDNA lattice is a square lattice with well-defined higher order correlation peaks. It

is likely that AMPs which condense dsDNA into more crystalline complexes lead to stronger

activation. The buforin-dsDNA complex has the right inter-dsDNA spacing for TLR9 am-

plification, but it does not possess the crystallinity of the LL37-dsDNA complex that also

has an ideal inter-dsDNA spacing for TLR9 activation.

7.3.6 Tuning immunomodulatory activity of AMPs by modifying their mem-

brane activity

The observation that melittin has poor IFN-inducing abilities via TLR9 is an intriguing

one, especially since melittin-dsDNA complexes form a tetragonal complex with an optimal

inter-dsDNA spacing similar to that of the LL37-dsDNA complex. The physicochemical
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Figure 7.5: LL37-dsDNA and buforin-dsDNA complexes induce Type 1 Interferon
production in a TLR9-dependent manner in mouse macrophages and human
pDCs.
(A) To measure the ability of AMP-dsDNA complexes to activate TLR9, complexes were in-
cubated with wild type (WT) and TLR9-knockout (TLR9KO) murine macrophages. IFN-β
production was measured and quantified from supernatants using a Bio-ELISA. Mouse ge-
nomic dsDNA was used to generate the complexes. Data shows TLR9-dependent activation
of WT macrophages by LL37-dsDNA and buforin-dsDNA complexes, with minimal to no
activation with peptides or dsDNA alone. As a positive control, mouse-specific TLR9 ago-
nist ODN 1826 was used. Both WT and TLR9KO cells responded to the TLR4 agonist LPS
(n = 3, p∗ < 0.05, p∗∗ < 0.01). (B) Similarly, AMP-dsDNA complexes were incubated with
human pDCs in the absence or presence of chloroquine (1 µM), and IFN-α production was
quantified with ELISA. Data shows that pDCs potently release IFN-α in a TLR9-dependent
manner in response to LL37-dsDNA and buforin-dsDNA complexes, and this response is
attenuated in the presence of chloroquine, which inhibits endosomal acidification and TLR
signaling (n = 2, p∗ < 0.05).
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properties of melittin are similar to LL37 in that they both are strongly cationic, amphi-

pathic helices with a large hydrophobic face to facilitate self-assembly into a protofibril in

the presence of dsDNA, as shown in Figures 1-3. However, closer inspection reveals that the

hydrophobic face of melittin (∼ 180◦) is larger than that of LL37 (∼ 120◦) with a similar

overall charge. From previous work on AMPs, a large hydrophobic face corresponds with in-

creased membrane residence and nonspecific membrane activity, which is consistent with the

increased toxicity of melittin to immune cells relative to that of LL37 [59]. We hypothesized

that perhaps melittin represents an extreme example of an intrinsic evolutionary tradeoff be-

tween the ability of α-helical AMPs to porate membranes and their ability to induce strong

TLR9 activation via dsDNA binding.

To probe the relationship between membrane activity, dsDNA binding, and TLR9 ac-

tivation by α-helical AMPs, we selected three melittin-related peptides to study, AR23,

RV23, and MM1, in addition to melittin itself. AR23 and RV23 are 23-amino acid α-helical

structural homologues of melittin, with both containing a proline hinge similar to melittin.

Both AR23 and RV23 possess reduced hemolytic and cytotoxic activity compared to melittin

[516, 517], and have either reduced charge or reduced overall hydrophobicity. MM1 is a melit-

tin point mutant with several modified amino acids, including removal of the proline hinge

and reduced overall hydrophobicity. Melittin, AR23, RV23, and MM1 were incubated with

PS/PE = 20/80 model membranes and the induced negative Gaussian curvature (NGC) was

measured using SAXS (Figure 7.6A, B), which is a well-validated metric of AMP membrane

activity [518, 47, 72, 177, 176, 175, 519] and membrane permeation processes in general

[268, 78]. In parallel, the peptides were assayed for their ability to bind to dsDNA, and

the resulting nanocrystalline structures were solved using SAXS (Figure 7.6C). The TLR9-

activating abilities of the AMP-dsDNA complexes were determined via immune stimulation

experiments with human pDCs (Figure 7.6D).

Melittin, AR23, and RV23 induced cubic phases rich in NGC in model membranes, evi-

denced by peaks satisfying the Pn3m q-ratios of
√

2 :
√

3 :
√

4 :
√

6 :
√

8 :
√

9 (Figure 7.6A).

In contrast, MM1 did not induce appreciable topological changes in the model membranes

compared to controls. Pn3m cubic phases have continuous surfaces with NGC at every
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point, which reflects the membrane topology enforced in membrane poration processes. The

quantity of NGC induced by the peptides is calculated from the lattice parameters (a) of the

Pn3m cubic phases measured, according to the formula 〈k〉 = 2πχ
A0a2 (χ = −2 and A0 = 1.919

for Pn3m). Melittin generated the largest amount of NGC 〈kmelittin〉 = −2.75× 10−2 nm−2,

corresponding to a lattice parameter of amelittin = 15.4 nm. In contrast, AR23 and RV23

induced reduced quantitative amounts of NGC, with 〈kAR23〉 = −1.85 × 10−2 nm−2 and

〈kRV 23〉 = −1.18 × 10−2 nm−2 corresponding to lattice parameters of aAR23 = 18.8 nm and

aRV 23 = 23.6 nm (Figure 7.6B, fits in Figure 7.7). MM1 did not generate NGC in model

membranes. Thus, melittin, AR23, RV23, and MM1 are representative examples of α-helical

AMPs that span a range of NGC-generating abilities, with melittin being the strongest and

MM1 being the weakest.

To determine whether the differences in charge and hydrophobicity of melittin-related

AMPs affected their ability to bind to DNA, we measured the structures of AR23-, RV23-,

and MM1-DNA complexes with SAXS and compared them to the structure of the melittin-

DNA complex (Figure 7.6C, fits in Figure 7.8) (melittin-DNA SAXS data is reproduced

from Figure 7.1 for clarity). AR23 and RV23 form square columnar lattices with dsDNA,

in a similar manner to melittin and LL37 (Figure 7.1,7.2,7.3). AR23-DNA and RV23-DNA

complexes exhibit inter-DNA spacings (dAR23 = 3.78 nm, dRV 23 = 3.87 nm) similar to

melittin-DNA (dmelittin = 3.64 nm) and slightly larger than LL37-DNA (dLL37 = 3.40 nm).

This indicates that, despite amino acid changes leading to reduced membrane activity, AR23

and RV23 retain the ability to organize DNA into a 4-fold square lattice. In contrast, MM1-

DNA forms a columnar lattice with short-ranged order (Figure 7.6C). Like buforin-DNA

complexes (Figure 7.4), MM1-DNA complexes exhibit more disorder than melittin, AR23,

RV23, and LL37, and have a much larger inter-DNA spacing (dMM1 = 4.19 nm).

Based on these measured inter-DNA spacings, we would predict that AR23-DNA and

RV23-DNA complexes possess the ability to induce TLR9-mediated inflammation in pDCs,

while MM1 would not. The above complexes were incubated with human pDCs and resulting

IFN-α production was measured (Figure 7.6D). As expected, AR23 and RV23 both induced

increased IFN-α production from pDCs compared to both melittin and MM1. Interestingly,
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Figure 7.6: Systematic reduction of the membrane activity of melittin in a series
of mutants with conserved dsDNA-binding activity corresponds with a recovery
of TLR9-activation potential.
(A) SAXS spectra from PS/PE = 20/80 model membranes incubated with melittin, AR23,
RV23, and MM1 at P/L = 1/2. Melittin, AR23, and RV23 induce Pn3m cubic phases in
model membranes, while MM1 does not induce appreciable deformations in the membranes.
(B) Compared to melittin, AR23 and RV23 induce decreasing amounts of NGC in mem-
branes, while MM1 does not induce NGC at all. (C) SAXS spectra corresponding to the
structures of melittin-, AR23-, RV23-, and MM1-DNA complexes. AR23 and RV23 form
square columnar lattices with dsDNA (similar to melittin and LL37), while MM1 forms a
columnar lattice with short-ranged order (similar to buforin). MM1-DNA complexes have
a larger inter-DNA spacing (4.19 nm) and less crystalline order than melittin-, AR23-, and
RV23-DNA complexes (3.64 nm, 3.78 nm, 3.87 nm). (D) Measured TLR9-specific IFN-α
production (pg/mL) from human pDCs. Systematic reduction of NGC-inducing ability in
melittin-related peptides AR23 and RV23 (B) correlate with a recovery in ability to induce
IFN-α from pDCs. MM1 is unable to induce NGC or IFN-α production from pDCs.
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lated Peptides.
Pn3m cubic phases are induced by melittin (red), AR23 (magenta), and RV23 (teal) peptides
in PS/PE = 20/80 membranes. Observed reflections are labeled with their Millier indices
(hkl). Lattice parameters a are extracted from linear fits, and induced NGC is calculated
via the formula 〈k〉 = 2πχ

A0a2 , where χ is the Euler characteristic, A0 is the surface area per
cubic unit cell for each phase, and a is the lattice parameter. The decreasing slope of the
fits from melittin to AR23 corresponds to a decrease in NGC.
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Figure 7.8: SAXS Lattice Parameter Fits for DNA Complexes with Melittin-re-
lated Peptides.
AR23 (magenta) and RV23 (teal) form square columnar complexes with dsDNA. The ob-
served higher order reflections characteristic of the 1 :

√
2 : 2 ratios are labeled. AR23 and

RV23 have lattice parameters of 3.78 nm and 3.87 nm respectively, and the fit demonstrates
that they bind DNA similarly.

the increase in TLR9-activating ability in AR23 and RV23 relatively to melittin negatively

correlates with induced NGC in cell membranes (Figure 7.6B, 7.6D). For peptides that

have conserved DNA-binding activity (AR23, RV23), systematic reduction of NGC-inducing

ability corresponds to a recovery in ability to induce IFN-α from pDCs. MM1, however, is

unable to organize DNA into a square lattice with an inter-DNA spacing in the optimal range,

and is also unable to induce NGC. This is consistent with mutational changes in its sequence

that lead to dual abolishment of membrane activity and DNA-binding/TLR9-activating

ability. Taken together, these findings suggest that the physiochemical requirements for

membrane activity and dsDNA-binding/TLR9 activation of α-helical AMPs are overlapping

but distinct.
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7.4 Conclusions and Prospects

LL37 is a multifunctional α-helical human antimicrobial peptide that can not only kill

bacteria via membrane permeation, but also modulates Toll-like receptor signaling in the

innate immune system. LL37 forms electrostatic complexes with dsDNA, leading to am-

plification of TLR9-mediated signaling in pDCs and macrophages, triggering production of

type-I IFNs. Other α-helical AMPs have also been reported to modulate TLRs in a similar

manner, but the criterion for such immunological activity is unknown. Here, we use X-ray

scattering, computer simulations, and immune cell stimulation experiments to deduce some

fundamental structural rules for α-helices that are proinflammatory via the TLR9 pathway,

based on case studies of 6 prototypical helical AMPs that span a spectrum of charge, charge

density, hydrophobic content, and membrane activity.

To activate TLR9, α-helical AMPs must first condense dsDNA into nanocrystalline

columnar immunocomplexes. This requires a sufficiently high cationic charge density near

the Manning limit. Secondly, they must form complexes with an inter-DNA spacing well-

matched with the steric size of TLR9. Computer simulations suggest that such peptides

require a sufficiently large hydrophobic face, enabling oligomerization via hydrophobic inter-

actions into a protofibril in the presence of DNA. X-ray measurements show that activating

complexes have sufficient crystallinity, and form via 4-fold coordination of DNA by an AMP

superhelix into square-columnar complexes. Finally, the α-helical AMP must possess suf-

ficient but not excessive membrane activity, enabling endosomal access but not inducing

cytotoxicity in immune cells.

The cationic and amphipathic properties of α-helical AMPs are primarily associated with

their ability to permeate cell membranes. Here, we show that these same properties also

facilitate their ability to self-assemble in the presence of dsDNA to produce nanocrystalline

immune complexes that can activate TLR9 in immune cells. In fact, it is precisely their ability

to organize and scaffold dsDNA into clustered immune ligands at the right inter-dsDNA

spacing that enables multivalent binding to TLR9 and subsequent immune activation. These

findings are consistent with a conceptual framework in which the crystallinity of AMP-
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DNA complexes impact immune activation, and have broad implications for the design of

multifunctional antimicrobial and immunomodulatory peptides.

7.5 Methods

7.5.1 Preparation of self-assembled peptide-dsDNA complexes

Lyophilized peptides LL37 (LLGDFFRKSKEKIGKEFKRIVQRIKDFLRNLVPRTES),

melittin (GIGAVLKVLTTGLPALISWIKRKRQQ), buforin (TRSSRAGLQFPV-

GRVHRLLRK), MM1 (GIGAVLKALTTGLGALASAIKRKRQQ), AR23 (AIGSIL-

GALAKGLPTLISWIKNR), and RV23 (RIGVLLARLPKLFSLFKLMGKKV) were

purchased from Anaspec or Lifetein (≥ 95% purity by HPLC) and dissolved in nuclease-free

water (Ambion) to 10 mg/mL. For SAXS experiments, monodispersed Lambda dsDNA

(New England BioLabs) or E. coli genomic dsDNA (Affymetrix) was precipitated and

resuspended in 100 mM NaCl + 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) to 5 mg/mL. For cell experi-

ments, endotoxin-free human (hdsDNA) and mouse (mdsDNA) genomic self-dsDNA were

purchased (Biochain) and used without further purification. Peptide-dsDNA complexes

were formed by incubating the peptide with dsDNA (1-5 mg/mL for SAXS experiments,

10-20 µg/mL for cell experiments) at specific peptide-to-dsDNA charge ratios (P/dsDNA =

1:4, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 4:1). For a particular peptide, the same charge ratios were used in both

SAXS and cell experiments.

7.5.2 SAXS experiments with peptide-dsDNA complexes

We measured the phase diagram of the structures of peptide-dsDNA complexes by in-

cubating peptides (10 mg/mL) with dsDNA (5 mg/mL) at specific charge ratios in mi-

crocentrifuge tubes. After thorough mixing and centrifugation, precipitated complexes are

hermetically sealed in 1.5 mm quartz capillaries (Hilgenberg GmbH, Mark-tubes). SAXS ex-

periments were performed at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL, Beamline

4-2) using monochromatic X-rays with an energy of 9 keV. A Rayonix MX225-HE detector
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(pixel size 73.2 µm) was used to measure the scattered radiation. Independent identical

samples were prepared and measured over multiple timepoints to ensure consistency. 2D

powder diffraction patterns were integrated using the Nika 1.74 [184] package for Igor Pro

6.37 and FIT2D [185]. SAXS data were analyzed by plotting integrated scattering inten-

sity against the momentum transfer q using Mathematica. Peak positions were measured

by fitting diffraction peaks to a Lorentzian. Structures of complexes were solved by calcu-

lating ratios between the q-positions of all measured peaks and comparing them with the

permitted reflections for known liquid-crystalline phases. The lattice parameter(s) of each

phase were calculated by linear regression through points corresponding to measured and

theoretical peaks. The lattice parameter d indicates the inter-dsDNA spacing between ds-

DNA columns. For a square columnar lattice, qhk = 2π
d

√
h2 + k2. For a tetragonal columnar

lattice, qhkl = 2π
√

h2+k2

a2 + l2

c2
, where c is the out-of-plane lattice parameter along the dsDNA

axis. For a columnar lattice with short-ranged order, the inter-dsDNA spacing a is obtained

from the first peak position by the formula d = 2π/q1.

7.5.3 Domain Size Calculations

For full details of domain size calculations, see section 5.5.2.

7.5.4 Macrophage Stimulation Experiments

To validate the ability of peptide-dsDNA complexes to activate TLR9, we stimulated wild

type (WT) and TLR9-knockout (TLR9KO) BL6 mouse macrophages in vitro and measured

subsequent IFN-β production using a Luciferase Bio-ELISA. Peptide-dsDNA complexes were

generated as described above, using mouse genomic self-dsDNA. Complexes were incubated

at room temperature prior to stimulation. WT and TLR9KO macrophages were grown to

confluency in RPMI + Bovine Growth Serum (BGS) + Penicillin/Streptomycin (Pen/Strep)

+ L-glutamine (Gibco), washed, and seeded into 96-well microplates with a final concentra-

tion of 105 cells/well. Complexes were added to WT and TLR9KO cells, diluted to a final

volume of 150 µL, and incubated at 37◦C for 10 hours. Supernatants were removed and
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frozen at −80◦C overnight. All stimulations were done in triplicate.

7.5.5 IFN-β Bioassay

IFN-β bioassay was carried out similarly to prior work [520]. Supernatants were assayed

for type I IFN production (IFN-β) using ISRE-L929 IFN reporter cells (Bio-ELISA system

with IFN-β receptor coupled to a luciferase promoter). ISRE-L929 cells were grown to con-

fluency in RPMI + BGS + Pen/Strep + L-glutamine and plated to a final concentration of

105 cells/well in a 96-well microplate. 50 µL of supernatant was incubated with ISRE-L929

cells for 7 hours at 37◦C. An 8-point standard curve with two-fold serial dilutions of known

IFN-β concentrations (R&D Systems) was incubated with ISRE-L929 cells at the same time.

ISRE-L929 cells are lysed overnight at −80◦C in Passive Lysis Buffer (Promega). Luciferase

production in ISRE-L929 is quantified using a Luciferase Assay System (Promega) with a

luminometer plate reader (Biotek). Luciferase production was converted to IFN-β produc-

tion using the calibrated IFN-β standard curve. Positive controls include ODN 1826 (TLR9

agonist, Invivogen), LPS (TLR4 agonist, Sigma-Aldrich), and negative controls include pep-

tides and genomic dsDNA alone. Peptide-dsDNA complexes that induce a TLR9-specific

response produce a significantly larger amount of IFN-β from WT stimulation compared to

TLR9KO stimulation (unpaired Student’s t-test).

7.5.6 pDC Stimulation Experiments

Blood buffy coats of healthy donors were obtained from the Interregionale Blutspende

SRK, Bern, Switzerland. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained by

Ficoll centrifugation of blood buffy coats. Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) were then

isolated by magnetic separation using the Diamond pDC Isolation kit II (Miltenyi). Purified

pDCs were cultured in 96-well round-bottom plates at 5x104 / well in 200 µL RPMI 1640

(GIBCO) supplemented with 10% FCS (Atlanta Biologicals) and Pen/Strep in the presence

of LL37-hdsDNA or buforin-hdsDNA complexes. LL37-hdsDNA and buforin-hdsDNA com-

plexes were generated by mixing 10 µg of human dsDNA (BioChain) with 2 µg of LL37 or
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buforin in 40 µL of nuclease-free water (Ambion) and then diluted into 200 µL of complete

medium for cell stimulation (final concentrations: 50 µg/mL hdsDNA and 10 µg/mL LL37

or buforin). In some instances, pDCs were pre-incubated with 1 µM chloroquine diphos-

phate (Sigma) for 15 min before stimulation. The different supernatants were collected after

overnight culture and the levels of type I IFN production were measured by ELISA (human

IFN-α pan, Mabtech).

7.5.7 SAXS Experiments with Model Membranes

Peptides were purchased (Anaspec, Lifetein) and synthesized in high purity (> 95%

HPLC) using solid-phase synthesis. Liposomes were prepared as previously described else-

where [77]. Lyophilized DOPS (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (sodium salt))

and DOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) from Avanti Polar Lipids were

used. Stock solutions were dissolved in chloroform at 20 mg/mL. Mixtures of these lipids

were used as a first-order model for bacterial membranes. DOPS and DOPE were mixed

at a 1:4 molar ratio (DOPS/DOPE = 20/80). Chloroform was evaporated under N2, and

the lipids were further dried overnight under vacuum. Dried lipids were resuspended in 100

mM NaCl + 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4 to a final concentration of 20 mg/mL. Aqueous

lipid solutions were incubated overnight at 37◦C. Liposomes were prepared by sonication of

resuspended lipids until clear. Monodispersity in size was obtained via extrusion through a

0.2 µm filter. Before use, peptides are solubilized in nuclease-free pure water. Liposomes

(DOPS/DOPE = 20/80) and peptides were mixed at a peptide-to-lipid charge ratio (P/L) of

1/2 and equilibrated at room temperature overnight. Precipitated peptide-lipid complexes

were loaded into 1.5 mm glass quartz capillaries (Mark-tubes, Hilgenberg GmbH) and her-

metically sealed. SAXS experiments were conducted at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory (BL 4-2) with monochromatic X-rays of energy 9 keV. Scattered radiation was

collected using a Rayonix-MX225-HE detector (pixel size 73.2 µm). The 2D diffraction pat-

terns were integrated using the Nika 1.74 [184] package for Igor Pro 6.37 (Wavemetrics) and

FIT2D [185]. For all samples, multiple measurements were taken for consistency. Samples

were incubated at 37◦C and centrifuged at 6000 RPM for 20 min before measurement. No
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changes were observed over multiple experiments and exposures. SAXS data were analyzed

by plotting the integrated scattering intensity I(q) vs. q using Mathematica. To determine

the phases present in each sample, the measured peak positions were obtained and their ratios

were compared to the permitted reflections for different liquid-crystalline lipid phases (e.g.

lamellar, inverse hexagonal, cubic). Membrane curvature-generating ability of the peptides

were determined by calculating the lattice parameter a for the measured cubic phases. Cubic

phases observed in our experiments belonged to the Pn3m space group. Measured q positions

for the Bragg peak reflections were fitted to the equation qmeasured = 2π
a

√
h2 + k2 + l2 where

(h, k, l) are the Miller indices. The quantity of induced NGC was calculated as the average

NGC per unit cell volume using the equation 〈k〉 = 2πχ
A0a2 , where χ is the Euler characteristic

and A0 is the surface area per cubic unit cell for each phase. Parameter values are χ = −2

and A0 = 1.919 for Pn3m.

7.5.8 Computational Methods and Molecular Simulations

7.5.8.1 Structure factor of a 2D coarse-grained lattice

If a periodic cell contains n coarse-grained particles and the fractional coordinate of the

ith particle is (xi, yi), then the structure factor of (h, k) is:

F (h, k) =
n∑
i=1

fi exp(hxi + kyi)

where fi is the diffraction coefficient, which is proportional to electron density. If the electron

density of all the particles are equal, then,

F (h, k) = f

n∑
i=1

exp(hxi + kyi)

7.5.8.2 Construction of the DNA lattice model

A GC repeat sequence was used for modeling the BDNA double helix. The helix has

about 10.5 base pairs per turn and the pitch was 34.5 Å. Each of the 64 double helices were
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rotated around its axis on a random angle between 0◦ and 360◦, and placed on an N × N

square column lattice with a 0-2 Å deviation (for melittin) or 0-4 Å (for LL37) deviation.

7.5.8.3 Estimation of the pitch of the LL37 superhelix

Per helical turn, the volume of the square column is d2×c and the weight of the column is

4×w, where d is the periodic length in the square plane, c is the periodic length prediction in

the axis direction, and w is the molecular weight of monomer. Thus, the density was ρ = d2c
4w

.

We assume that density of the LL37 lattice and the melittin lattice should be similar. So,

the LL37 periodic length prediction in the axis direction was

c(LL37) = c(Melittin)× w(LL37)

w(Melittin)
×
(
d(Melittin)

d(LL37)

)2

7.5.8.4 Modeling the Melittin and LL37 superhelices

First, we built the initial superhelix structure from the monomeric structures. Both

melittin and LL37 are amphipathic α-helices. In every 4 residues (about 1 helical turn), there

are one or two hydrophobic residues (VILFW) and one or two charged residues (DEKR).

PDB structures 2MLT A [33] and 2K6O [31] were used as the building blocks of the melittin

and LL37 superhelices, respectively. Since they both have a hydrophobic and hydrophilic

face, a “hydrophobic” line and a “hydrophilic” line were first determined. The “hydrophobic”

line denotes the minimum distance to all the hydrophobic side chains, and the “hydrophilic”

line denotes the minimum distance to all the charged-residue side chains. Furthermore, these

two lines must be parallel. The initial axis of the superhelix was placed in the plane of the

two lines and parallel to them, and the distance to the “hydrophilic” line was observed to

be 1 nm. The helical twist angle for both melittin and LL37 is 90◦, and the helical pitch per

monomer was 0.82 nm for melittin and 1.7 nm for LL37 (see above section on “Estimation

of the pitch of the LL37 superhelix”). This was a quarter of the periodic length in the

axis dirction (c value). 26mer superhelix models were built for both melittin or LL37. Left

handed superhelix models exhibited a greater percentage of buried hydrophobic residues
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than that of the right-handed models. Thus, we hypothesized that the predominant species

was the left-handed superhelix.

After the initial superhelix structure was constructed, we optimized the structure by

several iterations of structure relaxation and helical symmetry reconstruction. Energy mini-

mization was first used for structure relaxation. TINKER MINIMIZE program [521] and the

AMBER-03 [522] force field with GBSA implicit solvent were used for superhelix energy min-

imization with a threshold gradient 0.5 kcal/mol/Å. The helical symmetry was reconstructed

by averaging the structure of each of the middle 18 monomers, and then repeating the energy

minimization again. This iterative process continued until the root mean square deviation

(RMSD) of the superhelix model became smaller than 0.5 Å. Then, a 400 ps explicit-solvent

NVT molecular dynamics simulation was carried out for further structure relaxation using

the AMBER and AMBER-03 force fields. About 1.0 mol/L NaCl was added after charge

neutralization. The system was gradually heated up from 50◦K to 300◦K at 50◦K intervals.

After the MD simulation, the helical symmetry was reconstructed. These steps were repeated

iteratively until the RMSD thresholds were met. After 4 total MD-reconstruction iteration

cycles, the final superhelix column (26mer) structure was obtained. This final model was

used for the lattice construction.

7.5.8.5 Building the Melittin-DNA and LL37-DNA lattices

The melittin-DNA and LL37-DNA complexes are square columnar lattices (melittin is

tetragonal with an implicit square columnar lattice). The nearest column-column distance is

the periodic length (a = b). 8×8 lattice models were built for melittin, and 3×3 lattice models

were built for LL37 in accordance with their domain sizes. The melittin superhelix has a

rounded square cross section, while the LL37 superhelix column is near square. Base on the

extinction in diffraction, the diagonal of column-square was parallel to the lattice vector and

the adjacent two squares showed a corner-to-corner configuration. The superhelix column is

directional. In the lattice, the two column directions (N terminal up or C terminal up) were

randomly distributed. To simulate the defect in the lattice, three more random parameters
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were added. First, the column was rotated around its axis 0-±20◦ and its diagonal was

placed offset to the lattice vector. Second, the columns were randomly deviated (0-2 Å)

from the lattice position on the square plane. Third, on the axis direction, the lattice is not

perfectly ordered. We modeled this by inducing a 0-± c
4

deviation in the center of melittin

superhelix columns, and a 0-± c
2

deviation in the center of the LL37 superhelix columns.

7.5.8.6 Diffraction simulation using CRYSOL

The X-ray diffraction was simulated using the software CRYSOL [506] on the all-atom

lattice models derived above. Because the side chains of the long-chain hydrophilic residues

(DNEQKR) are very flexible, only the backbone and Cβ atoms of these residues contribute

to the diffraction simulation study. The CRYSOL diffraction of 50 different 8 × 8 lattice

structures were calculated and averaged for the melittin-DNA and LL37-DNA lattices.

7.5.9 Statistical Analyses

Analysis of immune stimulation data was done in Mathematica or R using pairwise two-

tailed t-tests with a significance level of α = 0.05.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Outlook

8.1 Summary

Antimicrobial peptides have been studied for over 40 years in the context of innate host

defense. Initial studies focused on understanding their microbicidal mechanisms and identi-

fying common structural and physicochemical features essential to this activity [1, 6]. In the

past, machine learning methods strived to improve identification and classification of AMPs

with the goal of designing potent next-generation antibiotics to tackle drug-resistant infec-

tions. In this thesis, we endeavored to do something different. In Chapter 2, we leveraged

machine-learning methods to illuminate the physicochemical basis of membrane activity,

using α-helical AMPs as a bootstrap dataset. We conducted a Monte-Carlo search of the

undiscovered sequence space, coupled with calibrating X-ray measurements of induced mem-

brane curvature, and discovered that our machine learning algorithm can identify α-helical

membrane-active peptides in general. In Chapter 3, We employed the machine learning

classifier as a search tool to discover hidden membrane activity in new and existing peptide

and protein taxonomies, including curvature-generating domains in mitochondrial fission

proteins, membrane repair proteins, histones, and neuropeptides, among many others.

In a way, machine learning allowed us to identify molecules that have multiplexed func-

tions in addition to membrane activity. Throughout the latter half of the thesis, we deeply

explored the multifunctional nature of AMPs, specifically their nucleic-acid-binding and im-

mune receptor-modulating abilities. Within the last 10 years, dramatic progress has been

made in elucidating how AMPs interact with the host innate and adaptive immune systems,

and how this synergizes with their direct activity on the pathogen. With the rise of drug-
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resistant infections, there is a resurgence of interest in the design and development of AMPs

with potent, selective activity and favorable immunomodulatory profiles [523, 524, 525, 526].

In a complementary direction of inquiry, AMPs have also been repeatedly implicated in the

dysregulation of inflammation, such as in chronic autoinflammatory diseases like lupus and

psoriasis. Therefore, improving AMP-mediated immune signaling can bolster responses to

infections [527], while disruption of this behavior could provide a therapeutic opportunity for

autoimmune diseases [459]. Because of the diversity in sequence and structure of AMPs, it is

difficult to predict immunomodulatory behavior for all AMPs and identify universal themes.

In Chapters 4 and 5, we described work that suggests a deterministic mechanism for how a

surprisingly broad range of AMPs signals to the immune system. Using an unconventional

combination of techniques from physics, chemistry, computational biology, and immune acti-

vation experiments, we describe a novel physical basis for AMP-induced immunomodulation

via TLRs. We find that AMPs can structurally organize and scaffold immune ligands into

spatially periodic nanocrystalline and sometimes liquid crystalline complexes, and that the

crystallinity of AMP—nucleic acid complexes can determine the degree of immune amplifi-

cation in well-defined in vitro systems [349, 362, 378, 528]. In Chapter 6, we explore how

the structural rules underpinning TLR9 activation can extend to chromatin released during

cell death and NETosis. This represents a significant generalization of the central paradigm

in immunology. Innate immune receptors can recognize not just pathogen-associated molec-

ular patterns of single ligand molecules, but also recognize nanocrystalline arrangements of

AMPs and ligands, ultimately leading to potent immunomodulation that depends sensitively

on crystallinity parameters such as the inter-ligand spacing and the number of repeating lig-

ands.

8.2 Conclusions and Outlook

AMPs are known to kill microbes through direct activity, including membrane perme-

ation, disruption of electrochemical gradients, and inhibition of metabolic machinery. How-

ever, recent evidence shows that AMPs can also orchestrate host immune responses by
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Figure 8.1: Antimicrobial peptides can modulate immune responses through mul-
tiple mechanisms.
AMPs are multifunctional molecules that can kill microbes by punching holes in their mem-
branes and inhibiting intracellular machinery (upper left). AMPs can also signal to the host
immune system (upper right), and exhibit both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory
properties. AMPs can interact directly with receptors on immune cells, or form complexes
with immune ligands to enable modulation of multiple PRRs like TLRs. (Note that the illus-
trations of AMP-immune ligand complexes here are purely schematic in nature and do not
reflect the actual structures of the nanocomplexes.). AMP-dsDNA, -dsRNA, and -ssRNA
complexes can enter endosomes of immune cells and bind to their respective TLRs, triggering
activation of signal transduction pathways that lead to modulation of inflammation (lower
right). Downstream consequences of AMP immune signaling include activation of transcrip-
tion factors, cytokine production, immune cell chemotaxis, and cellular differentiation and
proliferation, eventually leading to induction of the adaptive immune response (lower left).
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communicating with the innate and adaptive immune systems through receptor modulation.

AMPs can directly bind to various cell-surface or intracellular receptors on immune cells,

triggering chemotaxis, differentiation/maturation, and cytokine production (Figure 8.1).

We also highlighted an underappreciated facet of AMP immunomodulation: AMPs can

also organize immune ligands such as dsDNA and dsRNA into nanocrystalline complexes

that amplify TLR9 and TLR3 activation (Figure 8.2). Furthermore, the degree of immune

amplification can be quantitatively correlated from the crystallinity parameters of AMP-

nucleic acid complexes. Indeed, the same physicochemical features of AMPs that enable

their antimicrobial and membrane activity (e.g., cationic charge, amphipathicity) also enable

strong electrostatic binding to nucleic acids like dsDNA and dsRNA. It will be interesting

to see whether these general mechanisms extend beyond TLRs to various cytosolic nucleic

acid sensors. AMP involvement in these corollary pathways have been implicated in earlier

studies. For example, LL37 can induce IFN-α production from keratinocytes by binding to

cytosolic DNA [529]. LL37 drives IFN-β production in epidermal keratinocytes during skin

injury via the mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein (MAVS). LL37 enables recognition of

self-dsRNA through MAVS in addition to TLR3 [353]. In pDCs, LL37 transports dsDNA into

endosomal compartments, triggering TLR9 activation [330]. However, in non-pDC dendritic

cells, LL37 enables cytosolic DNA sensing via STING and TBK1 kinase [530].

In parallel direction of inquiry, it will be informative to critically dissect the optimal

structural and physicochemical requirements for AMP antimicrobial and immunomodulatory

activity via TLRs, and compare and contrast these competing requirements. Perhaps it is

worthwhile to revisit old questions regarding the structural requirements of AMPs in the

context of immunomodulatory effects reviewed here. We have known for some time that

cationic charge and hydrophobicity are required for AMP activity, and have interpreted

that in the perspective of membrane activity. We can ask broader questions now. How

does immunomodulatory behavior change with cationic charge and hydrophobicity? Can we

predict which AMPs will be more strongly antimicrobial or immunomodulatory and which

innate immune receptors will be involved? Can we rationally design AMPs and AMP-like

molecules, and tune both antimicrobial and immunomodulatory properties independently?
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Figure 8.2: Nanocrystalline ordering of dsDNA and dsRNA by AMPs modulates
TLR-mediated inflammation.
(A) Schematic of nanocrystalline LL37-dsDNA complexes binding to clustered arrays of
TLR9 dimers in the endosomal membrane (ddsDNA = 3.40 nm). (B) Complexes with inter-
DNA spacings (ddsDNA) well-matched with the steric size of TLR9 leads to drastic amplifi-
cation of inflammation, due to optimized multivalent intercalative binding of LL37-dsDNA
to TLR9. Maximal IFN-α production occurs for complexes with spacings in the range of
3.1-3.5 nm. (C) Schematic of nanocrystalline LL37-dsRNA complexes binding to clustered
arrays of TLR3 dimers in the endosomal membrane (ddsRNA = 3.63 nm). (D) Complexes
with inter-RNA spacings (ddsRNA) well-matched with the steric size of TLR3 leads to strong
amplification of inflammation, while those with poorly matched spacings do not. Maximal
IL-6 production occurs for complexes with spacings in the range of 3.3-3.7 nm.
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In Chapter 7, we begin to answer some of these broad questions, comparing and contrasting

the requirements of membrane activity and DNA binding/TLR-activating ability.

Looking forward, there are a multitude of opportunities to expand on this work. The ma-

jority of immunomodulatory AMPs were first characterized as antimicrobial peptides, and

then were later found to possess immunomodulatory activity. However, recent work shows

that many traditional immune-signaling molecules that exert their functions through spe-

cific membrane-bound receptors (such as cytokines) also possess hidden direct antimicrobial

activity. In fact, an increasing body of evidence shows that this categorical delineation be-

tween antimicrobial molecules and immunomodulatory molecules is becoming progressively

blurred [531]. Perhaps the emerging “kinocidin” family of proteins can provide insight into

how nature multiplexes antimicrobial and immunomodulatory activity. Kinocidins are cy-

tokines with intrinsic antimicrobial activity [532], and many share core physicochemical and

structural similarities with AMPs. For example, various members of the chemokine fam-

ily of cytokines contain a β-sheet rich “γ-core” motif that is also characteristic of classical

defensins [532, 533], and exhibit facial amphiphilicity and net cationic charge [531, 534].

Many of these molecules contain modular components that share structural homology with

α-helical and β-sheet AMPs [535, 536]. For example, in a pioneering screen of over 30

human chemokines from these families, 21 were found to possess potent broad-spectrum

antimicrobial activity comparable to human defensins, suggesting that chemokines may also

directly kill microbes in addition to their chemotactic functions [537]. In another series of

studies, the platelet chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 4 (CXCL4)/platelet factor 4 (PF-4),

its rabbit analogue thrombin-induced platelet microbicidal protein 1 (tPMP-1), and a syn-

thetic congener peptide derived from CXCL4 C-terminal domain was found to have potent

antimicrobial properties [538, 539, 536, 540, 541]. Other studies have shown that IL-8 and

MCP-1, two important mediators of chemotaxis, also have antimicrobial activity [542]. Strik-

ingly, IL-8, CXCL4/PF4, and MCP-1 were all found to share strong structural homology

with human β-defensins, namely the γ-core motif, indicating that a common scaffold has

been optimized by nature for dual antimicrobial and immunomodulatory activity. Recently,

the cytokines IL-26 and IFN-β were also discovered to have hidden antimicrobial activity
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[543, 544, 545, 519]. Other molecules in innate immunity such as complement C3a and

the S100 class of endogenous calcium-binding proteins have also exhibited dual antimicro-

bial and immunomodulatory activities [546, 547, 548, 549]. The development of machine

learning tools to detect hidden antimicrobial activity in proteins has enabled the possibility

of uniting disparate peptide taxonomies under a common umbrella of multifunctional pro-

teins that exhibit different degrees of antimicrobial activity, receptor-binding activity, and

immunomodulatory ability [177, 175, 176, 550].

In our view, it will be worthwhile in future work to work towards a more nuanced un-

derstanding of the self-assembly of AMPs and related molecules with traditional immune

ligands in the context of inflammation. These studies also question the conventional demar-

cation between “pro-inflammatory” and “anti-inflammatory” AMPs and cytokines. Context

matters especially to pleiotropic molecules, whether it is the tissue-specific expression of

immunomodulatory mediators or activation of multiple receptors in specific cells in differ-

ent tissues. For example, an immune signaling molecule may induce an anti-inflammatory

response via binding to its cell-surface receptor, but could simultaneously induce a pro-

inflammatory response by binding to nucleic acids and signaling through TLRs. Instead of

measuring a binary response, we propose models to quantitatively predict and measure the

degree of inflammation on a continuous scale as a function of the biophysical and structural

properties of AMPs, immune ligands, and their targets.

Finally, the ability of AMPs to modulate the innate system via mechanisms described

here is a double-edged sword: In the normal context of infection, AMPs bolster the im-

mune response by enabling immune cell signaling, recruitment, and proliferation. However,

overexpression of AMPs has clearly been associated with exacerbation of many additional

chronic inflammatory diseases like systemic sclerosis, vasculitis, atherosclerosis, and others.

Further structure-function and mechanistic studies will be required to fully map out the im-

munomodulation landscapes of AMPs, their pathophysiological role in disease, and strategies

to regulate their immunomodulatory abilities.
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